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HEARING ON THE REAUTHORIZATION OF THE
H:aHER EDUCATION ACT OF 1965

MONDAY. JUNE 3. 1991

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION,

COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
Carlisle, PA.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 9:45 a.m., in Memori-
al Hall, Dickinson College, Carlisle, Pennsylvania, Hon. Joseph M.
Gaydos presiding.

Members present: Representatives Gaydos, Good ling, Petri, and
Gunderson.

Staff present: Thnir as R. Wolanin, staff director; Maureen Long,
legislative associate/clerk; Jo-Marie St. Martin, education counsel;
Rose Di Napoli, professional staff member; and Beth Buehlmann,
education coordinator.

Mr. GAYDOS. [presiding] I would like to welcome our guests here
and I want to thank the university for allowing us to bring these
hearings here to Carlisle. The full committee Chairman, Mr. Ford,
from Michigan sends his apologies, he could not be here. In his
place, I am to conduct the hearing.

We are very proud of our very active member from this locality,
a long time friend, Bill Good ling. I served with his fatherand
that does not say good or bad for me, but I served with his father
many years back. and Bill came down in his place. Since coming
down, we are very happy to receive a professiorwl. Bill has dealt
with and is part of the educational system in this country which
has grown to know him. It has been a pleasure serving with Bill
and I believe that he has contributed tremendously to the full con-
cept of education.

Allow me on behalf of the committee to introduce the personnel
that we have here. On my extreme right we have Mr. Gunderson
from Wisconsin. Next to him is Mr. Petri from Wisconsin and of
course Mr. Good ling next to me. On my left here we have Mr. Wo-
lanin, who is our general counsel. We have Mr. Asmonga on the
left, who is a member of the subcommittee.

With those introductions, let me make just a very brief opening
remark and then I will turn it over to Mr. Good ling because this is
number one, his area; secondly his specialty and we are here be-
cause of him.

Let me, on behalf of the committee, in opening up the formal
hearing state that this hearing is one of more than 40 being held in
Washington and around the country on the reauthorization of the

I r
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Higher Education Act of 1965, which you are all familiar with in
general and the integrity and quality of grants and loan asbistance.

I have two points I would like to make very, very hurriedly
about problems that we do have. The first problem we are all fa-
miliar with, I am sure, it affects every student seeking assistance
and that is the imbalance between grants and loansand we all
know that.

One other problem that we haveI am concerned personally and
I know Bill Good ling is toothat too many students face huge
debts once they leave their educational curriculum, tens of thou-
sands of dollars in a lot of instances. If they go to graduate school,
the burden is even greoter than that.

The second problem of zuarse focuses on the Department of Edu-
cation's poor oversight and management of these student assist-
ance programs and I am sure some of our witnesses will pointedly
bring up some of these.

Without objection from the rest of the committee, I would like to
enter into the record the opening remarks and statements and at
this time turn to Bill Good ling.

[The prepared statement of Hon. Joseph M. Gaydos follows:]

t;



Opening Statement
Joseph M. Gaydos

Postsecondary Field Hearing
Monday June 3

Dickinson College
Carlisle, PA

This hearing is one of more than 40 that are being held

in Washington and around the country on reauthorization of the

Higher Education Act of 1965 in general and the integrity and

quality of grant and loan assistance for students in

particular.

The student assistance programs in this act have been

enormously successful and have enabled millions of Americans

achieve their educational dreams. But, as we all know, there

are several problems that we cannot allow to fester any

longer.

In the interest of time, 1'11 focus my comments on just

two of these problems.

First, and pereaps the most tragic of all problems

affecting virtually every student seek'ng assistance, is the

imbalance between grants and loans.

This past school year, for example, students received

more than 18 billion dollars in educltional assistance.

Unfortunately, of this le billion dollars -- 11 billion was in

the form of guaranteed student loans, according to the

Department of Education.

When the student assistance pro9rams were cr,ated, grants

represented ahout 75 percent of a student's federal assistance

package and loans made up the other 25 percent. Today, those

1
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figures have been reversed -- loans comprise about 75 percent

of a student's package and grants 25 percent.

This imbalance has put a terrible strain on our nation's

students and their families.

Far too many of our students face huge debt burd-ms --

tens of thousands of dollars - when they graduate. And, if

they go on to graduate school the burden becomes even more

staggering.

As bad as this situation is now, the Administration is

proposing to make it even worse by eliminating more than

400,000 students from the Pell Grant program. Under this

proposal, the most needy students those with family

incomes less than $10,000 -- would see their grants increase

by an averale of only $425, while 400,000 students -- many of

whom ate already relying heavily on loans -- would be forced

to take on an even larger amount of debt.

The second problem focuses on the Department of

Education's poor oversight and management of the student

assistance programs.

In its recent report, the Senate Permanent subcommittee

on Investigations found that "through gross mismanagement,

ineptitude, and negleot in carrying out its regulatory and

oversight functions, the Department of Fducation had all but

abdicated its responsibility to the students it is supposed to

service and the taxpayers whose interests it is charged with

protecting."

A review team headed by the Oftice of Management and
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Budget and the Education Department went even further. It

concluded that the Department's management practices

contribute to high student loan default rates, and fraud and

abuse in the student assistance programs.

This fraud and abuse must be eradicated from the

programs. Whether the Department achieves this through its

regulatory process or Congress achieves it through legislation

it must be done.

But, it must be done without eliminating educational

access and choice to whole categories of students.

One of the most disturbing aspects of the Department's

mismanagement is the deplorable condition of its financial

records.

In the 25 years since the passage of the Higher Education

Act, there has never been an audit of the student loan

insurance fund. The General Accounting Office, which is

charged with performing the required annual audit, has made

numerous attempts to audit the fund but has given up every

single time because the records are so terrible.

GAO has made numerous recommendations ovtr the years to

correct the Department's financial reporting problems. But

the Department's efforts to correct those problems has been

largely unsuccessful.

Before abandoning its latest audit a tempt, GAO concluded

the Depattment's financial statements are unreliable because

the accounting system that the Depattment is using does not

ptoduce criu at intormt ion.
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The Department of Education Inspector General reached

this same conclusion in his report of September 30, 1990. The

IG also noted that three of the Department's account balances

differ with the balances in its general ledger by as much as

21 billion dollars.

We cannot permit the Department of Education to use

out-of-date and unverifiable figureb to determine who is in or

out of the program. we also cannot allow ourselves to make

those most important policy decisions based on numbers

generated in an unauditable system.

Somehow we must find a better way to deal with problems

in the programs and with the Department's failures.

I hope our witnesses today will have some ideas about

these and other elements of the Higher Education Act and how

we can improve the system to better serve those students who

seek to broaden their horizons through poststLondary

education.

Mr. Goodling

4
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Mr, GOODLING. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for being here and for
coming early as a matter of fact. Because you thought the hearing
began at 9, you were here bright and early. This is the first hear-
ing, I thought I heard you say, that we have ever started early. So
that sounds good.

I want to thank my colleagues on this side also for coming to
Carlisle, central Pennsylvania. We have hearings scheduled for all
over the country and I am particularly pleased to have one here in
the 19th Congressional District.

We have a lot of things that we are concerned about as we reau-
thorize higher education. The integrity of the program of course
has come under fire. We have, I believe, about two billion dollars
annually that is used to pay for the defaults. I am glad that my
State looks pretty good, and your State looks pretty good, r do not
know about Wisconsin, I have not checked on that as far as default
rates are concerned.

We are also concerned about middle income student access, that
is becoming more and more a problem. And my hope during reau-
thorization is that we can structure the programs to restore some
of the former ability that middle income students had to secure a
higher education.

And finally, I hope we can deal with the complexity of the pro-
grams. I am hearing that there are enough forms to fill out, and
confusing enough that they are worse than trying to deal with your
income tax, which we simplify constantlyat least we say we do
that. Every time we simplify them, they become more complex.

So again, Mr. Chairman, thank you for coming. We have two dis-
tinguished Pennsylvanians that you are familiar with, who are
first on the panel.

Mr. GAYDOS. Thank you.
And let me call on Mr. Petri from the State of Wisconsin, I

served on a committee with him where we had the Wright case and
a lot of other cases too, so I am very familiar with Mr. Petri, and at
this time, I yield the mike to him.

Mr. Prral. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I just wanted to say that it
is a real pleasure and a privilege for me to have the opportunity to
attend a hearing in Bill Goodling's district. I think Steve Gunder-
son and I feel right at home, coming here to Carlisle today. We
thought the farms and the characteristics of the countryside and so
on reminded us very much of our areas in Wisconsin, and so does
this beautiful college campus. It is older, but it has the same kind
of character that Ripon College and Lawrence College and Carroll
College have in our areas of Wisconsin.

I am looking forward to the testimony. You have really assem-
bled a distinguished group of university presidents and senior ad-
ministrators. And I just want to conclude by saying to the people in
this art, that it has been both a pleasure and a privilege for me to
serve h Bill Goodling and under his tutelage. All of the years I
have en in Congress, Bill and I have been on the Education and
Labor Committee together. He is someone who has a long time in-
terest and grounding in issues involving education, and he provides
a great deal of national leadership from his senior post on the Edu-
cation and Labor Committee.

11
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Mr. GAYDOS. We are also happy to have with us Mr. Gunderson
from Wisconsin. I served with him many years on the Subcommit-
tee on Health and Safety. There are three Rept_blicans on this side
and I am the only lone Democrat, so I am glad I have friendly Re-
publicans here. Mr. Gunderson.

Mr. GUNDERSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. It is just an experi-
ence so you know how it feels to be in the minority. We wanted to
give you one morning of this.

Mr. GAYDOS. That is how I feel now.
Mr. GUNDERSON. Let me join with you in welcoming everyone to

our hearing and saying how delighted we are to be here. I would be
remiss if I did not say the reason you have two Wisconsin Con-
gressmen here today is we are the official delegation to welcome
Penn State to the big 10.

[Laughter.]
Mr. GUNDERSON. Above and beyond that, however, 1 have to say

we are really here because of Bill Good ling. For those of you who
know him well. I take special pride in that he is the only colleague
of mine in Congress that for the 11 years I have been there, 1 have
called dad. I am the only one he calls son, which says something
he is referring to my age. I tell people, however, that despite him
calling me son, he has yet to give me an allowance and I am wait-
ing for that day to happen.

But Bill Good ling serves a unique role and I want you all to un-
derstand that role. Bill Good ling, more than any other member of
the Congress or the Senate, is the bridge between a Democratic
Congress and a Republican administration on every etiucation
issue, whether it be education reform, whether it be higher educa-
tion, and as you look at the administration proposal on higher edu-
cation, and compare and contrast that to where I think many on
the committee would like to go, it again will fall in Bill Good ling's
hands to try to be the bridge-builder between the administration
and the Congress, certainly in conference, if not before, as we try
to enact a reauthorization.

For me, as I was telling the gentleman from Gettysburg, we had
the privilege 4 years ago to come to the Gettysburg campus and I
am delighted to be back here in beautiful Pennsylvania.

Enough for opening comments, we are looking forward to the tes-
timony. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. GAYDOS. Without objection all of the formal comments wih
be made part of the record in this matter.

At this time, the Chair is very happy to welcome and call upor,
panel number one, the Honorable Donald M. Carroll. Jr., Secretary
of Education and the Honorable Charles Fuget, Commissioner of
Higher Education. Gentlemen, welcome to the committee and you
may proceed in the manner you best feel will serve your purposes.
Without objection, your prepared statements will be made part of
the record and you may proceed in any manner you see fit,
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STATEMENTS OF THE HONORABLE DONALD M. CARROLL JIL,
SECRETARY OF EDUCATION, PENNSYLVANIA DEPARTMENT OF
EDUCATION, HARRISBURG, PENNSYLVANIA AND THE HONORA-
BLE CHARLES FUGET, COMMISSIONER OF HIGHER EDUCA-
TION, PENNSYLVANIA DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION, HARRIS-
BURG, PENNSYLVANIA

Mr. CARROLL. Thank you, Representative Gaydos, Congressman
Good ling and our friends from Wisconsin. We want to welcome you
offirislly to Pennsylvania and we are delighted you chose to have
this hearing at this beautiful campus. We also want to make sure
that you understand that we also sppreciate Bill Good ling, as my
Con man who represents us effectively in the Congress.

I To.esasppreciate the opportunity to testify on the reauthorization
of the Higher Education Act of 1965, and in general let me just say
I urge its reauthorization with some suggestions that we might
make as Dr. Fuget and I go through our testimony.

I would like to talk specifically about several of the titles, not all
of them. And the reason that I do not want to comment on all of
them; first, it would be boring to you and would take your time up
needlessly, but secondly, during the course of this day I am sure
they will all be discussed.

But from the Department of Education point of view, we are par-
ticularly concerned with such topics as academic libraries, informa-
tion technology enhancement, institutional and student assistance
which Dr. Fuget will speak to directly, educator recruitment, reten-
tion and development and innovative programs for community
services. So we will focus in on those in general remarks, obviously
open to questions when it is over.

First, let me talk about libraries. The administration's proposal
to repeal all of Title II says to us that there is no Federal role in
library development, particularly academic and research librari:,,
and I must say to you directly we disagree with this.

We think a revised but not repealed Title II would serve this
nation, establish a national policy of library networking and even-
tually produce a national library system that can be linked elec-
tronically and result in great efficiency, specialization and serve
our clients better. We need a thoughtful and creative reshaping of
Title II. We need a strong national policy which can bring together
all the diverse pieces of our library systems, wherever they are,
and maximiZe that energy. Therefore, we are suggesting that in
Title II you look carefully at things like networks and consortiums,
that you help academic libraries address a major problem for them,
and that is the rising cost of materials and the fact that specializa-
tion and electronic networking would enable us to keep costs down.

One of the things that I think we miss when we talk alx,ut stu-
dent aid and other things is the fact that it costs a lot to run a
college or university, and every penny we put needlessly into some
activity is money that will eventually surface in two ways; one, in
increased tuition costs and the other is increased demands on all of
us in government to provide additional help. So the more efficient
we become, we think it is better for ail of us.

So we are suggesting to you that as you reshape Title II, you look
at the possibility of creating a national system, national network-
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log of libraries, and that the Federal Government can provide both
program and financial support for such a policy.

Secondly, let me talk about institutional aid because we believe
the Federal Government has a vital role in aiding institutions of
higher education. We know that is under debate in many circles,
but we think there are three reasons why the Federal Government
has a role here. One is to provide national direction to higher edu-
cationwe are not isolated little fiefdoms, we are in effect part of a
national system. The second is to help deserving but disadvantaged
institutions remain viable. And finally, to promote institutional
planning. We think that this program is cumbersome. If you have
read, or as you will hear I am sure, the administration of all of
that, you will see that there is a lot of paperwork as Representative
Gaydos mentioned. And we think it could be streamlined, but we
think it is particularly useful.

I would also like to comment on aid to historically black colleges
and universities, because I also see that as somewhat of a contro-
versy, but in Pennsylvania we do not have large numbers of these
colleges or universities but I, before becoming Secretary of Educa-
tion, served as Superintendent of the Harrisburg City School Dis-
trict. Eighty percent of our students were black of Hispanic. A
number of them found it more to their advantage to go to tradi-
tionally black colleges and universities, often in the southI am
thinking of Howard, Tuskegee, Union, places like that. And what I
found was that their education brought them back to our communi-
ty and brought them back as highly productive citizens. So even
though Pennsylvania would not be a major user of that program in
the sense of institutions we have, I would encourage you to look at
it because it is a national need and one that Pennsylvanians profit
from.

In terms of educator recruitment, retention and development, I
just will restate the obvious. It is obvious that as times change, as
our educational programs become more technical, as we have a
higher need to keep kids in school longer, and all of that sort of
thing, teachers must have not only a thorough knowledge and cur-
rent knowledge of where they are, but they also must know how to
teach the youngsters that we have today. have said frequently
and will repeat to all of you, even though I know you know it, that
the days of Dick and Jane and Spot and Puff are gone. We do not
see children coming from that environment into our school sys-
tems, they live a very complicated life and teachers need to be par-
ticularly sharp in how to deal with that.

So we think this program can help us retrain teachers and create
partnerships between school districts, vocational schools and higher
education institutions which will improve both the preparation,
academic preparation, and teaching skills of elementary and sec-
ondary teachers, So we strongly urge that the amount of money in
that program, the authorization for that, be increased for fiscal
year 1992, and by the way, I will not come here and keep telling
you we need more money, we need more money, we need more
money. But there are some times when I will suggest that to you,
because we do. And this is one area where I think the money will
be well-spent,

1 4
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Also, we are encouraging you to support Part C, which is the pro-
fessional development and leadership program or create a new one,
if you feel you need to, to facilitate the funding of professional de-
velopment centers. I know that is controversial, but we have found
that where we can assimilate specialists in teaching and bring
them together with teachers, there are tremendous improvements
in that program.

Next, let me talk about innovative projects for community serv-
ice because Pennsylvania, under the leadership of our new Senator
Harris Wofford, has taken tremendous steps to promote volunteer-
ism. It has become almost a plank of Governor Casey and of me
and of the State Board of Education, to put community service of
some kind into most of our elementary, secondary and higher edu-
cation ptograms, and we have provisions for that in this law.

It has been proposed to move the student literacy core from Title
I to become a new part of Title X, and we want to support that. We
think that that is a good move, it is a program that helps to focus
on what idealisticand by the way we have a lot of idealistic
young people--can do in order to support the community. I would
just like to tell you two examples we have because it may make
you feel better when you look at this to say that this is not money
going down a rat hole.

The State has its own literacy core. Our literacy core is on 16
campuses, it has a State appropriation of half a million dollars and
more than 1,000 college students tutored nearly 2,500 Pennsylva-
nians this year. And many of them continue. So we have found
that it works.

In addition to that, the Pennsylvania Association of Colleges and
Universities has supported, with very small State aid, campus com-
pacts on 38 campuses. And this year, this current year, 1990-1991,
over a million hours were donated. Now if you calculate that at
five dr,1!..rs an hour, you have a five million dollar return on a
$20,00i State investment. So we think it is not a costly program,
but one thai will benefit mosta lot of our folks.

We also recommend that the amount authorized to support
teacher scholarships and fellowships, particularly the Christa
McAuliffe Teacher Fellowship Program and the Paul Douglas
Teacher Scholarship Programthe amount authorized be in-
creased.

Now I have not tried to cover everything that would be in this
very complex piece of legislation, but to focus on several areas that
are of interest to Pennsylvanians. And as I mentioned, others will
comment in more detail on other pieces of it.

Our interest, for example, in Title IV, and I have not talked
about that, will be presented by Dr. Fuget, the Deputy Secretary
and Commissioner for Post-Secondary and Higher Education. And I
just want to extend to you, all of you, our offer to be of whatever
help we can be in helping you sort this program out and to reflect
what is ine state of the art in terms of higher education planning.

We thank you for this opportunity to be here and I will ask Dr.
Fuget to comment on student aid particularly.

[The prepared statement of Hon. Donald M. Carroll. Jr. followsl
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TESTIMONY ON REAUTHORIZATION

OF THE HIGHER EDUCATION ACT

JUNE 3, 1991

DICKINSON COLLEGE

PRESENTED BY;

SECRETARY DONALD M. CARROLL, JR.

PENNSYLVANIA DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

CHAIRMAN FORD, REPRESENTATIVE GOODLING AND DISTINGUISHED MEMBERS

OF THE HOUSE SUBCOMMITTEE ON POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION, I AM DONALD

CARROLL, SECRETARY OF EDUCATION FOR THE COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA.

WITH ME IS MY DEPUTv SECRETARY AND COMMISSIONER FOR POET SECONDARY AND

HIGHER EDUCATION, DR. CHARLES FUGET. I COMMEND THE SUBCOMMITTEE FOR

ITS ATTENTION TO THIS IMPORTANT ISSUE; THE CKAIRMAN, FOR HIS INTEREST

AND INITIATIVE TO HOLD HEARINGS ACROSS THE COUNTRY; AND CONGRESSMAN

GOODLING, FOR HIS CONTINUOUS SUPPORT AND LEADERSHIP IN EDUCATION. BOTH

NATIONALLY AND HERE IN PENNSYLVANIA. I APPRECIATE THIS OPPORTUNITY TO

TESTIFY ON THE REAUTHORIZATION OF THE HIGHER EDUCATION ACT OF 1'165. AS

AMENDED.

I URGE ITS REAUTHORIZATION SO THAT WY, IN THE TRUE SENSE OF

FEDERALISM, CAN HELP OUR STUDENTS MEET THE MANI CHALLENGES THAT ARE

AHEAD.

IN GENERAL, WE FOCUS OUR ATTENTION ON ACADEMIC LIBRARIES AND

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY ENHANCEMENT; INSTITUTIONAL AND STUDENT

ASSISTANCE; EDUCATOR RECRUITMENT, RETENTION AND DEVELOPMENT, AND

INNOVATIVE PROJECTS FOR COMMUNITY SERVICES. THIS ATTENTION IS Nc.,T

BECAUSE OTHER TOPIJS ARE NOT IMPORTANT BUT WE FEEL THEY WILL BE

COVERED BY OTHERS TESTIFYING HERE TODAY.

1 i;
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ACADEMIC LIBRARY AND INFORAATION TECHNOLOGY ENHANCEMENT

THE ADMINISTRATION'S PROPOSAL TO REPEAL ALL OF TITLE II IMPLIES A

BELIEF THAT THERE IS NO ROLE POR THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT IN ACADEMIC

AND RESEARCH LIBRARIES. WE DISAGREE WITH THIS. WS BELIEVE THE

FEDERAL ROLE IS TO LEAD SUCH LIBRARIES INTO NETWORKi AND CONSORTIA

WHICH PROMOTE THE SNARING OF MATERIALS AND THEREBY PERMIT INDIVIDUAL

LIBRARIES TO SPECIALIZE AS EACH BUILDS ITS COLLECTION. THE SHARING OF

RESOURCES COMBINED WITH SPECIALIZATION WOULD REDUCE COSTS SINCE

LIBRARIES IN NETWORKS AND CONSORTIA COULD AVOID PURCHASING DUPLICATIVE

'tATERIALS.

A REVISED, NOT REPEALED, TITLE II COULD SET A NATIONAL POLICY OF

LIBRARY NETWORKING WITM AN ULTIMATE GOAL OF A NATIONAL NETWORK OF

LIBRARIES LINKED ELECTRONICALLY. TITLE II ALREADY HAS THE VITAL

ELEMENTS FOR SUCH A NATIONAL POLICY: PARTS A AND C SPEAK TO IMPROVING

COLLECTIONS IN ACADEMIC RESEARcH LIBRARIES, WHILE PART D SPEAKS TO

TECHNOLOGY AND COOPERATIVE SYSTEMS. WHAT IS NEEDED IS A CREATIVE AND

THOUGHTFUL RESHAPING OF TITLE II INTO A STRONG NATIONAL POLICY WHICH

STIMULATES A SYNERGY AMONG THE EXISTING PARTS, FOR EXAMPLE, PARTS A,

B, AND D COULD BE MERGED TO SUPPORT THE USE OF TECHNOLOGY AMONG EVER

WIDENING NETWORKS AND CONSORTIA WHOSE MEMBERS COOPERATIVELY PLAN THE

DEVELOPMENT AND MAINTENANCE OF THEIR INDIVIDUAL COLLECTIONS FOR THE

MUTUAL BENEFIT OF ALL. THESE NETWORKS AND CONSORTIA WOULD, AMONG

OTHER THINGS, HELP ACADEMIC AND RESEARCH LIBRARIES ADDRESS A DILEMMA

NOW FACING MOST Or THEM -- A DILEMMA OF DIMINISHING DOLLARS COUPLED

WITH INCREASED NUMBERS OF CLIENTS WHo NEED ACCESS TO EXPENSIVE ITEMS

SUCH AG SCHOLARLY SERIALS AND FOREIGN MATERIALS,
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TO BE WOST EFFECTIVE AND EFFICIENT, SUCH NETWORKS AND CONSORTIA

SHOULD NOT wroP AT THE BORDERS or EACH STATE. RATHER, THEY SHOULD

EXTEND BEYOND STATE BORDERS AND, EVENTUALLY, ENCOMPASS THE NATION.

BUT A NATIONAL NETWORK NEEDS THE LEADERSHIP AND FINANCIAL SUPPORT OF A

NATIONAL POLICY, AND THAT POLICY SHOULD ENSURE THAT ACADEMIC

INSTITUTIONS, INCLUDING THEIR LIBRARIES, PARTICIPATE IN THE PROPOSED

NATIONAL RESEARCH AND EDUCATION NETWORK. WE URGE THE ESTABLISHMENT or

A NATIONAL POLICY THROUGH TITLE II.

INSTITUTIONAL AID

WE BELIEVE THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT HAS A VITAL ROLE IN AIDING

INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER EDUCATION. FEDERAL AID PROVIDES SEVERAL

ADVANTAGES. ONE IS TO ASSIST IN PROVIDING NATIONAL DIRECTION TO HIGHER

EDUCATION. ANOTHER IS TO ASSIST DESERVING, BUT DISADVANTAGED,

INSTITUTIONS TO REMAIN VIABLE. A FINAL ADVANTAGE IS TO PROMOTE

INSTITUTIONAL PLANNING. WE BELIEVE THIS PROGRAM SHOULD CONTINUE AND

ITS MANAGEMENT BE STREAMLINED TO REMOVE UNNEEDED ADMINISTRATIVE

BARRIERS. WE ALSO ENCOURAGE CONTINUING AID TO HISTORICALLY BLACK

COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES,

EDUCATOR RECRUITMENT, RETENTION AND DEVELOPMENT.

THE NEW PROGRAN PROPOSED BY THE ADMINISTRATION,

"PARTNERSHIPS FOR INNOVATIVE TEACHER EDUCATION,' PROVIDES A MEANS

TO IMPROVE TEACHING AND THE PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT OF TEACHERS.

IT IS OBVIOUS, IN ORDER TO ACHIEVE THE NATIONAL EDUCATION GOALS,

THAT TEACHERS MUST HAVE A THOROUGH UNDERSTANDING OF THE SUBJECT

MATTER THEY TEACH, AS WELL AS THE KNO %EDGE AND SKILLS REQUIRED

1 c
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TO ENABLE A DIVERSE POPULATION OF STUDENTS TO LEARN IT. TEACHERS

MUST HELP ALL STUDENTS BECOME CRITICAL THINKERS AND SELF-DIRECTED

LEARNERS. THIS PROGRAM WOULD ENCOURAGE PARTNERSHIPS BETWEEN

LOCAL EDUCATION AGENCIES AND INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER EDUCATION TO

IMPROVE THE PREPARATION OF ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY TEACHERS AND

THEIR ABILITY TO WORK EFFECTIVELY WITH THE CHANGING STUDENT

POPULATION. PROGR,AMS MUST BE AVAILABLE THAT ENHANCE TEACHER

RECRUITMENT AND RETENTION AND PROMOTE GREATER DIVERSITY IN THE

TEACHING FORCE. WE WOULD STRONGLY URGE THAT THE AMOUNT

AUTHORIZED FOR APPROPRIATION IN FISCAL YEAR 1992 BE INCREASED

SUBSTANTIALLY TO PROVIDE THE NEEDED FUNDS TO SUPPORT THE

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT OF TEACHERS AS WELL AS THE ACTIVITIES

NORMALLY SUPPORTED BY THE "MID-CAREER TEACHER TRAINING FOR

NON-TRADITIONAL STUDENTS" AND "SCHOOL, COLLEGE, AND UNIVERSITY

PARTNERSHIPS."

THE ADMINISTRATION HAS RECOMMENDED THAT PART C - PROFESSIONAL

DEVELOPMENT AND LEADERSHIP PROGRAMS - BE REPEALED IN THE

REAUTHORIZATION. MUCH CURRENT RESEARCH CLEARLY RECOGNIZES THE VALuE

or PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT CENTERS IN SUPPORT OF IW-SERVICE

EDUCATION PROGRAMS DESIGNED TO ENABLE OUR TEACHING FORCE TO

RESPOND 70 CHANGES IN THE STRUCTURE, ORGANIZATION AND hANAGEMENT

OF ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY SCHOOLS. I ENCOURAGE CONTINUED

SUPPORT FOR PART C - PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT AND LEADERSHIP PROGRAMS

OR A NEW PROGRAM TO FACILITATE THE FUNDING OF PROFESSIONAL

DEVELOPMENT CENTERS.
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INNOVATIVE PROJECTS FOR COMMUNITY SERVICE

THE GOVERNOR, STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION AND I, HAVE RESOLVED THAT

COMMUNITY SERVICE BECOME AN INTEGRAL PART OF EDUCATION AT ALL LEVELS

AND URGE THAT COLLEGES INTEGRATE COMMUNITY SERVICE INTO THEIR

PROGRAMS.

IT HAS BEEN PROPOSED TO MOVE THE STUDENT LITERACY CORPS FROM

TITLE I TO BECOME A NEW PART or TITLE X, PART C - INNOVATIVE

PROJECTS FOR COMMUNITY SERVICES. WE SUPPORT THIS MOVE.

WE BELIEVE THAT COMMUNITY SERVICE OFFERS A RICH SOURCE OF

EXPERIENCE FOR REFLECTION AND AN OPPORTUNITY TO MOBILIZE STUDENTS TO

SOLVE SOCIAL PROBLEMS. WE ENCOURAGE YOUR CAREFUL CONSIDERATION OF

OPPORTUNITIES TO SUPPORT AND ENCOURAGE COMMUNITY SERVICE IN THIS

LEGISLATION. WE BE!..JEVE THAT YOU WILL CONCLUDE, AS WE HAVE IN

PENNSYLVANIA, THAT COMMUNITY SERIICE IS A DYNAMIC AND EXCITING PART OF

THE HIGHER EDUCATION PICTURE.

LET ME TELL YOU SOME OF THE THINGS WE ARE DOING IN PENNSYLVANIA:

THE STATE HAS ITS OWN LITERACY CORPS WHICH

FUNCTIONS ON 16 CAMPUSES WITH A STATE APPROPRIATION

OF $500,000. THROUGH IT AND THE 14 CAMPUSES IN THE

FEDERAL LITERACY CORPS, MORE THAN 1,000 COLLEGE

STUDENTS TUTORED NEARLY 2,500 PENNSYLVANIANS THIS

YEAR. MORE THAN 1/3 OF ALL THESE STUDENTS CONTINUED

TUTORING AFTER THEIR SERVICE IN THE CORPS WAS

COMPLETED.

THE PENNSYLVANIA ASSOCIATION OF COLLEGES AND

UNIVERSITIES SPONSORS A STATE CAMPUS COMPACT WHICH

20
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OPERATES ON 38 CAMPUSES. THE STATE PROVIDED EZED

MONEY FOR THE FIRST TWO YEARS. CAMPUS COMPACT NOW

HAS ITS OWN GRANT AND TRAINING rums. IN 1989-90,

STUDENTS ON CAMPUS COMPACT CAMPUSES DONATED 515,000

HOURS OF COMMUNITY SERVICE; IN 1990-91 OVER 1,000,000

HOURS WERE DONATED. CALCULATED AT A VERY CONSERVATIVE

$5.00 PER HOUR, THIS 15,000,000 IS AN EXTRAORDINARY

RETURN ON A $20,000 STATE INVESTMENT.

WE BELIEVE THAT WE HAVE JUST SCRATCHED THE SURFAZE OF THE

POTENTIAL OF COMMUNITY SERVICE AS A MEANS OF REJUVENATING EDUCATION

AND MOBILIZING LARGE NUMBERS OF COLLEGE STUDENTS TO SOLVE SIGNIFICANT

SOCIAL PROBLEMS, OUT WE NEED FEDERAL HELP.

WE ALSO RECOMMEND THAT THE AMOUNT AUTHORIZED FL,^ FISCAL YEAR 1992

TO SUPPORT PART D - TEACHER SCHOLARSHIPS AND FELLOWSHIPS - BO

INCREASED TO PROVIDE ADDITIONAL SUPPORT FOR THE CHRISTA MCAULIFFE

TEACHER FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM AND THE PAUL DOUGLAS TEACHER SCHOLARSHIPS.

AS I HAVE SAID, IT HAS NOT BEEN MY INTENTION TO PROVIDE AN

INCLUSIVE OR COMPREHENSIVE REVIEW OF ALL THE ISSUES ASSOCIATED WITH

THE REAUTHORIZATION, BUT TO FOCUS UPON SEVERAL AREAS OF HIGHEST

INTEREST TO TNT COMMONWEALTH or PENNSYLVANIA, YOU MAY HAVE NOTICED

THAT I HAVE NOT MENTIONED TITLE IV. THAT IS BECAUSE THE

COMMONWEALTH'S INTEREST IN TITLE IV WILL SE PRESENTED BY THE NEXT

SPEAKER, CHARLES FUGET, DEPUTY SECRETARY AND OUR COMMISSIONER FOR

POST-SECONDARY AND HIGHER EDUCATION.
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WE WILL BE HAPPY TO CONTINUE TO WORK WITH THE COMMITTEE STAFF IN

AN EFFORT TO PROVIDE ADDITIONAL INFORMATION, IF NECESSARY, ABOUT THE

PARTICULAR ISSUES THAT WE HAVE IDENTIFIED TODAY. WS APPRECIPIT THE

OPPORTUNITY THAT HAS BEEN PROVIDED TO US TO PRESENT THIS TEST:MONY Co'

THE REAUTHORIZATION OF THE HIGHER EDUCATION ACT,

DR. FUDET.
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Mr. FUGET. Thank you very much, Chairman Gaydos, Represent-
ative Good ling and our distinguished members from Wisconsin who
are now a part of the Pennsylvania scene in terms of the big 10. I
really appreciate the opportunity io testify before the subcommit-
tee and the fact that the subcommittee is so concerned at providing
the opportunity for representatives from higher education to com-
ment on the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act of 1965.

I would like to try to focus my remarks, as Seceetary Carroll did,
on just some very specific aspects of the Act and to comment upon
them.

Title IV is a very important title in terms of student assistance
and I would like to endorse the suggestion that there be an in-
crease in the dollar limit available unuer the Pell Grant to $3,700.
But I would like to also caution the subcommittee as you look at
that, that it can create some adverse problems in some States. Be-
cause of the very specific income limits that are associated with
that authorization, it will provide a difficulty in terms of meeting
the needs of middle income families and can place increasing pres-
sure upon the State financial aid organization that we have here in
Pennsylvania, and may create some problems for us as we try to
assist students from families with more of middle income level.

I think that everyone is well aware of the changes that have
taken place in terms of the increase in family income, the increase
in college and university costs and the rather minor increase that
is taking place in terms of the financial aid that is available from
Federal sources.

As more and more of the costs tbr postsecondary education is
going to be shifted to families and to States, it becomes increasing-
ly important that as we talk about the reauthorizAtion, we do ev-
erything that we can to make sure that we can marry the contribu-
tions available from States with the contribution available from
the Federal Government so that we maximize the assistance to the
students who have the truest need and do not do something that
wo. Id arbitrarily deny an opportunity for the State to add their
&Jars to the Federal dollars in a way in which we maximize that
kind of student aid and student loan.

If we were to look at very specific as,,ects of Title IV. there are
several that I would like to suggest that there be modifications or
at least a rethinking. In terms of the student ranking requirenwnt,
we find that the proposal to support only those students who rank
in the top 90 percent of their college class annually would be a dis-
service to some students who come from disadvantaged back-
grounds. In many cases, their high school background or the high
school opportunities may make it very difficult for them to meet
the 90 percent category, The current requirement that the students
demonstrate satisfactory progress. I feel is a much safer approach
in terms of funding the students who have d..4advantaged back-
grounds and would eliminate the fear that they may have that not
being able to maintain a ranking in the top 90 percent would cause
them to find need to increase their loan capacity rather than to
seek grant aid, would be another barrier that would discourage
them from trying postsecondary education.

A portion of the reauthorization speaks to a change in the State
Student Incentive Grant program to require that the institutions

0 '1
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provide a greater percentage of the dollars for that particular ;aro-
gram in terms of the match, and in fact it even suggests that it is
no longer necessary to support SSIG and that it has accomplishedits mission by encouraging the States to provide matching dollars.
We feel that there are over 212,000 students who currently benefit
from SSIG awards and we do not feel that eliminating this award
program would encourage States to continue their support forthose students. So we would encourage you to really rethink that
because we really feel that it is a significant factor in terms of par-
ticipation from some States to support student grants.

The Perkins Loan and Income-Contingent Loan Programs aresupposed to be self-sufficient under the proposed administration re-authorization. We feel that the loss of the capital contributions
from Federal sources in 1992-1993 would mean that within ourState, State university students would lose over 40 percent of theirPerkins loan dollars, or about $1.6 million. And that if we were tolook at community college students, they would lose roughly 90
percent of their Perkins loan dollars or about one half a milliondollars, so that currently one out of every five Pennsylvania recipi-
ents would lose their Perkins awards if the Federal capital contri-
butions were eliminated from the program.

In the case of the College Work Study Program as well as in thecase of the Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grants, the ad-
ministration proposal would increase the contributions from insti-tutions to support those two programs. The College Work Study
would require an increase of roughly 20 percent, from 30 percent to50 percent, as the contribution from the institution. For the public
institutions in Pennsylvania, the Pennsylvania Higher Education
Assistance Agency, our State grant agency, provides those match-
ing dollars for public institutions,

The increase in the requirement from 30 percent to 50 percent
would really require either of two things, either the public grantagency would have to divert State dollars to supplement the college
work study funds for the public institutions or to ask the public in-
stitutions to find, out of institutional aid, an increased contribution
to meet that increasing match. We feel that in either case, wewould either deny access to other students if we were to use insti-tutional grant funds to meet an increasing match, or we would findthat the amount of the award given to individuals would decrease.We feel in either case that that is a negative in terms of its impactupon student aid that would be available to students here in Penn-
sylvania. But we would really suggest that there be a rethinking ofthat, because we find that in Pennsylvania, we view college workstudy awards as a very important part of student assistance on thecollege and university campuses and we feel that if we were to goalong with the changes that are being recommended, we would
reduce the amount of dollars that would be available. or erode insti-tutional dollars from other sources.

In terms of the SEOG, we have the same kind of concerns interms of the increase in the match and in Pennsylvania, we feelthat it would actually require that the institutional contribution bemultiplied by a factor of four.
Another part of the reauthorization would be to address the con-cern of the granting agency improvement. One of these would be to
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place the full faith and commitment of the State behind the grant
agency. Pennsylvania law would prevent Pennsylvania from doing
that for the Pennsylvania Higher Educs.tion Assistance Agency
and would require that the only way that they could meet the
modification that is being proposed would be to increase the insur-
ance that would be available, which would pass on the cost of that
guarantee to the students and their families, and again would tend
to increase the cost of grants or the cost of a loan and would reduce
the amount of money that would be made available to meet the
student's aid arrangement. We think that the risk sharing propos-
als that are being presented by the administration, with the excep-
tion of the one that was asking the State to stand behind the grant
agency, are proposals that will increase the ability of the agencies
to recover the dollars and to make sure that we reduce the amount
of default. In some cases, the proposals are already in place in
Pennsylvania and we have been implementing those particular
changes with our Pennsylvania Higher Education A.ssistance
Agency. But we do think that those modifications will do a lot to
reduce the risk and eliminate or minimize default and possibly,
without the inclusion of a State guarantee, do much of what you
were really requesting.

I would like to speak for a moment on Title VII, the construc-
tion, reconstruction and renovation of academic facilities. I think it
is important to recognize that many of the academic facilities on
college and university campuses are suffering from deferred main-
tenance, are suffering from the inability to modernize and from the
difficulty that institutions are having to try to acquire the more
modern equipment that is necessary if we are, as a nation, to
become first in science and mathematics. It is impossible to really
try to train adequately young people in the fields of science and in
mathematics without exposing them to the facilities and the equip-
ment that is going to be state-of-the-art and will be available to
them if they move into an industrial or business position. And we
feel that it is going to be important that we not only use the re-
sources from the private and public colleges and universities, and
assistance from the States. There is also an important role to be
played by the Federal Government to assist us in trying to main-
tain the caliber of equipment and facilities on college and universi-
ty campuses that is going to be necessary if we are going to achieve
our goal of being first as a nation in those areas of science and
mathematics.

And then finally, I would like to encourage the support for Title
IX, graduate programs. As the reauthorization bill is trying to
focus and to group a number of graduate programs into Title IX, I
would like to encourage the committee to consider very seriously
that the appropriation that is authorized be of sufficient size that
we can actually fund the various categories of graduate programs
that are being proposed. We see Title IX as a means of trying to
provide opportunities for women and minorities that are often
under-represented historically in certain critical areas, to have
access to those areas. And we would encourage Title IX as a means
of providing the potential for educating young peop!, women and
minorities, to provide the faculties of the future that are going to
be necessary to really deal with a diverse college and university

t-
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student population, to provide the role models and the encourage-
ment that those young people are going to need if they are going to
be successful and if they are going to select the academic disci-
plines that historically have been denied them in terms of their
access in these particular areas.

Again, as the Secretary indicated, it is not our intent to try to
cover in a comprehensive way all of the various categories of the
reauthorization bill. We hope that as you continue through the
hearing process and as you work with some of the suggestions that
we have made and others will be making to you, that we would be
willing te try to provide additional information and to be of assist-
ance to you and your staff as we consider the various issues that
we feel are very important as you look at the Higher Education re-
authorization.

I appreciate the opportunity to present this testimony and cer-
tainly would stand willing, with the Secretary, to respond to any
questions that you might have. Thank you very much.

[The prepared statement of Hon. Charles Fuget follows:]
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DICKINSON COLLEGE

PRESENTED BY:

DR. °ARLES R, FuGET
COMMISSIONER POR HIGHER EDUCATION

PENNSYLVANIA rePARTnENt Cf EDUCATION

CHAIRMAN FORD, REPRESENTATIVE GOODLING AND DISTINGASMED NEMBERS Of WE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON POSTSECONDARY EDLICATION, I AM CHARLES FILET, CCMMISS:ONER FOR

-IGHER EDUCATION Cf TNE PEMSYLVANIA DEPARTMENT OF ECILICAION, I YELOY.E THE

SADDIIITTEE TO TOE CONTCNWEALTH AND APPREcIATE EFFORTS OF THE SAWDZOUTITE

FOR ITS ATTENTICO TO THE IPPORTNa ISSUES FACING POGNER =CATION. %AIRMAN

FORD mAS INDICATED CLEARLY HIS INTEREST IN TheSE ISMS BY MIS INITIATIVE TV

HOLD HEARINGS ACROSS THE OCORRY, CONGRESSMAN GOODLIAG HAS CONTINUALLY

tuusnAnD HIS SLAVORT AND DEMONSTRATED HIS LEADERSHIP IN EDUCATION, NATIONALJa

AND IN PIDOWIAMOIA, I APPRECIATE THIS OPPORILOIlY TO TESTIFY ON TNE REAUTHORIZA-

TION OF INE HIGHER EDUCATION ACT OF 1965, AS AMENDED,

I WILL FOCUS MY REMARKS ON SOME ADLITIONAL PROGRAM THAT ARE INPORTANT

TO PENMYLVANIANS,

THE REAUIHORIZATION Cf THE HIGHER EDUCATION ACT, LNDER TITLE IV STUDENT
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ASSISTANCE, PRMIZES AN CfpoRTLNITY TO AUTNDRIZE FEDERAL STUDENT AID TO IMPROVE

ACCESS AND INSTITUTIONAL OLIALITY. A BRAD GOAL MAY BE A FIDERAL/STATE PARTNERSHIP

n) AcHTEvE ACCESS TO BuALITY INSTITUTIONS, TO SuPPORT THE POST NEEDY STUDENTS AND TO

ImPROVE THE EFFECTIVENESS AND PuBLIC ACCOuNTABILITY OF POSTSECONDARY INSTITUTIONS,

FOR TNE PAS" DECADE, A TREND IN STUDENT A!D HAS BEEN TO TRANSFER wDRE OF THE POST-

norwry OUCATIoN COSTS TO STUDENTS AC THEIR FAMILIES, ANOTNER 'TENDENCY HAS BEEN

To TRANSFE: mORE COST OF FLN,NG STuDENT AID PROGRAmSTD
STATES, POSTSECONDARY

INSTITUTInNS ANn THE PRIVATE SECTOR,

IT oNLY TAKES A MOMENT TO REVIEW THE DATA TO DEMONSTRATE THAT SIGNIFICANT

TRANSFERENCE ALREADY mAS OCCuRREID. SINCE 1981-82, THE COSTS OF ATTENDING COLLEGE

HAVE mORE TIAN DOUBLED. DuRAG Tb:S SAME TIME, TOTAL AID FOR POSTSECONDARY STL-

DENTS FROM ALL FEDERAL PROGRAMS GREW BY ONLY 36 PERcENT, TITLE Iv PROGRAM

DOLLARS, TsCSE NNIcb ARE GENERALLY AVAILABLE TO THE mOST STUDENTS, GREW BY NEAALY

70 PERCENT, FEDERAL owl DOLLARS IPELL GRANTS, SuPPLEMENTAL EDUCATIONAL OMR-

TUNITY GRANTS AND STATE STUDENT INCENTIVE GRANTS) GREW BY 82 PERCENT, WITH PELL

GRANT DOLLARS NEARLY DOUBLING, AN INCREASE OF.42 PERCENT. HOwEvER, wELL OvER HALF

THE INOME IN PELL cRANT DOLLARS TO
POSTSECONDARY STUDENTS WENT TO THOSE ATIESD,

ING PROPRIETARY BUSINESS, TRADE AND TECtfICAL SCHOOLS RATER THAN COLLEGES,

AGGREGATE PELL GRANT DOLLARS TO gwzg STUDENTS GREW Iv uNDER 45 pERCENT siNcE

1981-82,

S
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THEREFORE, FEDERAL AID THAT IS GENERALLY AvAILAILE TO MOST STUDENTS

882 FEDERAL GRANT AID THAT IS MOST EFFECTIvE IN HEI.FING sTUDENTS GAIN ACCESS

TO EDUcATION, DID NOT cEEP PACE H:TH DiE MST STIDENTS HAD TO PAY TO ErOLL IN

COLLEGES AND vNINERSiTIES,

THIS SITUATION IS ExACERBATEL BY THE -ACT ThAT FAMILY INCOmES SINcE

1981-82 HAiE INCREA:cD a, ""f 54 PERCEN7. rmus L,,srs cOMED, GENERALLY

AVAILABLE FEDERAL AID INCREASED BY ONLy TWo-THIRDS, AND FAMILY INGImES BY

CNLY HALF, LEAVING S11UDEN7S AND THEIR FAMILIES wITH A GREATLY REIN= ABILITY

TO AFFoRD poSTSECONCARY EDUCATION,

THE STATES hAvE TO uP FOR SOME OF T.E RELATIvE LOSsEs of

FEDERAL AID, mORE ThAN DOUBLING THEIR AGoREGATE GRAN- COLLAR *ARDS $ INCE

1981.82, AT THE SAME TImE, INSTITJTIONS HAvE INCREASED TL4E ANCUNTS OF AID THEN

AWARZ SIVENTS FRIY4 THEIR CWN RESOJRCES BY ALMOST THRa TAI THE AVOWS 114EN

MARX, IN 1981-82. :N ThAT YEAR, 17 PERCENT OF sTI.CENT AID FROM ALL SOuRcES

CAmE FROm sTATES AND INSTITUTIONS, IN 1983-90, DIE mC5T REGENT yEAR Fce W1CY

COmr_ETE DATA ARE AvAiLABLE, 27 PE;cENT OF STUDENT Ai) FRom ALL SOURCES GAME

FROM STATES AND INSTITUTIONS, CLEN4LY Iowa RATE OF GROwTH IN FtDERAL

AID (Os TRANSFERRED moRE of nAE TOTAL SuRDEN OF PRovIDING maw- AID

Mums FRom Fil)ERAL GovEqrpENT TO oTHFRs IN THE FIWICIAL AID
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PARMERSHIp, WALLY AS CLEARLY, PONE OF THE TOTAL COSTS KAYE BEEN TRANS-

FERRED Iv STUDENTS Ahl0 THEIR FAMILIES.

EMZEJANUNIVWSUIREANT

THIS BUDGETARY PROPOSAL REguIRES NI5IiECONDARY S7LCIN1S TC RANK IN T-E

TOP 90 PERCENT OF THEIR CLASSES TO CONTINUE TO REMAIN ELIGIBLE FOR TITLE IV

ASSISTANCE, THIS PROPCSAL RZPRESENTS A DEPAWTURE FROM T-IE Mc/ENT POLICY .4,

A CwING INSTITuTIoNs TO CE.ERMINE HHEN AID RECIPIFAIS ARE MAKING "SAIISFAcTORY

ACADEmIC PROGRESS" AND WEN TO CONTINUE TO ASSIST THEM, CURRENT REGULATIONS

REGARDING "SATISFACTORY ACAMMIC PROGRESS" ARE WORKING CUITE WELL. THERE IS ND

NEED TO OJT AID RECIPIENTS FROm FEDERAL PROGRAMS, MANY OF THOSE WHO WOuLD BE

CuT wOull) BE MINORITY/POVERTY S/LCEN7S w4O wERE ArM.TTE0 wI711 SEVERE FINANCIAL,

ACADEMIC ANO SOCIAL HANDICAPS WHICH TNEIR INSTITUTIONS ARE HELPING THEm 70

Ov,EROOPE.

THIS PROPOSAL, IF ImPLENENTED, WOW, DIMINISH AID PROGRAmS' ABILITY TO

ACHIEVE ONE CX DIE THREE BASIC GOALS OF FINANCIAL AID, ENHANCING RETENTION IN

POSTSEOOKARY EMATION. MORECvER, THE PROPOSA_ IS VERY LIKELY TO DIMINISH

ABILITY TO ACHIM ANOTHER BASIC FINANCIAL AID GOAL, ACcEa ¶0 PosTSECoNDARy ErucA-

TION, BECAuSE THE MOST EDucATICNAWY rANDICAPPED STuDEATS WILL BE CONCERNED THAT

THEY wOULO HAVE 113 PEET HIGHER ACADEMIC STANDARDS IN OWIER TO REMAIN IN COLLEGE.

311
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ammo mANv miNoR11Y/POvERTY STUDENTS ARE RELuCTMT TO SEEK PosT-

=MARY EDuCATION BECAuSE THEY MUST ACCEPT LOANS To PAr FOR ITS COSTS AND

ARE cONcERNED ABAJT THEIR ABILITY To SUCCEED AND BEcOmi ABLE TO REPAY THE LoANS.

ADDING ANOTHER BARRIER WILL VERY LIKELy Romp DISCOLRAGE THEM FROM

EVEN TRYING TO ENROLL,

IIA111 1ANTIKW1.4_4R4g_MPSVIISIIi1

IN 1NE AJmINISTRATION's PRoposED REAuTHORUATION, SSIG PROGRAM RAM NOuLO SE

LOST ENTIRELY, IT IS ARGuED THAT THE $SIG PROGRAM "LONG AGO ACCDMPLISHED ITS

OSJECTIvE OF STIMULATING ALL STATES To ESTABLISH NEED MSED GRNvT PROGRAMS,"

HOWEVER, OVER 2121r1.0 SUDENTS NATIONWIDE BENEFIT FROm sSIG ANARDS, IT IS REASON-

ABLE TO PRE,IcT THAT RESCINDING $SW FVNOING mAy CauSE OE STATES TO cuT THEIR

PuNDING ENTIRELY, FDERAL FINDS ARf NECESSARY AS AN INCENTIVE TO STATES TO PRO-

VIDE NEED BASED GRANT AID.

PERKINS LOAN AND I CONTIrW4T LLMN PROsikags

THE ASSERTION THAT OoLucTIONS FROm pRioR LOANS ARE SuFFICIENT TO SUPIKIRT

THE PERKINS LOAN PRoGRAM MAY OUVE&ALLY se TRUE, BUT MA' FOR ALL INsTITUTIONS

IN PENNSYLVANIA, LOES OF F. CAPITAL CONTRIBuTIONs IN 199213 wAILD MEAN

THAT STATE LNIVERSITY STUDENTS houLD LosE oVER 40 PERcENT OF THEIR PERKINS LOAN

DOLLARS, ABOUT $1,6 MILLION, COMMUNITY COLLEGE STUDENTS NELLD LOSE NEARLY



90 PERCENT CF THEIR PERKINS LOAN DOLLARS, ABOUT A HALF MILLICN, ALMCGT OhE

OurT OF EvERY F1 PENNUINANIA REC:FIENTS 10P.D LcsE HIS OR HER PERKINS ANARD

IF FEDERAL CAPITAL CONTRIEUTIONS HERE ELIMINATED FROm IHE PROGRAM,

W1SLABLI31,ZIWAvi (2121

THE REAUTHORIZATION PROPOSES A 33 FOCENT CUT IN FEDERAL fkrOs FCR THE

COLLEGE hCRK-STUDY PRoc,Um (NSF), SLIT IT PRoJEcTS ONtY A 9,2 PERCENT ICU oF

TOTAL %MK-STUDY FUNDS To STUDENTS, BECAUSE IT PROPOSES TO RAISE THE CuRRENT

IRSTITUTIORAL MATcHING RECuIREMENT FROm 30 TO 50 PERCENT. INSTITUTICA6

hOULD BE ASKED TO MATCH THEIR 1992-93 CRSP AuCcATIONS ON A DOLLAR-KR-DOLLAR

BASIS,

TO RECEIVE $20,2 mILLICN IN OAP AU-MATIONS IN 1991-93, FCR AN WC

TOTAL OF B40,4 MILLION, THE CAITAmEALTH AND ITS INSTITuTIONS wOuLD HA* To

INCREASE THEiR PuNDS 1;EVO1' ID TO mAK-sney vacoot PLRPOSES M. 92 PEPWT,

FROM $10,5 MILLION TO sao,2 MILLION. SLIT SN ALPOT DOUBLING sTATE AND INSTI-

TUTIONAL EXPENDITURES FOR hCRK-STUDY FUNDS, PEMSYLVANIA STUDENTS wouLDHAVE

INgLnailLOASF DOLLARS IN 1992-93 MAN Is 1991-92, $43.4 mILLim Anus

$43.3 MILLIoN, THIS IS A PERFECT amiu CF THE BuDaTARY MUT TO TRANSFER

COSTS Cf FUNDING STLEDENT AID PROGRAMS FRam THE FEDERAL GovERNtENT TO THE STATES

AND INSTITUTIONS,
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OftTING THE DEMAND FOR POWASED 1igne126. MATCHING FUNDSWILD RE-

QUIRE COLLEGES AND uNIVERSITIES TO ELMER REDISTRIBuTE OUBRENTLY AVAILABLE

RESOuRcEs FOR FINANCIAL AID FROM aneR INSTITUTIONAL AID REcIfiENTS ANCVCR TO

!KRUSE THE ANDLATS Of INSTITUTIONAL RADS AWARDED TO ALL STUDENTS, IF !ASTI-

MICAS ChIC Be INE FORMER ALTERNATIVE, OTHER STUDENTS wILJ. LOSE ACCESS TO AID.

iF THEY CHOOSE THE LATTER ALTIONATIVE, THEY WILL mAVE TO RAISE THEIR TUITIONS

TO PRI= THE ADDITIONAL NEEDEr REvENUE, THJS CAUSING COSTS TO Au. STUDENTS,

ta*-NEEDY AS WEIL AS NEEDY OwSP RECIPIENTS, 70 RIsE, IN:REASZD COSTS NALL, IN

ILAN, ABSORB OTHER FEDERAL AND STATE FINANCiAL AID RESOURCES As FINANCIAL NEED

INCREASES,

PENNSYLVANIA INSTITUTIONS HAVE ALWAYS VIEWED THE COLLEGE HUAK-STUDY AKARD

AS A CRITICAL cUmeLNENT of INE sTUIDNT AID Par:NAGE. RECENTLY, EARNINGS FRom

4(RK-STUDY JOBS HAvE SEEN PROWITED AS DTECTIVE RESOURCES TO PREVENT EXCESSIVE

STuDENT BoRROWiNG wHILE GIVING STUDENTS A CAREER-RELATED WORK ExPERIENCE.

INAMUATE HORK-STUDY RINDS WILL RESULT IN FEweR SILEENTS GAINING THE OwriE-

JOB DPERIENcE NHICH CPeNs THE CooR TO EMPLOYMENT AND ENHANCES THEIR ABILITY

TO REPAY STUDENT LIMNS.

46-406 0 91 - 2



SelaftiNaMTRALSEMEILDLEVCOUAW

THE RWTHORIZATION PROPOSES RAISING THE INSTITuTIONAL PATCHING REWIRE-

MENT IN THE sED3 FROm THE CURRENT 15 PERCENT To 50 Psate IN 1992, IN GRDER

To mceivt $29.56 MILLION IN FE3ERA_ SeoG ALLOCATIONS IN 1991-92, PENNSYLNINIA

INsmuTms mu_ HAvE TO PROvIDE $4.43 MILLICN IN mATCHING FuNDS, NcmiEvER, To

RE:EIvE AN ESTINATED $19,72 MILLIoN ALLocATIoN :N 1992-93, INSTITUTIONS HILL BE RE-

QUIRED To A4T0.1 THIS AMOLNT Mum FoR DOLLAR, *ICH MEANs THEY WILL HAVE TO ELER.

gumile ANAJAL INSTITUTIoNAL RESCURcES THEY MAKE AvAILAELE TO SECG RECIPIENTS,

THE INCREASED MATCHING =JIM-PENT FOR THE SEOG MOLEX HAvE 1NE SAME EFFECTs

oN INSTIMIcAS As THE INcREASED mATCHIPG REQuIREMEAm FoR INE CWSP. INSTITIMIONS

wouLD HAW n3 REDISTRIBUTE CLRRDIT FINANCIAL AID RESCLRCES ANWOR RAISE ADDITIONAL

FINANCIAL AID REvENuES By IN:REAsING TUITION, EITHER AcTION NOLLD FROMM NEGA-

TIVE EFFICTS. tERE, AGAIN, IS AN EXAOPLE OF ATTEmpTIm TO TRANSFER THE COSTS

OF PROVIDING SWINT AID FROM THE FECERAL GOvERNPENT TO SOME OTHER PARTY, IN THIS

issmurims.

siUMMI,ACKLItIMIMITI

THE 'RISK SHARING" PRoPOsAL To REQUIRE STATES TO 11ACK A DESIGNATED GUARANTEE

AGENCY WITH THE Po-L FAITH kl cREDIT OF THE MATE CS SUBJECT THE SCHOOLS LICENSED IN

DIEIRSTATE TO A RISK-BASED PREmIum ASSESSES BY THE DEPARTMENT OF EWCATION TO COVER THE
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OBLIGATIONS THAT WOULD NOT SE MET BY THE STATE" PRESENTS SEVERE PRoBLEms FCR

US AND, ht SUSPECT, mANY OTHERS. WANMANIA LA14 cuRRENTLY eRCHIBITS GIVING

FuLL FAITH AND CREDIT To PHEAA, THE PEViSrivANIA HIGHER DUCATIoN ASSISTANCE

AGENCY, WHICH IS THE STUDENT LOAN AGEACY IN THE COPPENWEALTH. hE SuSPECT TWAT

LAHS IN OTHER STATES pRoHIBIT GIVING FULL FAITH AND CREDIT TO PRIvATE GuARANTEE

AGENCIES FLACTIONING 7WSEIN, IF THIS PRoPcSAL IS IrPLETynED AND PHEAA IS NOT

GIVEN THE COMONWEALTH'S FuLL FAITH AC CREDIT BACKING, IT WOULD MEAN rNAT GREATER

INSLRANCE PREmIUmS %CUD NAVE To BE CliAXED TO STUDENT BoRROWERS, AND POSTSEcoNDARy

INSTITuTIONS WHosE STUDENTS HAVE A HIGER-TVAL-AmAGE DEFAULT RATE wOLLD HAVE To

SE CHARGED PEES TO PARTICIPATE IN THE PROGRAM, THIs wOLLD RESULT IN INCREASED

COSTS TO STUDENTS AND MOUJO RESULT IN SEVERE RESTRICTIoNS IN STuDENT ACCESS TO

LOANS, AS maw soHoccs MOuLD SE uhwILLING OR uNABLE TO AFFORD THE CC6TS OF SuD4

FEES,

IF THE OTHER "RISK SHARING"
PRCPoSALS wERE IMPLPINTED, AND THE PROPOSED

"%ARMEE AGENCY ImPROvEmENTS" CAN BE IMPLEMENTED WITHOuT uNNECESSARILY INCREAS-

ING AGENCY ADMINISTRATIvE DURDOS AND
cOSTS, wE sEE No REAsON TO REouiRE THE

PULL FAITH AND CREDIT FLAMING OF THE STATES.

35
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trauu_z_zarvasumaimziam RENcygo CF ACADEMIC FACILITJEI

STRoNGLY URGE THE COMmiTTEE TO COmsIDER AUTHORIZING AN APPRopRIA-

Tlos PoR FISCAL 'MAR 292 To SuPpoRy THIS TITLE. COLLEGES AND uNIVERSITIEs HAVE

BEEN UNABLE TC IEFT THE ;NcREASIND NEEM OF NEw AcADEMIC FACILITIES OR TO PRovIDE

THE RESOuRCES TO PERmIT THE HENOvATIoN ANVOi REMDELING OF EXIsTING FACILITIES.

IN OW TO MEET THE hATIDNAL GOAL rO sE FIRsT iN SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS, IT IS

NECESSARY THAT HE PROvIDE OaR PesTsEcoNDART INSTITUTIONS WITH THE FACILITIES AND

RESCRCES NEcEssART To TRAIN AND RETRAIN T7ACHERS AND OTHERS ENTERING THE KRK-

FoRcE IN THE FJELDS OF SCIENcE AND MATHEMATIcS, THE AmOuh/ cF DEFeRRED mAINITIONCE

ON POST CCLLEGE AND uNivERsITY CAMPusES, As HELL As THE ourv,DED AcAMMIC LISRARy

FACILITIES, MAxES IT CESIRASLE FOR THE FEDERAL GOVERNIENT TO JOIN WTH THE STATES

AND AcADEmIc INSTITUTIONS IN SuPPoRTING CCNSTRuCTION AN9 RENovATION PRcuECTS, THE

TREPEACOUS COSTS INvUtvED IN UPEKTING ACADEMIC FACILITIES AS WELL AS THE vAUJE

TO ECONOMIC DEvELOPMENT ENCOURAGES THE DENELMINT OF PARTNERSHIPS IN ORDER TO

SuPPORT THIS TITLE,

tag 12L-__QRAMILLRMNI

THIS TITLE PRoVICES PELLNSHIPS FOR STUDY IN IRE ARTS AND HJMANITIES, AND

IN AREAs OF NATIONAL MED, SuCH As MAPIEMATICS AND SCIDCES, I uRGE 1)4E

COWITTEE PD SLPPORT ThIS TITIE AND TO ASSURE THAT SuFFICIENT FINDS ARE APPROPRIATED

6
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TO SUPPORT GRADUATE OPPORTLAITIES POR MINOR1TiES AC ACPEN IN FIELDS IN wmIoN

114EY AAR HISTORICALLY UNDERREPRESEvTED. rHe LevEL OF FADING SHOLLD BE SuFFICIENT

TO ENABLE INSTITUTIONS 00 w 7 aHSR EDUCATION TO ACT:vE-Y REMIT uNDERREPRESENTED

GROUPS IN ACADEMIC DISc1PLTNEs EILPF,RIENCING CRITICAL_ NEEDS FOR FACuLTY POSI-

TIONS IN 7-1 Rrrufm, 714:s -ITLE, ALONIC wITu s,PPORT FOR STATES AK: PRIVATE

INSTITUT1oNS TO FRC.iOE *SHIP Ai: TARGETED Tc ,,!NoRiiN STUDENTS, wOuLD

HUOw To ;NCREASE TmE PARTIC:PAT;CN 0; mINORIT:ES Ih POSTSEONDARY EOUGATIOA,

THE PENNSr_VANIA :EPAR, ENT OF aucATION wILL CONTINLE TO ReviEW AND MOniToR

T4E PRoGRE1LS oF 111E w1,1HER EpucATION RLA:71,RIZATION ACT IN THE ,:or;m: MONIXS,

IT HAS NOT MEN mr N7E0..1'1041 To 0RovIDE AN 1NcLs:vs oR cceparuels:vs REVIEw )F

OF 711E IsSuES ASSOCIATE:1 HITh Trt REALMAORIZATION, BO TO FOCA PON :FAR&

AREAS OF -IGHEST INTEREST TO THE C/1)14,4-711 OF PENNSY.VANIA, st wZU-: BE nAPpY

TO CONTINJE TO 0DRK WM THE COMMITTEE STAFF IN AN EFFORT TO PROYIDE ADDITIONAL

INFMATION, IF NECESSARY, ABOUT THE PARTICULAR ISSuES MAT ws HAS IDEATIFIEL

HERE TOCAY, NE APPPECIATE rtE OPPORTJNITY THAT 1-,AS BEEN PROYIOED TO uS TO

PRESE*(T 1.45 TES-IHONY ON 71-1 PEA:740PIZA'ION cr FAJCATION ALT,
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Mr. GAYDOS. Thank you very much and I will recognize Mr.
Good ling for purposes of asking any questions he may have.

Mr. GOODLING. I have just a couple, Mr. Secretary. You talked
about the need to be trained or have a training program. If you
were going to design a program, where would you focus your re-
sources for teacher training?

Mr. CARROLL. In Pennsylvania, the responsibility for establishing
standards rests with the State Board of Education. The Depart-
ment of Education serves as their staff and we are beginning com-
prehensive review of teacher education. First, we think the respon-
sibility, at least initially, to get people started, rests with the col-
leges and universities that prepare them. In Pennsylvania we still
issue, in effect, a beginning certificate to the graduates of those
programs. But as our review proceeds, we see a need to stretch this
process out to incorporate partnerships with basic education insti-
tutions to use terms and programs like induction, mentoring, and
not grant permanent certificates quite so quickly as we have in the
past.

So I would see (at aid to colleges and universities, but (b) also
then to account for that postsecondary side or postgraduate side
that I am talking about, the elementary and secondary piece, in re-
gional organizations or others who could create development cen-
ters that would help meet that part of the obligation. It could be in
a school district, it wuld be a Pennsylvania intermediate unit, it
could be lots of different places, but we see that we cannot draw
that line so neatly between a 4 year college education 'raft includes
a student teaching her clinical experience and what happens in thefirst say, 5 years of a teacher's practice. And so we are looking at
redesigning our program approval standards. It is inevitable that
there are some colleges and universities who will fall out as a
result of that if we apply them fairly and aggressively. Not every-
one is committed to preparing teachers or has the ability to do it,
but we want the best. So we have recruitment sides to get young-
sters interested in education. We have strengthening of colleges
and universities to prepare at least the opener, if you will. And we
see a partnership between basic and higher education once a teach-
er has started and before they are locked into something called life-
time certification.

I guess where I would startsounds like I would start every-
where, Congressman, but I know you cannot do that, So I think I
would start looking at the recruitment side of it and I think I
would start to look at what happens after the student is a college
graduate.

Mr. GOODLING. I told the Chairman before that I did not know
how much we could deal with higher education in relation to train-
ing and retraining teachers, but if there is anything we can do to
cause change, I would hope we would do it. I suggest you might
look at the bill I introduced last week hoping it will get some recog-
nition by the committee as we go through this process because I
think we need to do a lot in relationship to partnershipsand set
up sort of a "LEAD" program for teachers.

Mr. CARROLL. We have a lead program also, 4,000 teachers have
completed that program and at the least, it has improved their
teaching skills, but at the best, it has enabled them to transport

3
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those to other members of their faculty. So while we have some
mixed success with that, we like that idea, we are continuing to
fund it with a State appropriation ofI think this year about four
million dollars for our iece of it, but we have waiting lists. We
could handle another 4,111 teachers every year. So it is an expand-
ing program, it is a good idea.

Mr. Goommo. Commissioner, the new Secretary I believe has
backed away from the 90 percent; however, I have a lot of concern
when we throw out phrases like "ability to benefit," "maintaining
satisfactory progress" and so on because I am not sure what that
means from one institution to the next, if it means anything. So I
guess my question to you would be should not the States have a
grter role in dealing with the default problem, for instance since
.States are responsible for licensing the institutions.

Mr. FUGET. Well I think when you start thinking of default,
often people look at the proprietary sector as being the sector that
has the maximum problem. We seem to be fairly fortunate in
Pennsylvania in that we do have a process that involves a license
approval procedure for a proprietary institution that appears to
have stabilized the institutions so that we do not have a rapid turn-
over in institutions and we do not appear to have the obvious con-
cerns that seem to have been a part of some other sectors or other
regions of the country.

I think that there would be some advantage to possibly mandat-
ing that the States possibly play a more active role in terms of the
license procedure, tie that more closely to reviewing the status of
the institution in terms of the ability of students to both benefit
from the educational process, that there is an educational process
that leads to placement and that there are jobs available so that
the students have the opportunity through their income to repay
the loans that they have received.

Some of those modifications are in effect, I think possibly some
more have to be placed in effect. Some of the reauthorization lan-
guage would include some steps that would make it less convenient
for an institution to attempt to just recruit anyone off the street
and assume that they can benefit in terms of their financial bottom
line, whether or not they provide an education to the student.
There are some delays in terms of reimbursement and some other
characteristics that would tend to mandate that the students do
more.

The language of either "successful progress" or "ability to bene-
fit" has some pluses and minuses. It would seem that in some
cases, some of the programs that we are talking about would re-
quire a certain educational ability in order for a student to success-
fully complete the program. So that the ability to benefit may have
some measurable indicators or measurement instruments that
might be possible. It is difficult with open-enrollment institutions
to require that students who may be looking almost for a GED and
some of the other literacy advantages would be denied that oppor-
tunity up front because they would not demonstrate some of the
key indicators that might be used for a specific vocational or col-
lege transfer program. Successful progress does vary from institu-
tion to institution but should be closely tied to graduation require-
ments and the ability of a student in a very fixed period of time to
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meet those graduation requirem3nts and actually to secure a
degree or a certification. So hopefully we can translate that into
some measurement.

Mr. CAanou.. Let me comment also that we are re-examining
completely our licensing standards, or particularlyI am talking
about proprietary schools. We plan to get tough with those and
tough in our administration of them and we will shortly introduce
legislation that will permit, will develop a system of self-insurance
so that if a proprietary school goes out of business, the student will
be guaranteed from the self-insurance pool funds to carry out the
promise* that were made by the institution before it went belly up,
if you will. So there are some things that we are trying to do on
the proprietary side.

But on satisfactory progress, as you know, institutional auton-
omy is one of the strengths of our higher educntion system and we
havemaybe I have a little more confidence than you in their abil-
ity and maybe I am putting words in your mouth, but their ability
to judge that. And the important thing is that they graduate with
necessary skills and abilities, and institutions working directly
with kids, I think we should sayand adultswe think should be
in charge of that.

Mr. GOODUNG. No further questions.
Mr. GAYnos. Just one question on this proprietary school, you

mentioned a crackdown, would there be a general crackdown on all
schools?

Mr. CARROLL. We are going to have to do it in phases, but yes, we
are going to set the new standards, we have private boards who
deal with the standards. We are going to be encouraging them to
toughen up and at that point our staff deals with the application of
those standards. We already have some excellent experience be-
cause if you will look at the record, our veterans training schools
have, for the most part, been very reliable and very solid. That has
not been a national experience, I know, so you know, we think we
are in a position to move on. And by the way, we are getting a lot
of support from those proprietary schools. Most of them want this,
they want to be able to say they have met high standards and so
we are not anticipating problems with it, but yesand again, the
consequence will be some will shut down.

Mr. GAYDOS. On the questioning of licensing, Commissioner,
which you have a lot to do with, how many licenses have you re-
fused in say the last 4 or 5 yearsa substantial number, a few?

Mr. CARROLL. In terms of the proprietaries, I would say that it is
not a substantial number. In many cases, some of that is self-selec-
tion, a school will choose not to apply for relicensing. Their license
I think is a 2 year license, so that there is an automatic renewal
process, and over a period of time the total number of institutions
that are licensed as a part of the private licensed schools, has re-
duced somewhat and we are looking at a further reduction as there
is an adjustment being made in that entire sector, where institu-
tions that see themselves as not being able to fulfill their commit-
ment or its not being profitable, self-select up. But I would say
there have been a limited number in which there has been a deci-
sion or an action by the State that would have initiated a refusal
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on the part of that. There have been a number of investigations
that have resulted in some changes.

Mr. GAYDOS. Mr. Petri.
Mr. PETAL Thank you.
I guess there are lots of questions, but we have limited time, so I

will restrict myself to one. nlat is how to improve the Federal Gov-
ernment's ability to deal with the student default problem in the
student loan program. This campus, according to the President's
testimony to follow, has a default rate of .5 of 1 percent with 371
graduates who are paying back loans. If that were the national av-
erage, there would not be a problem. The program would be a great
success.

Do you have any ideas at all as to what changes we can make to
bring more campuses into line with this one? Would it make sense,
for example, to require, as we do with small business loans, that
when the bank makes a guaranteed loan, the Federal Government
guarantees 90 percent, but the bank has to take a loss if the loan is
not repaidto have the colleges co-sign the loans in effect, and get
a bonus if they have less than some percentage of low and have to
pay back if they have a higher percentage? The university seems to
be, or the college seems to be in a better position to evaluate the
individual, and also to keep track of the individual because it is in-
terested usually in getting some alumnae contributions down the
road. So if we could put our interests in line with yours, we might
get a better repayment rate than we do now.

But in any event, if those are impractical ideas, let me know; if
you have any others, I would certainly appreciate hearing them
today or before we actually write the bill. We want to deal with
this problem in a way that preserves access to student loans, but
cuts way back n the default rate.

Mr. FuGET. Some uf the suggestions that are being advanced in
terms of the risk sharing with guarantee agencies moves in a direc-
tion that is already part of the Pennsylvania action. And I am sure
that later testimony today would address some of the items that
the Pennsylvania Higher Education Assistance Agency has in
place, the ability for attachment of wages, processes in which there
is issues of default that can be moved very quickly by the agency so
that we are able to fairly quicklythe agency is able to fairly
quickly try to follow up on the number of loan programs that they
are responsible for here in Pennsylvania.

I am not sure that trying to mcve that all down to the level of
the college or university would be an effective way because it
would really require, in some cases, excessive personnel and addi-
tional staff that might be n-vessary in order to do the kind of
follow up that I think to some extent the Higher Education Assist-
ance Agency in the Commonwealth is doing. But I think that some
of the risk sharing proposals that are a part of the reauthothation
bill go a long way to using some of the tactics and some of the pro-
cedures that are being used in Pennsylvania so that the overall de-
fault rate in Pennsylvania is very low. And on some of the campus-
es where the additional counseling and separation counseling that
takes place as students graduate or leave the campus, goes a long
way in encouraging students to accept their responsibility to fulfill
the commitments they made when they initially had the loan. And
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I think that some of that is not present in some other regions of
the country.

Mr. GAYDOS. Mr. Gunderson.
Mr. GUNDERSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I too, in the interest

of time, will only ask one question, but I think it is a question that
is helpful as we are in the field rather than in Washington listen-
ing to all the association representatives.

I do not think that there is any doubt that everybody here sup-
ports increased funding for higher education. Part of the reason for
that is that we are trying to respond to the expanding role of
higher education in the 21st century work force in training and re-
training. The problem that we have is that we cannot keep up.

Dr. Fuget, by your own testimony, Title IV program dollars
during the decade of the 1980s grew nearly 70 percent and yet we
lost ground because the cost of higher education more than dou-
bled. How do we deal with that? I mean we are well above and
beyond the rate of inflation in terms of increased Federal dollars
and yet we are falling behind. And so we are not using our dollars
for expanded programs, we are just trying to keep up with colleges'
increased tuition.

Mr. CARROLL. I would just like to say we too have been wrestling
with that. I put on the table for discussion some, what others con-
sider very bizarre, notions and so I would not want to bring them
up in front of you but maybe we could talk privately about produc-
tivity, efficiency, drop-out rates and all of that sort of thing that
seems to be applied to basic education rather comfortably but not
to higher education.

I see too many of my friends behind me here, so maybe I ought
to be more discreet and to say to you it is an issue, it is worse in
medical care and I think you all are aware of that. How we get a
handle on these escalating costs is going to be one of the chal-
lengesand it is not of the decade, it is of the next 2 to 3 years. If
not, it is going to be runaway. We are going to create two societies
as far as education is concerned; the wealthy who can say wherever
I want to go and the poor that we help. And the middle class will
lose. There is no easy answer to it. Chuck will not propose that we
ask college professors to teach 21 or more credits per semester or
anything like that, although one of the problems we have, and I
know many of the presidents in the room are aware of it, we in
effect make a deal with a student. We say you come to our univer-
sity, you study, say computer science, here is your program. And
then frequently in the junior year or even earlier, we say we
cannot offer that course for a lot of reasons, and we put these stu-
dents in the bind of rearranging their lives to come back either in
the summer, or go to another institution. There are problems like
that all around. We are pretty effective in Pennsylvania in mini-
mizing that, but it does happen.

I think a lot of it has to do with productivity and efficiency and I
wish I could wave a wand and tell you, Congressman, but I cannot
do it.

Mr. GAYDOS. The Chair feels moved to lift the restriction one
question. Because the one question brings around four or five. So
you can ask as many questions as you want, no limitation.

Mr. Wolanin, our counsel, do you have any questions?

4 2
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Mr. WOLANIN. No, thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. GAYDOS. No questions. On behalf of the committee, I want to

thank the panel and I want to assure the panel that attention will
be directed to what you have said in your written testimony. I
want you to know that the other memben, that cannot be here will
have an opportunity to review it in depth and give it the recogni-
tion it deserves.

The Chair now calls panel number two; President Pritschler of
Dickinson College right here and President Ceddia, Shippensburg
University President and Dr. John Romano from Pennsylvania
State University. Welcome, gentlemen, and between the three, you
can make a determination who is going to start off.

STATEMENTS OF DR. A. LEE FRITSCHLER, PRESIDENT, DICKIN-
SON COLLEGE, CARLISLE, PENNSYLVANIA; DR. ANTHONY
CEDDIA, PRESIDENT, SHIPPENSBURG UNIVERSITY OF PENN-
SYLVANIA, SHIPPENSBURG, PENNSYLVANIA; DR. JOHN
ROMANO, CAMPUS EXECUTIVE OFFICER, PENNSYLVANIA
STATE UNIVERSITY, YORK CAMPUS, YORK, PENNSYLVANIA

Dr. FRITSCHLER. Since I am the home team, maybe I will, Mr.
Chairman.

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, let me begin by
saying how pleased I am that you are here on our campus. We are
delighted to be able to host this hearing and have the opportunity
to say something about the reauthorization of the Higher Educa-
tion Act.

I want to say that Dickinson is an old independent liberal arts
college founded in 1773, about 2,000 students, a budget of about $50
million and 60 percent of our students receive financial aid, $12
million of our $50 million budget is directed directly back to stu-
dents in financial aid.

I wanted to take just one moment to introduce the college to you
because I think it is very important to recognize that in this coun-
try there are many types and sizes of academic institutions; public,
private, large, small, specializing in various things. And I believe
one of the real tricks, one of the real challenges in writing public
policy is to come up with a policy somehow that fits all of those
institutions. And I would be the first to admit that this is a very
daunting task.

I want to talk to you about two or three things that really con-
cern me. The first two are access and choice. Starting with access,
it seems to me that over the past couple of decades in this country,
and thanks to the assistance of governments, this country has
pretty successfully dealt with the access question. That is, there
are colleges and universities available to almost everyone. So
access to a college education, thanks to the programs that have
been put in place, is pretty secure in the United States today.
Schools like this one have done their part. We, for example, give
those $12 million worth of scholarship funds on need blind admis-
sions. We do not give one dime to any student on a merit basis, we
do not give money because someone can play soccer well, can sing
well, can play the flute well or do anything very well. All of our
aid is given on the basis of need. And I think schools that have

1 3
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done that have enhanced access in the United States. My concern
with schools like Dickinson in this respect is that we continue, we
can continue to give financial assistance to anyone who applies and
give that assistance strictly on the basis of need. We have been suc-
cessful over the years in doing that, but now costs and resources
have really challenged us to be able to continue that.

The second area of my concern is choice. I would like to see a
system where qualified students could, if they wanted to, select a
school like Dickinson to attend. This is getting to be increasingly
difficult and is, I believe, the main source of my concern. I indicat-
ed a minute ago that there are many types of institutions in the
United States. We feel we offer something special in this type of
institution, which is worth continuing and worth making available
to students who qualify. For example, we have a very low student/
faculty ratio, something in the area of 12-to-1. We have an enor-
mously high graduation rate. In the past couple of years it has
been I believe the highest in the country, 85 percent of our stu-
dents graduate in 4 years. We have serious students here who are
also serious about repaying their loans. Congressman Petri men-
tioned a few moments ago that in our school, .5 percent is our de-
fault rate. That is very low, de minimis and we are very pleased
with that.

Also given our independent status and our size, we are able to
innovate in some areas, in science teaching for example, in over-
seas education, we now have six overseas centers which we are sup-
porting here at Dickinson. And by the way, I will soon get off this
college, but I want to tell you we are also very proud that in this
year's graduating class, we graduated 20 percentlet me put this
the other way around, I'm too germanic in this. This year, 20 per-
cent of the students who graduated from Dickinson majored in a
foreign language. We find that to be incredible and very important,
given the kind of future which faces us in the United States. So to
be able to graduate a class of nearly 20 percent majoring in foreign
languages, we feel is a real accomplishment.

All right, can we keep this kind of thing up9 Well, it is very diffi-
cult to provide the choice for qualified students come here as finan-
cial aid dollars have shrunk. Federal financial aid, as you know,
has not kept pace with the cost of higher education. Our commit-
ment to financial aid grew from about $2.3 million in 1983 to about
$12 million in 1991. Here at this school, our revelkiies from Pell
Grants and Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grants have
decreased from five percent of tuition revenues in 1979-1980 to 1.5
percent in this last year. It could, I suppose, happen that that
figure is so insignificant it would not be worth our while to even
participate in the program.

In that same period, Dickinson grant programs have increased
from about ten percent of tuition revenues to over 20 percent, and
the percentage of our tuition and fees revenue which underwrites
student aid went from 8.6 percent in 1979-1980 to 18.4 percent in
1991. And the last figure, the percentage of Federal student aid,
has increased by 52.8 percent in the last decade, while the college
contributions to student aid have increased almost 300 percent. So
the burden has been shifted back to institutions of higher educa-
tion and that, for us, means a real challenge to need blind admis-
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sions and a real challenge to giving qualified students the choice of
coming to this institution.

As you know, the squeeze is on the middle class. I am fascinated
by this term "middle class", by the way. I am not a sociologist. We
find that the biggest squeeze from parents for our pros.. ive stu-
dents are parents in the income group of $50,000-475,111 a year.
Those are the people who are in the box where most programs do
not reach. More than that of course, theiescr generally afford it
and do not even ap .ly for financial aid. than that, there are
programs Now $50,111 to $75,000 a year as a family income sounds
quite wholesome and quite fulsome. I guess I used to think of
people in that group as wearing white collars and working in in-
dustry at pretty nice jobs, but what we are seeing more and more
is that these are blue collar families with working spouses who
cannotwho score in that range of $50,000 to $75,000 a year and
they are simply cut out of financial assistance programs. They
simply do not qualify for them.

This of coursethe squeezed middle class is putting more pres-
sure on State institutions, which are having to expand. Many
schoolsthank goodness Dickinson is not one of themmany pri-
vate schools actually do have extra spaces in their classes where
students could be accommodated if somehow or other the revenue
shifts could occur to make it possible for them to attend those
schools. Instead, we talk in this State about adding additional cam-
puses while some private schools have space on their campus.

Let me switch now to a third topic and that is Title VII of the
Act. We find that our major capital problem in higher education
today is funding academic facilities. VVe have done some planning
on our own campus and we know that our first needs are two new
science buildings. We have done a lot of looking around the coun-
try to find sources to fund those buildings and they are virtually
non-existent, almost not there. A colleague of mine who is in
higher education in a big west coast school said the other day that
trying to raise money for a science building is a little bit like
trying to win the California lottery. Very, very difficult. We need
help with the funding of science facilities.

VVe did an informal survey of about 24 schools like Dickinson and
we were surprised to see that most of themI think there was one
exception in that list of 24had built a new science building in the
last 25 years. Some had done some renovations, as in fact we have,
but the money available for science construction is very, very
small. And 2- many people can tell you, we are proud of the
number of science graduates we produce in the United States, and
most of the research scientists come from institutions like this one.

Well by way of conclusion, let me make the following recommen-
dations. I hope that we can re-examine eligibility requirement for
financial aid to ensure tha. the needs of the middle class are being
met, as well as maintaining assistance to people whose income falls
below that level.

I would like to see in the iiew Act some tightening of accredita-
tion procedures for institutions which do have high default rates.
The default rates are very much skewed toward a particular kind
of institution and I think that if we could in fact get those default
rates under control, the averages would bcgin to look pretty good.
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I hope too that we can createrather reward colleges that pro-
vide innovative and successful science programs with some addi-
tional support for facilities.

And I would also like to make this suggestion, that we think
about ways to create special grant programs to help underwrite
student aid packages for those institutions which practice need
blind admissions. There has to be some way, I believe, to penalize
institutions which give aid on the basis of merit, even if it is in fact
their own dollars. Dollars being fungible, this ends up meaning
that no matter what portionno matter where the financial aid
budget comes from, if a portion of it is given on the basis of merit,
deserving students will not see that money. And we ought to find a
way to make sure that the most part, maybe even all, of higner
education's assistance programs go to students that need them, not
to students who happen to have a good foot for soccer or who
happen to play a flute better than the next guy or who happen to
have certain racial or social characteristics that a school wants at
any given time. Financial aid should be based on need and would
be, I think, of great assistance to all of us if somehow in this new
legislation we could focus on that and encourage and even reward
the schools that do give all of their aid on the basis of need.

Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Dr. A. Lee Fritsch ler followsd
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Suboommitteet

As President of Dickinson College, I am honored to welcome yea

to Carlisle, Pennsylvan.i, and to the carpus of on of the nation's

original colonial colleges. Dickinson is an independent, liberal

arts college, which enrolls 1900 students. Our endowment is about

$60 million and our annual operating budget is approximately $50

million. About 606 of our students receive financial aid. Since

its founding in 1773, Dickinson has taken pride in its mission of

preparing students for lives of leadership and service to thir

professions, their communities, and their country. In the contxt

of that tradition, it is an honor to host this public forum and to

discuss with you the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act of

1965.

As one who has devoted nearly thre decades to the study,

teaching, and active pursuit of public policy, I am convinced that

the relationship that has developed over the past 35 years between

the federal government and America's institutions of higher

learning makes sensei adaguatiLtefizAliumut_stLanttfutransuirt
education bobeen ant_ ram int _aaad_sublift_Thaucy. Froa tha

"sputnik soars" of the 1950e, which led in part to the creation of

the first national Defense Education Act in 1958, to our discussion

today, Congress and the colleges and universities across this land

have been joined in common purposes to educate end prepare

generations of Americans for the challenges and opportunities of

4 t-
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effective citizenship. The cooperation of federal and state

institutions, together with a strong independent ctor, have

created a system of higher ducation characterlead by a rich

diversity of programs and institutions, all dedicated to meeting

the needs of a diverse population while aerving the public good.

Its variety and special character have allowed American higher

education to teach more people, to produce more original research,

to create lore goods, and to touch mcre lives in positive ways than

any other system of education in history. We have much of which to

be proud. Still, a survey of the national and international scene

todayand some educated speculation about the decades ahead, leaves

me with some concern about the future of higher education and the

issues which confront us most directly. It le to the issues of

access, choice, and quality, as these pertain to your

considerations of the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act

of 1965, that I will direct my remarks today.

For generations, Americans have perceived higher education

as their passport to upward mobility, successful careers, and more

satisfying and productive lives. As a nation we have agreed that

higher education should remain an available tool for all those

struggling against the tyranny of poverty and ignorance. As no

nation before us, we have come to believe that ;myna to higher

education must be preserved for all of our citizens and expanded to

include the increasing numbers of our country's minority
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populations. hoceeeibility le Dag of the kireprincislas et

auriasulAidiu_igucAti2n.

DLOPanS071, like many institutlone of higher ducation, has

worked hard tO remain accessible to all students, regardless of

background and socio-econoviC circumstances. It is our intentiOn

to do all that we can to remain viabl choice for all qualified

applicants who believe they can benefit from our programa and

particular type of education. Our adaissions efforts are

gressively designed to attract applicants from a variety of

diverse backgrounds and socio-econoKic contexts. Together with 11

other independent institutions in the commonwealth, for example,

Dickinson ham created °Access & Choice", a program aimed at inner-

city 9th and 10th graders, largely African A=srican and

Latino/Hispanic students. The program seeks to encourage such

youngsters to consider higher education as a real possibility for

their future. Meeting such students on their own turf, we talk

about self-estem, hard work, college preparation, and the

availability of financial aid and other support. I believe that

suds grassroots efforts pay off for all of society, not just higher

education, ince the real beneficiaries are those young students

who ars encouraged to venture beyond their current horizons.

Dickinson also continues to admit students without

consideration of their ability to pay (need blind admissions) and

to provide packagee of financial aid adequate to meet their

5 1)
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identified need for all four years of attendance, not just their

freshman year. Ws are among a mere hondful of schools that still

pursue this path, and I wonder from time to time just how long we

will be able to afford our principles in this regard. The task is

formidable and has become harder every year.

Tta simple fact i that since 1943, the financial aid burden

that accompanies expanded educational ambitions has shifted

dramatically from the federal government to the shoulders of post-

secondary institutions. To use my own institution again as an

example, government sources of financial aid in 1983, amounted for

93,560,931 or bout 21.21 of Dickinson's comprehensive fee.

College resources devoted to financial aid amounted to 81,313,490

or about 15.2*. In 1991, the roles have reversed, Coverneent

sources of financial aid will account for 95,193,556 or 14.61 of

total fees, while College resources amount to 51,137,448 or 2348.

As measured as a percentage of tuition and fee revenues, Dickinson

has increased grants for financial aid from 0.60 in 1979-00 to

18.40 in 1990-91. For 1991-92, in a budget recently approved by

our Board of Trustees, institutionally-besed financial aid

expenditures will account for 12.04% of our entire annual operating

budget.

At the same time, neither federal appropriations for the

student aid programs nor the award amounts have kept pace with

inflation. Adjusted for inflation (in constant 1907-00 dollars),
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federal grant assistance to undergraduates at independent

institutions grew from $1.1114 billion to $2.421 billion between

1930-71 and 1e75-76. Curing the period of greatest growth in coats

which I have just cited, however, this federal aid declined

dramatically through 1907-00 when it reached 11.101 billion or

less than it had boon oeventeen years earlierl

am certain that others from whom you seek testimony sill

inform your considerations with specific examples and desoriba in

greater detail than I the precise ffects of such squeals upon

resources. What concerns me, and I hope the members of this

subcommittee and your colleagues in congress, is what tho situation

implies for the first principles of higher education Which guide

our efforts and to which our partnership is dedicated...namely, the

ability of higher education to remain generally accessible to all

who seek it.

In the days ahead, our nation will face challenges and a pace

of change unknown in times past. The provision of adequate federal

support through increased student financial aid in the current

reauthorication will amount to nothing less than a national

investment in the human resources that will be required for the

future. railure to act now to assure accessibility will condemn

the lees well ducated, particularly those ambers of mineritiee

most affected, to continuing cycles of poverty and frustration as

they are left behind in the competitive and technologically
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denanding workplace of tomorrow. The growing gap between the

'heves, end the 'have note in our society will increase, and our

country may find itself weakened internally even while it is forced

to compte more aggressively in the growing global conosy that

surrounds us.

I am equally convinced that we must recognise the importance

of diversity within the American system of higher education and

progulgate policies which sustain and nhance the wide variety of

choices available to those who seek its benefits. joiktthe aoal ot

Accessibility. divILMILILAnd_glmICALAUSALJte_SMIEWIliliKAILAWWWWLIJIM

Lirat nringisatti_stLiligher_Adaration And its pertnerehillidth

mo , I bac I If we

truly believe that America's diversity is its strength, end If we

truly believe that the student population of our colleges and

universities should reflect that diversity, then we must assure

scowls to students from families at all econosic levels even as we

encourage participation by group. of studnts defined by raoe,

ethnic background, and other Methods. It is simply not sound

public policy to have federal programs of financial assistance

focus aid on a smaller and smaller cohort of students. An element

that hes been crucial to the success of American higher education

will bet lost, perhaps irretrievably, if only the poor (with federal

assistance) and the wealthy are able to attend independent

institutions. Independent institutions like my ovn enroll about

214 of those currently attending higher education institutions in
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the United States. We contribute substantially to the quality end

variety that characterise the whole system. and wO de it
ffectively and largely by our own resources.

It is one of the ironies of the current situation that

government policies regarding firancial aid say in fact bO

inadvertently panaliting the lover-incone groups it is intend.1 to

aid. A recent story in 14.13.,..nMuintliorld AeporA notes that many

talented students from middla-income families ars selfselecting

out of independent institutions to take advantage of the lover

coots available at prestigious, publicly-subsidised universities.

Clting a study by economists, the story reports that tudents from

families earning between $40,000 and $65,000 comprised just let of

private C011ege enrollment in 1969. That is a decline from 271 in

1962. In the ease time period the percent of upper-income students

in private inetitutions increased from 50 to 634. The story

attributes much of the migration to restriction, on financial aid

for middl class students. An unsettling sidenotol to this; story is

the suggestion that current funding policies threaten to stratify

higher education along class lines. Migration fres the independent

sector also increases pressure on state-supported institutions,

which are forced by budget crises to spread services more thinly or

to cut enrollments and raise admission, standards. All of these

pressures serve to discourage students of lesser advantage all the

mor (rom pursuing higher education.
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It is ssentimq, therefore, that public policy reflect and

support the carefully-wrought partnership between public and

private institutions v,ich has created the remarkable variety of

8180, location, program, and miesion that lis at the heart of the

American educational enterprise. Because of such variety, the

entire system is strengthened when studente ere able to make

critical choices in matters that concern them directly.

The combination of inflation, rising costs, and the narrowing

and erosion of federal support in the past decade strikes directly

at the Loewy. of diversity and choice, since such issues have

tended to be particularly harsh for the independent sctor of

high.: education and the middle-income groups in American society

Again to use my own institution as an examplS: In 1979-80 the

total ccet of attending Dickinson was $6,345 or about 32.4% of the

national median family income at that time. By 1990, the total

cost had risen to 817,600 or 51.80 of an eatimated national median

family income of 533,600. In the fac of rising costs, students

and their families drained personal savings and other rsources

while the congressionally saandated need-analysis formula enacted in

1986 rendered the childrn of many middle-income families

ineligible for federal assistance. At the same time, historically

important progmes such as the Supplemental Educational Opportunity

Grants (ss0G) Perkins Loans, and College Work-Study (CWS) awards

suffered. Between 1981 and 1991, funding for the OreG program

declined by 11.98, !Undo for CWS dropped by 32.31, and Perkins Loan
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appropriations plunged by 67.84 (inconstant dollars). Funding for

the State Student Incentive crants (SLUG) program also decreased by

48.1% over the same period. Coupled with increased restrictions

associated with the Fell Grants, such lack of federal support has

unduly burdened the eons and daughters of middle-income families

and unduly restricted their ability to seleot a postsecondary

institution that best meets their seucational abilities and career

aspirations. The students within this group are not faceless

statistics, but rather the eons and daughters of people with whom

we might be friends and neighbors. Their parents might own a mell

business, wear white or a blue collar, and be of any color --

they are united, howver, in their aspirations for their children

and in their willingness to sacrifice personal COmfOrt

contribute substantially of their own resources to the costs of

higher education. Responding positively etc) in meaningful ways

through the Higher Education Act to their needs is farsighted and

good public policy.

A few weeks ago, Dickinson graduated its 218th oleos of

senior's -- 520 young mn and women of promise passed through this

very room to receive a diploma on the steps of Old West. Among

these graduates were many students who had benefitted from Title rir

funds (Perkins/Stafford loans), the mean aggregate loan amount is

$13,000. For some few students in the group this amount surpasses

820,000. I hasten to note that this indebtednees is exclusive of

all loans and other debto parents may have assumed and for which we
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have no figure*. our concern, on this account aro twofoldi first,

that the vision of such financial burden will preclude *any

qualified and worthy applicants from seeking Dickinson as their

first choice undergraduate institution; and secondly, that the debt

incurred by those who go attnd might exert undue influence on

career choices that ars important to them as individuals and to the

greater society they might benefit. How unfortunat it would be,

for example, if the demands of debt repayment were to lead some of

our most creative and promising young citizens away from social

service careers or occupations that, while satisfying and socially

rewarding, do not pay enough to allow graduates to meet their

obligations to lending agencies for school loans.

The role of the federal government in maintaining access to

higher education has been crucial to the efforts of those who seek

its benefits; I believe that the government can do no less in

matching the fforts of higher education institutions in

maintaining the diversity and degree of individual choice that is

essential to a vital enterprise. Here, too, others who testify

will provide specific solutions and suggestions for your

consideration. Their proposals will deal with the need for

increased loan funds, expanded definitions of eligibility, greater

access to subsidized loans, and longer repayment periods -- ell of

which will benefit many members of the middle-income groups. my

concern once again relates to basic principles, that failure to act

upon these or similar suggestions will be tantamount to promoting
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a system that limits opportunities and choices for students wbo

happen to be born into moderate income families.

Based upon our xperience et Dickinson, I can tell you that

such students are oaf:. bets. To begin with, they tend to persist

in numbers for higher than the national norm. Our retention rats

regularlyexceede 90% of all admitted students. Traditionally, BO-

SS% of the members of any freshmen class can expect to graduate

within S years of admission. We are proud of the rate et which

hopeful matriculants become succssful graduates at Dickinson.

Federal policies that are more ereitiv to self-help

requirements and the balance of grants to loans in student sid

packages will help us continue this record-setting pace and

encourage greater persistence and graduation rates at other

institutions as well. We currntl4 hipie 371 graduates in ths

repayment mode with student loans. Their default rate is lass than

five-tenths of one percent, a truly remarkable record. I think

that such experience attests to the reliability and sincerity of

sucl, students and that such behavior deserves greater support under

the terms of the Higher Education Act.

Finally, I would Ilk, to turn attention to the issue of

quality. Despite much discussion on the subjeot in learned

Journals and the attention of the popular press, no issue in higher

education has proven more protean and mor difficult to dfine and
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measure than the issue of quality. I do not pretend to have OM

answers to such challenging questions and went to restrict myself

to few observations about the connections I see between quality

in higher education and the task of this ebcoemittee. My hope is

to convince you to pursuq policies that will !:sep government a

positive force, not a disincentive, in our joint quest for quality.

I believe that the fundamental quality of American higher

education, despite its more vocal critics, is really quite high.

Ws provide more services, many of which ar mandated by federal

regulations, to meet the needs of more people, within an expanding

univers of basic knowledge, than any system of education before

our time. We are called upon to provide basic reeearch and new

technology that is useful to goverment and industry; to broaden

the bas of tho educated public; to preserve, to create, and to

distribute knowledge; to serve as critic, friend, and teacher to

our society and its rising generations. While we may do some of

these things better or worse than others from time to time, I think

we generally continue to serve the common good and to provide

quality education in our several roles. The best evidence for my

belief nay lie in the fact that students from all over the globe

flock to American colleges and univeraPies, and our own citizens

enroll in record numbers. I also believe that the quality of the

programs thaltattraot such student. is the fruit of the partnership

between the federal government end higher education.
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Using my own school as en example once again, I not with

appreciation the support provided by the federal government to our

efforts to improve and broaden the Dickinson curriculum. A

million-dollar grant from the National Endowment for the

Husanities, matched by 53 million of institutional money, enabled

Dickinson te assume a position of preeminen0e in ths areas of

foreign language education and international studies. With such

Meaningful federal encouragement, we have sanaged ovr the past

decade to create a learning environment both on campus and at

everal sits overseas which encourages students to think more

broadly about the challenges and opportunities they will encounter

in an increasingly interdependent world. Our 1521 graduating class

Of 520 students contained 101 language major's, and fully spa of the

Class had spent a summer, a semester, or an academic year abroad.

I believe that such preparation will make our students better-

informed and more productive citizens, and that the government's

investment in such programs will be repaid in manifold ways.

more recently, Dickinson has undertaken a major revision of

its science programs, looking especially at the ways by which

science is taught at the undergraduate level. Ouch a development

was to be expected, I suppose, since the College has traditionally

placed within the top two do2en or so schools which vent

undergraduate degrees to those who than go on to obtain Ph.D.s in

science fields. My point, however, is that the progress we have

made in developing exciting now teaching methods that replace the

6' )
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old lecture format with hands-on workshop activities has been given

major boosts by federal programs and funds which encourage and

support such creative and important efforts.

2 believe that such experience is not unique to EY

institution, although I am obviously proud of our accomplishments

at Dickinson. Rather, I point to this positive interaction between

higher education and feleral support as an example of what is

happening at many institutions across the country. Each speoific

case provides addiC.onal argument for our continuing partnership.

As the members of this committee continue their deliberations

on the reauthorisation of the Higher Education Act, I would hope

they will adopt those suggestions which will continue and expand

financial support for our partnership in higher education. It goes

without saying that many institutions, my own included, would face

an almost impossible task in attempting to sustain progress and

quality without much-needed federal support. A decade of invoice

and limitation in federal student aid and in other sections of ths

11165 Aot has already forced us to reallocate limited institutional

resources to support our students and sustain our responsibilities

tO the meson good. I hope you will join us In making a renewed

commitment to our common task.
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I apprecis:e this opportunity to address the committee and an

most willing to respond to any questions its members may have.

Respectfully submitted,

A. Lee Fritschler
President, Dickinson College
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Mr. GAYD08. Dr. Ceddia.
Dr. CEDDIA. Thank you very much for giving me the opportunity

to represent Shippensburg University here today before this pres-
tigious group. I appreciate a chance to share with you some ideas
and thoughts about the reauthorization act.

Let me begin by giving you just a very brief commercial about
Shippensburg University which is located not too far from here,
south on Route 11. We are a public comprehensive institution, we
serve more than 6500 students in a variety of disciplines. We have
about 55 percent of our students coming from families that are par-
ticipating on postsecondary education for the first time. Over 60
percent of our entire student body at the University receives some
type of fmancial aid and we are proud to share with the committee
this morning that our default rate is 1.6 percent on our loans,
which we process nearly 4500 a year.

Shippensburg University is also part of the State system of
higher education in Pennsylvania, one of 14 State-owned universi-
ties serving nearly 90,000 students. We are in fact, the largest
higher education entity in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.

I have submitted some prepared testimony for the committee and
I would like to focus my brief remarks on several points. The first
one is the access issue which my good colleague from Dickinson has
already addressed. I would suggest to the committee today that I
am not sure that just putting more dollars in the category of access
is going to solve the access problem for minorities and women in
higher education. I think that beyond just the reauthorization act
in higher education there is a linkage in this whole issue of access.
You have before you as a body the civil rights legislation which is
now pending which is receiving a lot of debate, and I also will call
your attention to the fact that the new Secretary of Education has
taken upon himself as a result of the advice of his committee on
ReauthorizationAdvisory Committee on Accreditation, to hold up
the reauthorization of the accreditation of Middle States Associa-
tion of Schools and Colleges, most notably the Commission on
Higher Education, because of its diversity standards in accredita-
tion. I suggest to you gentlemen today that dollars alone will not
solve the problem of access. I think it is a matter of attitude and
value as well as it is money, and frankly I am perplexed by this
current administration's position regarding the access issue.

I can certainly understand full well the debate on civil rights
and the matter of quotas and other things, but I have great trouble
understanding the Secretary of Education's present stand regard-
ing the Commission on Higher Education. Those diversity stand-
ards were established by the membership themselves, the institu-
tions of higher education in the Middle States Region. Clearly they
do not force quotas on the institutions, they speak directly to the
institution's own ability to develop standards of diversity which the
institutions must themselves meet, and no institution has been
held up in terms of re-accreditation because of a quick decision re-
garding their failure to meet or establish diversity standards. This
ha become a very important and hot topic for the far right in our
country. It has been linked to the civil rights issue, it has been
linked to the quota issue and in my opinion, gentlemen, it is a red
herring and is causing genuine concern in the higher education
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community, especially in the Middle States Region. I suggest to you
that just the issue of dollars alone will not solve the problem. It is
a matter of attitudes and values and if in higher education we are
going to succeed to provide access, it is not just a matter of the re-
distribution of dollars, it is also the commitment, the firm commit-
ment of institutions in higher education to meet the access issue as
institutions, not just beyond providing access to those students who
have dollars. It is a matter of looking at the make-up of our society
and what is in the best interest of our society now and in the
future.

On the matter of equity, I think there are some legitimate issues
as well, some of which have already been addressed. But I am con-
vinced that we need to do more. And I would suggest that we need
to look at capping the home value that we look at, particularly for
the middle income families, in the financial aid assessment process.
I would suggest, for example, we might cap the home value at
three times the family's income. We are experiencing at Shippens-
burg University a situation where many families, because they
happen to be in a boom housing market, the value of their home
has escalated and it has truly outstripped their true income level.
And when you use the home equity as a consideration in the finan-
cial aid assessment process, we think that we need to come up with
some kind of equalizer so that we do not over-burden those families
or over-estimate their true worth.

Secondly, we would urge you to reverse the trend of the 1980s
away from grants, towards iqans. Such a policy, that is moving
more dollars towards loans instead of grants, does create excessive
indebtedness and will put an excessive burden on students and in
fact keep students out of higher education.

Number three, we would suggest to you that there is an incon-
sistency in the current regulations regarding Pell Grant recipients.
We ask them to sign a statement that they do not use, manufac-
ture or distribute drugs. However, a student can receive a $4,000
Stafford loan, a $4,000 PLUS loan, a $2,000 Supplemental Educa-
tional Opportunities Grant and a $1,500 Federal work/study job or
a Federal Perkins loan and is not required to sign such a state-
ment. We would suggest that that needs to be addressed and some
equity be dealt with there.

Fourth, we would suggest to you that we simplify the current
definition of an independent student. Students and parents do not
understand this. Aid administrators find it difficult to administer
and the 16 questions needed to establish one's status are at best
very intimidating. So we would ask the committee in the process of
reauthorization to look at that.

Five, we would suggest that you might create an educational sav-
ings protection allowance. The current system disproportionately
penalizes parents who have chosen to save for college.

In the area of simplification, we would recommend to you this
morning that you eliminate the maintenance of two separate need
analysis methodologies for financial aid. Families are terribly con-
fused or overwhelmed by the financial aid process to begin with
and they have a great deal of trouble understanding the dual proc-
ess. My financial aid administrators, not only on our campus, but
throughout the country, find it very difficult to explain to families

'
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and to deal with this dual methodology. So we would suggest you
look at that.

Secondly, we would suggest that you eliminate complicating data
elements that affect comparatively few applicants. For example,
such as dislocated workers and displaced homemakers, elementary
and secondary school tuition and medical/d- ntal expenses. We
think that that needs to be looked at and there might be ways in
which that might be streamlined and not affect all applicants.

In addition, we would suggest that you might simplify the appli-
cation process for families on public assistance and do not pass on
to the campuses that are already over-burdened in their financial
aid offices, the process of reve-ifying this family's status. A famil,
on AFDC should not need to prove that they are poor for financial
aid purposes. That has already been established and there needs to
be some way in which we do not have to reduplicate that process.

Finally we would suggest to you that you establish a process that
allows for issuing of regulatory changes in a timely fashion and
allow campuses ample opportunity to adjust to them. We also
would suggest that as much effort be brought to bear on the proc-
ess of issuing regulatory changes, that they be clear and that
frankly we do not need legal counsel in the financial aid office to
understand the requirements of those changes.

In conclusion, I would suggest to you in the reauthorization proc-
ess that there are two other important matters that need to be ad-
dressed. In Title IX certainly there is some focus on providing more
access to graduate education for minorities applicants and women.
But I would suggest to you, gentlemen, today that there is probably
no greater challenge that we face in higher education than replace-
ment of our faculty in the future. I would suggest to you that it
might be appropriate that we consider some type of incentive pro-
gram in graduate education for students who are interested in
teaching and doing research in higher education institutions.

We need some way to replace our faculty in the future. It is clear
that across this country within the next ten to 15 years, more than
a third of our faculties will be retiring and we need somehow to
place some new blood into the stream so that we can continue to
maintain the efforts we have attained on various campuses.

And secondly I would suggest to you that in the business and cor-
porate world, there are a number of highly qualified and very in-
terested people who might like to make a mid-career transition
from business and industry to higher education, teaching and re-
search. I would suggest that we might want to explore some type of
bridge grant or loan program which would afford these people in
mid-career who are willing to sacrifice high paying jobs and high
quality of life to come back to academia to do some teaching and
mentoring and research, an opportunity to do that. And I oelieve it
would be an excellent way of also supplementing our need for
newer and brighter faculty in the years to come.

46-406 0 - 91 3
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It is clear that members of this Congressional group that are
with us this morning are strong supporters of higher education. We
appreciate your continuing support. The reauthorization act is an-
other major step for this country in ensuring that we have the best
higher education system in the world. But I would also suggest to
you gentlemen this morning, as I said earlier, that it is not just a
question of dollars. There are other issues that are very much in-
volved in the quality of our enterprise and I would ask you to look
not just at the reauthorization act but beyond that.

Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Anthony Ceddia follows:]
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Testimony of Dr. Anthony F. Coddle, President

ShlOPensburg University of Penneylvanis

to the Subcommittee on PostSeconderY iduOiltion

at Dickinson College, Carlisle, Pennaylvenia

Juns 3. 1091. st 10:00 s.m.

Hr. Chairmen:

MY name is Anthony Ceodilx, nd I 00 carrently the President of ShipoeniOurg

University of Pannsylvanie. TPank you for affording me the opportunity to share

with yOu my concer(s es you consider, once again, the Higher Educetlon Act.

Shippensburg university is a public comprehensive institution located In

south-central Pennsylvania. Shippensburg offers Baccalaureate and Nester's

degree programs to over 6500 students in a variety of discipliOe*. About 55

Percent of these students come from families that ere participating in

postsecondary educaticm for the first time. Over 00 percent of the entire

student body at Shippensbure receives sone type of flnancisl aid.

In the United States, our colleges and universities provide a quality

educational xperience that is the envy of the world. This educetional network

you developed on the premise that all citizens of our country should be allowed

equal access to our higner education resources. History would validate the

meaningfulness of this premise. Students from all aconowic levels, from all

social backgrounds, and f,um all ,sgions of our country have been able to enroll

in and graduate from a variety of postsecondary institutioos. Our nation has

profited as a result of the nurturing of this valuable human resource. Our

strong economy and high standard of living are visible exampled of the benefits

which eccrum, across generations of families, when studonts aro Abla to

Participate In a college experience.
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The higher education system in the United Statist is not stagnant. As

social, technological, and scientific changes occur, our institutions have

embraced these changeS. AS we wretch the 21st century, and participate in en

internet1cmal economy, it Is imperative that we continue to propane our students

for future roles se change agents. We cannot continue to provide this nurturing

environment without your assists/ice.

Equal access to higher education is one of the moat important issues we

face today. Children from families with middle incomes will not be afforded

dwal access if the proposed changes in the eligibility thrsholds are approved.

These students, traditionally, attend regional universities where the tuition is

usually affordable. Sy reducing the level of financial aid available to this

group of middle-incoMs familial', their access to higher education will be

sovoroly limited.

Sociel equity must elso be of vital concern to us. We must reverse the

trend which favors loans, rather than grants. Minority populations ere

discouraged from seeking tmis form of finencial assistance. The indebtedness

burden of some college graduates severely limits their ability to participate

fully in our economy. Our growing population of non-treditionil students,

defined st our university as greater then 25 years of age, hes Also been

unwilling to shoulder the burden of College loans.

whet issues should we address at this 3unCture in your deliberations?

believe the following are worthy of your consideration:

2
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EntritinsLithnt.

i. Crests an educational savings program that would enCourage parents to

save for their children's education. Our currant needs analysis ystem

Penalizes varents who choose to establish an educational savings plan.

2. Simelify ths current definition of an "independent student."

The current list of 16 questions required to establish independent

status intimidates many students and is burdensome to institutions.

9. c;econsider the unfairness of the current use of the value of ths

family home as an asset for determining eligibility for financial

aid. This consideration would provide relief to families whose

home value over time has greatly outdistanced tneir income.

4. Extend the assurance required under the drug-free school regulations

of Pell Grant recipients to loan recipients. This would extend the

current erug-free school regulations to recipients of all federal

funds.

5. Combine the two needs-analysis methodologies--Pell Grants end loans--

currently used to determine 0144bility into ens, creating one uniform

set of eligibility standards for determining need.

0. ConslOor an appliation by-essa for low-income families who sre

receiving Aid for Families with Dependent Children benefits. It

Should net be necessary to verify low income statue twice.

3
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There is another issue that needs to be addressed during the

reauthorization process. As a labor intensive enterprise, the future SuCCSSO OF

higher education will depend upon its ability tO reCrult, sustain end deve100

qualified faculty.

&maiail. las to lly. Ra.21Gwent

1. Consider the stablishment of incentive programs for those

students with the interest and ability to teach in higher

education institutions.

2. Explore alternative sources of replacement faculty, and

offer bridge-grants to supplement the Incomes of these

mid-career professionals who consider c011eee teaching

for the first time.

The re-awthor1xstion of the higher education ect will set the stage for

this nation's future. If we are to continue to make social and ecoeoeic

progress, our doors must be open to all students, of all ages and backgrounds.

Higher education must continua to provide an equal educational opportunity for

all our nation's ch1liren.

4

pontact:
Dr. Thames F. Enderlein
Shippensburg University
6hlopensbufg, PA 17267
PH: (717) $92-1261

Mr. Themes Moriarty
Financial Aid Director
PH; (TM 632-1131
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Mr. GAYDOS. Dr. Romano.
Dr. ROMANO. Thank you very much. Good morning. I represent

Pennsylvania State University, a 23-campus land grant university
am enrolling some 70,000 students, its flagship campus, the

ttersity Park Campus in State College, Pennsylvania. There are
some 17 additional Commonwealth campuses serving principally as
2 year feeder campuses to other division units of the University,
and several units of the University have unique missions including
a medical school at Hershey, Pennsylvania.

I am the Executive Officer of the York Campus, which is situated
in a suburban community in York, Pennsylvania, not some 40
miles from here. The campus enrolls just slightly less than 2,000
students, the third largest campus among the 17 Commonwealth
campuses.

Although the largest campus of the University is at University
Park where some 39,000 students are enrolled, the uniqueness of
Penn State is in part reflected by the fact thet some two-thirds of
the University's freshmen enter Penn State oy way of campuses
other than University Park. Some have suggested that it is all but
impossible to adequately describe the Pennsylvania State Universi-
ty id 5 minutes or less, thus I will end my brief introductory re-
marks about Penn State here. Suffice it to say we are the school
with the hotball team that has recently joined the big 10 and it is
nice to be with you.

This subcommittee and the Congress has very serious business to
consider, business which I suggest will affect the vitality of the
Nation. No one can doubt the importance of education to advance
the system of democracy, economic development and standard of
living that many in this nation enjoy and most of the world seeks.
The trick for us is to sustain our position of worldwide leadership
and not fall subject to Paul Kennedy's ible prognosis as de-
scribed in his recent book "The Rise and Fea°17sof the Great Powers."
Can anyone doubt that it is through our nation's system of educa-
tion that we can set the stage for equal opportunity and advance-
ment for all?

I sit before you as the son of immigrant parents born and raised
in New York City in a unique community known as Harlem. My
father, like you, was a Federal servant for most of his lifehe was
a postman. For me, education in New York's putoic schools was fol-
lowed by a community college and then the StS university system
of New York for a baccalaureate degree, then a private school in
Massachusetts for a master's degree and finally a doctorate from
Penn State. All of the experiences and several others have brought
me here todry.

The days of working a summer job to save to offset a significant
part of college expenses sadly appear long gone. I made it at a time
when tuition was indeed reasonable and grants and loans made it
possible for this poor kid from New York to have a chance. Your
committee now considers ways to extend the opportunity I had
many years ago to current generations of Americans. And I want
you all to know that I indeed did repay my National Defense stu-
dent loan that I took out many, many years ago, 100 percent.

I am no expert on student aid. Fortunately yot, will hear testimo-
ny in a later panel today from those working with the funding
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system more directly. But I can tell you that the student aid pro-
gram that we develop here has the promise to make a great differ-
ence.

I would like to share just three or four brief messages, some of
which you have already heard in testimony in the first panel as
well as by my colleagues earlier. We have the tendenq, today to
rely increasingly on loans rather than grants, and this adds a great
burden to many who wish to pursue higher education. Unchecked,
the phenomenon will decrease access of both the low and middle
class income students in higher education. I think we can all agree
this will not serve the Nation well.

Secondly, adult student enrollments are increasing rapidly in
higher education and we want them to. It is good for the Nation,
many return for a second chance, for retraining, for mid-career
changes. This fits, in my opinion, the national agenda of retraining

d upgrading skills of the work force. I have provided details of
tne number of students who are adult students who are returning
to the University from the York campus of Penn State, but just by
way of further example that I did not include in my written testi-
mony, in the fall of 1985, just 5 short years ago, 28 percent of our
students were 25 years of age or older-1985, 28 percent. In the fall
of 1990, 40 percent of our students were age 25 years of age or
older. We went from 326 such students in 1985 to some 765 stu-
dents in 1990. This is a substantial change that is occurring not
just at the York campus of Penn State, but at many campuses of
the University and indeed at many other institutions of higher
education all across the country. It seems to me that efforts must
be made to generate policies in student aid that are sensitive to
this rather significant change in who is going on to college.

A third issue has to do with education abroad. Apparently in an
earlier review of the authorization act there was some question as
to the eligibility of students to qualify for student aid who are on
study abroad prwrams. I contend that this is a very, very impor-
tant issue that demands clarification so that students who are on
study abroad programs may very well qualify for student aid. I
think it is extremely important that young men and women today
have the opportunity to understand that our world has become in-
creasingly small as the years have passed, and one of the best ways
and one of the best educations that any student can perhaps ever
get, even at the fine institutions that I see represented here is to
spend a semester or a year away in another land.

Finally, as was recently mentioned, a gTaduate education repre-
sents an incredible opportunity and a problem for higher educa-
tion. The nation's talent at the highest le.el is at risk when we
deal with graduate education. The world sends its graduate stu-
dents to the United States and to institutions of higher learning in
America. And we increasingly are failing to send our own men and
women who are qualified and capable to go on to advanced study in
their respective fields. This is an important agenda for the nation
as the Nation works and competes in an increasingly competitive
worldwide market, but more than that, it is also critically impor-
tant as my colleague just suggested for the Nation's schools and
colleges. We have a faculty that is aging and we must replace them
and yet we have fewer and fewer students who seem to have the

7 f
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capability to advance beyond the baccalaureate degree among those
that even reach the baccalaureate degree. Clearly we need to have
incentives for students to study at the graduate level. And al-
though I would fully subscribe to all of the suggestions that have
been made with respect to increasing the level of funding in Title
IV, it is fairly clear to me that Title IX as well requires that addi-
tional support in order to permit this nation to train its best men
and women to take positions of national leadership, be it in re-
search or in the Nation's schools.

I thank the committee for providing me the opportunity to be
here with you this morning.

Mr. GAYDOS. Without objection at this time, the prepared state-
ments as submitted will be made part of the record. And before I
forget, the statement of Vice President Zuzack of the Indiana Uni-
versity, Pennsylvania Association of Student Financial Aid Admin-
istrators will also be made part of the record.

[The prepared statements of Dr. John Romano and Christine A.
Zuzak follow]

7:3
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My name is John J. Romano, and I alr. M Compile Executive Officer

of the Penn State York Campus.

I appreciate the chance to testify on the reauthorization of

the Higher Education Act. Those of us from Ponnolvenfa are fortunate

to have bipartisan representation on the Postsecondary Education Subcommittee.

In particular. I would like to xpress ay appreciaticm to my own congressman,

BIII Soodling, who dou such en outstanding job In Washington representing

his constituents. This Is especially true for those of us whole lives

are dedicated to improving the ducaticmel system st 111 levels.

Nis leadership it ppreciated.

For the recorA, Penn State University Is e multicampus

state-related institution which Is also the Commonwealth's land-grant

Institution.

Penn Smote derives much of its public chsracter from Its obligations

es the lend-grant institution. In return for carrYing out its

land-grant million, the University receives reiular oppropristions

from the stets legislature. Betsy's the Cmesonweslth uses and supports

it ss an instrument for the public good, Penn !tate is. for =St

practical purposes, a public university. It should be noted, however,

thst the University Is privately chartered end govervise by a board

of trustees selected under that charier.

Since the 1960s, the legislature has conferred more limited

public reSpOnSibilitieS On three other Institutions: the University

of Pittsburgh, Temple University, end Lincoln University. It has

classified them. along with Penn State, es state-related institutions.

Legislative appropriations make up much smeller portion of their totsl

operating budgete el percent for Penn Stets in 1989.00 - than those

of Shs fourteen stets-owned universitiOS in the Pennaylvania

State System of higher Education.

BEST COPY MAI LE
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pan skates peivereity Park Campus, legated in State College,
is the adrisistratin hoidcortart of the institution. It fe the
priory site for graduate study and enrolls more thin half of all
Poem State adergredustes.

But Penn State affords a dtversity of educetional
opportunities

throughout the state,

butiatfiulszt ins=

Penn Ststs trig, rhe gehrend College, confers associate,
baccalaureate, and Raptor's *frets. Studies in about twenty-five
baccalaureate degree majors say be completed et triel the reminder
Are at freshmen and **hombre levels

sod may be completed st University
Part. PIM Stilts

Harrisburg offers only the junior and senior years
of baccalaureate IWO along witA several graduate progrmes.

In INS, by act of the state legislature, the Pennsylvania College
of Technology (formerly WIliamaport arts Conmunity College) becama
06:4 mid affiliate

of the Corporetten for Penn Stet*. It
enrolls tome 3,200 students in two-year progrens.

Penn State great Valley nesr Philedelphia offers oyster's degree
studio In several fields.

The College of Medicine is in Hershey et The Milton I. Herehei
Medical Canter, sold and operated by Peen State. It awards the dcgtor
of medicine degree and, in conjunction with the graduate School, Ph.D.
and NJ. degrees in e few fielde.

;mow lit Daum

Seventeee toentmwesith Campuses offer the first tmo pars of
Study In nett of the Urfvereity's

baccalaureate curricula, All but
allentour also have associate degree programs.
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The statewide campus system Is an outgrowth of the cseeolltybsled

coquets Penn 'tate established during the economic Deprestion of

the 1930e. 4 literally taking higher sducation to the studonts.

the University lowered the cost of attending cello$1 and enabled many

Wiens to enroll whO Otherwise could not hot afforesd to do so.

Today, nine of every ten Penesyhmnians live within thirty silos of

a Finn State campus, Mors than Si portent of Peen lute freshmen

begin their academic Career, at tampusas other than Aiversity Park.

This Subtommittle is in the midst of a serious arouse which

will culminate elth the adoption of poesfkly the mon Significant

nd far reaching legislation befort the 102md Congress. would like

to focus or brief comments on tho demographic patter's in higher education

which fro amercing In Pennsylvania and which have a porticulsr relevence

for the work of this subcommittee as you xamine issues involved with

the higher tducotion Act and in perticular. Title Iv, Student Financial

Aid. i ma soars that a following panel of Muncie: aid experts including

,nn State's ASsistent Vice President for Student Finencial Aid till

be testifying before you today eo I wIll not attempt to dims§ the

complexities of that dolly**, aystam. However, I would like to focus

on what 1 prcalve to IN a major shifting trend in the neture Of the

studeate ve serve.

kauriatialitin

Belearth compiled by Katharine I. holtworth of Penn State's Office

of Oudot and Atuarth Analysis reveals thst thd decline to the number

of Penesylvinie high school graduates that has boom occurring since

1176 has not abated. For 1149. %he most recent actuill date, the nwelr

has fallen t; 139.239, a drop of 26.7 peplum! from 1978. (Set Figure 1)

The trend of increasing percentigeo of these graduates who continue

on to college has reached a record 60.8 perceni. This trerelates

to 64,626 students. only 0.1 percent fewer that. In 1984. Penneylvania's

college-gaing rats is mu above the nationel averega of 09.6 percent,

but it is not 1941y thst further inprovements in this rite can be

xpected to offist projected declines in the number of hioh school

through 1494.

7
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Thess tette, not unlike trends naticalde, serve to reinforts

the need for 111 of us to focus OA the needs of those traditionally

umderserved In the two and four year !cadmic praying offered at

institutions sigh as Pon State.

For example, st Penn State York, ovorell enrollments during the

past five years increased 75 percent includieg a Si percent increase

in full-time students; end a 140 percent increase in part,time Students.

The increase in part-time Student enrollee, reflects A Major thongs

In higher roducetion le ths number of adult student learners increase.

In 1900, the average ago of ell students ist Penn Stets York was 15;

fortpfive percent Of the students enrolled mere lig 21 or higher,

and twenty-three portent were within the age bracket 10-44 years.

WtOt ire the implications f these data? I am not insensitive

to the dilemma facing the Members of the subcommittee. Resources

ars finite and tho needs are practically infinite. Just A listing

rr the tit/es of the Nigher Education Act itself is a handy mechanism

for identifying the areas of concern:

Title Is Postsecondary Programs for Nontraditional Students

Title III Academic library end Information Technology Enhancement

Title III: Institutional SIJ

Title IV: Student Assistance

Title V: Educator Recruitment, Retention, and Development

Title VII International Education Pm:grams

Title VIII Construction, Reconstruction, and Renovation Academic Facilities

Title VIII: Cooperative Iducattom

Title IX: Graduate Program

Title Xr Posteecondary Imrovement Programs

Title XI: Partnership for Economic Development end Urban Communit,y Service

Depending on witnee calculation or which YOor 0444 figuroi are based

on, it Is safe to say that Title IV, Student Assistance, receives approsimatey

511 billion. It IO also clear that yOu AO lawmekers %Ill seek solutions

for OljOr issues SOO SO student loan defaults and the restoration

of grants rather then loons as tho main aid source for low and middle

looms fames. However, from the perspective of the date present/1d

obeys, en ergument can be es44 that the current eystem directi student
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financial id dinproportitmotsiy to 401 -tin students st the expense

of students attending lois than half time. At the nos Mee it appears

that ths Department of Education must be directed by the Congress

to recognise that. as part of this trend of altered desegrapelcs,

higher education Institutions are using emerging educational technologies

to expend the reach of Nigher education The Departwent of Education's

suggestion that eligibility be determined by meds of delivery rather

thin hy educational "result" Is not erect/cal in thls age of distance
education nd emerging technological sophistication.

A recent Carnegie Foundation Report (1911) osy:num for Adult

Workers* by Nell P. 114rIch, noted Penn State's use of educational

technologies to advance educational opportunities for individuals

across the Commonwealth. For xample, a College of Agriculture sponsored

program u. Pennsylvania Education Retwort links all 67 counties

in Penneylvenie and agriculturel xtension agents vie computer with

the latest information on sericulture, horticulture, home eanoolcs,

flimlly living, energy management and youth development. 1416.1.111K

is a system of delivering academic courses and programs vIs satellite

to all cempuses of Penn State and beyond. Noteworthy is a sPacial

Penn State acousticel engineering program delivered to civilians

in the Department of Navel Personnel at their wort places In Rey Port,

Washington. end Nan Diego, California. Clair to hos, two-way video

connuctions enable fsculty at University Pert end cm Romney Medical Center

to teach Jointly In the interdisciplinary fields of bioengineering

and loud SionceS. These xamples ehew the Importance of emerging

academic delivery systems as well as the need to develop op,ortunities to serve

students in varied settings across the Commonwealth of Pannullo.nis

and the Ration.

ksognendetiv

Ths subcommittee must Os Sensitive to the neods of enoetrulltionals

students and "nontraditional' delivery mechanisms for purposes of

student financial old if 1$ vents to meet the needs of this grOning

of our higher educttlsm population. It SedOIS that accredltsd institutions

7 )
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exercising &admit controls to ensure conformity with 451vers1t3

standards should be eble to deliver their courees thre6gh whatever

delivery systems ars eppropriate to moot learner"' mac

Recompandation

Despite the 1966 NIA Amendments, little hos CRAM* for Port °Mom

tudents. Recent vents in the Congress, based on bucolary presser's

have resulted In I reversal of the 198S KA Amsndoents regarding less

than half-time Atupents ligibility for Pe11 Prints. !his Subcommittee

should consider the legitimste need. of part-time stucilts to perticipsts

fully In $11 federal tudent aid progress.

1MLrstlon&1

Penn State supports the incorporation of Represeutive

Leon Panetta's bill, OR 1164, into the Subcomittee's rerf1011 of the

reauthorizetion bill. The legislation would improve 'nternstionel

'Caption t Ill levels, including ths clarification :f ambiguities

in federel financial aid policies regsrding the availability of Code

fOr approved study abroad. This legislation Is simf1sr to bill

introduced at the end of the lest Congress by Chaim, ford end we

hope that the Subtameittee can tehe positive action. It Is our understanding

that becsuse the leg:elation involvse introeslog ot011cobility of

current finencial ale prove/Ise which would not reeuirv now fsdore1

pending, this would be en xtremely low cost way to Increase access

to 1nternetions1 education.

Postustsi %toss*

Title IX is important to Penn State, Our Prosicent, Jose Thomas .

recintly pointed out thet our 'radiate prelims and the rat/torch component

is and has boon probably ths most prominent Erectus story et Penn

State over the past decade. Penn state is at the forefront of America's

research universities snd Its research enterprise ts Wang the fastest

growing in the Nation. 1 should alSO point Out that Dr. Thomas has

emonesieed his cenmitment to the 'complenontarity" tetween teschinA

see research. Hs has strossid his strong belief thst the research

b
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university is the best endel in existence for undertreduste education. "At

Its very beet, tiMICJOng end learning at the frontiers of knowledge

opened new worlds for students end fecultY Ward Ind taschine

are not antithetical functions. Rather, they are It:lately missed

and mutuelly beneficial."

Although Penn State's University Park Campus is Os hub for graduate work

in most fields and enrolled more thin 0,400 advance: degree Itudente

in 1940-11, 40 percent of graduate rtudent enrollee': it $t campuses

other thin University Park. A total of 10,1584 stugs4ts were enrolled for graduate

work at sll computes. Because of our major interest In graduate educatior.

Penn State supports the recommendations of the higher adlitatiOn ComMunity

for Title IX which here been submitted tO the Subconeittee. Those

reconeendatIona, which focus on enhancing tha qualitY And diverSitY

of our graduate students and future college and uriversity faculty,

ore iMpOrtant,

I appreciate tile oppmrtunity to expre$1 the parapective of Penn

State. Althougn the focus of gy remarks only toured On Title IV.

our expert on that topic 0411 midmost this Subcoerltee on a subsequent

panel today. In my remarks, ! have stelmpted to !Iiilight some significant

isemos involving Titles 1, Y1, and !X in partfcw7a.. Obviously, Pena

Stets hes sn interest in the entire MCA reauthorization and Ovr President,

Joab Thomas, plans to write to the Subcommittee amwbers from Pennsylvania

(Mr. noodling and Mr. dodos, and Chairewn Ford pear to *ark up In September.

1 would Os else to respond to 'my Otstions frog the Nowa.
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Testimony to be submitted for the record

REAUTXOXISATION Or TEX SIOXAM EDUCATION

Acs of iSees VANYAA lisCONMENDATION9

Christine A. Zuzack, Vice President
Pennsylvania Association of Student
Financial Aid Administrators
Indiana University of Pennsylvania

The Pennsylvania Assc-iation or Student rinancial Aid

Administrators (FASFAA) is pleased to have the opportunity to
provide testimony on the Roauthoriaation of the Highei Education

Act of 1965 to the House of Representatives' Subcommittee on

Postisccmdary Education. PAMA reoreeentn nver SAW1 ituAant 46,

professionals fro4 tt.e commnnwpelth of Pennsylvania.

This Reauthorization of the Higher Education Act may be the

most important since the inception of the student aid programs.
The future of o.ir nation depends upon an ducated population who
will be able to find the ecen0MiC, Velitioal, anc.iml. and technice,

solutions to the complex global cohcerns that the world continually

faces. 'the tine to prepare our nation is now; the place is from

within tns nigher education arono.

With thio in mire, PASFAA uffers these thc,ughts and

EKOMMendations on Snauthnrisatice. Our objeolivo id not te
aidress each Title of the Act. Rather, we wish to focus our
attention on tha RvaullivilLaLiuts of the Title iv aio programs, and

offer hueOrAtinnri fol innovulawam and onoocrage study of

complicated issues.

01,IfSET MOTU

It is critical that the financial aid delivery efettn be
isproved and simplified for 811 rariicipsnis. Thiel int:dads& not

only students, but institutions, state agencies, processors, and

funding agencies as well.

While many students mar complete the initial student aid

application, many do not finalize the financisl aid process even

though they could have qualified for significant amounts of
funding. This is often due to the numerous and confusing amount

of documentation and forms that the student and his/her family are
required to submit before funding can be advanced. Student Aid

Reports, verification rutatt, standardized test scores, financial

aid transcripts, federat income tar returns, 1099 forms, anti-drug

certifications, statements of selective service registration

compliance, end 4 myriad of other documents are requested from the

student. For first generation post-secondary students, this

avalanche of requested documents can be threatening and

overwhelming. Financially unsophisticated families, many of whoa

depend upon social pervioe programs for their only income, are
rnnfused about what psporwork io required. Often in fiosiieLiun,

S3
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theme students retreat fium the very financial aid programs
designed to assist them and never receive the funds for which they
would be eligible. The opportunity of higher education is thus
denied to these students.

PASFAA is opposed to the use of financial aid progress and the
delivery system to a,cupplish ncn-related social ob)ectives (e.g.
statement of selective service %.'egistration compliance, anti-drug
certifications, etc.). These tatements are attached to the
financial aid delivery system tJ achieve unrelated goals. While
PASFAA appreciates the intent et these requirements, led have
several objeotiVoo. Those is a trete:44mo dmvusil uf paperwork ana
personnel tier devoted to tracking these certifications with no
significant benefits achieved. These reguiramente target only
those needy Students applying for financial aid in their attempt
to pursue higher education. Students who have adequate funding to
cover education Ibtreqisa* di. owl sequined to oompiy. Additionally,
groups that are receiving other fede-al benefit* such as A.F.D.0
and Social Security Benefits, are not required to provide these
certifications. We feel that the financial aid delivery system is
an improper mechanism to use in the pursuit of these goals and
suggest dropping these certification requirements.

Rvunt attempts to decentralize a portion of the delivery
system through several Multiple Data Entry (MDE) processors were
well received. Howevet, by allowing pore functigns to be beamed
directly by these processors, the delivery systes can be enhanced
even further. The federal government now has an opportunity,
through Reauthorization, to reduce unnecessary and costly steps
that can bo better handled by the net agencies.

Roth the icaue of the common form and the free form need to
be resolved At this time. It is our opinion that a single form to
apply for Pell Grant and other federal student sid ham boon an
advantage to students and their families. However, the Department
of Education should allow some flexibility in the wording and
placement of items on the application. This accommodation would
allow tate grant agencies to collect required infnrmation and
prevent the need for a separate application for this purpose. The
issue of a free form is a bit more complex. If this Is to become
a reality, the federal government should assume the processing and
delivery system costs for federal student aid.

miLlimna_AMALYIna rains

Although the financial aid eommunity has become accustomed to
explaining tho differences among Yell Grant, Congressional
methodology (CM), state grant, and institutional needs analysis
system, the membership does anwport a single system for Pell Grant
and CM. Currently, the Pell Crant formula is not so much a measure
of need as it ia a funding allocation formula. Through one system
the indexing of Pell eligibility can still be used to allocate
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funding. Obviously, thie type of change will involve negotiations
and have an impact upon our recommendations in the Needs Analysis
emotion of this document.

Plalae_ILAVICS INCIeTrele

While VASFAA recognizes the historical significance of
incentives for public service, which exist in the mDeL/PerXins loan
Conceal/dime and the Paul Douglas Scholarship, we do oppose public
service prngrams that would he tied to federal student aid funds.
While the Concept has merit, funding should not be at the expense
of ths education programs.

HQ 13112/KHRITALIQLARkalfi

PASFAA views the federal government's role as providing
student aid funds for incP.viduals who would not be able to afford
nignOF ducation without outside assistance. Par'icularly with
budget oonoerno in mind, educational spending should be focused
on financial need and not on mending academic excellence cr
talent. Merit is its own reward and appropriate recognition can
be provided by educational institutions. The subjective nature of
merit criteria also detracts from their usage. For these mations,
MOM is opposed to federal funds being targeted tor the creation
or continuation of merit based awards.

glED Aynxing

The introduction Of Congressional Methodology (CM) brought
many changes that, although wall intenrinned, ware not alwayo in
the best interest of students and their families. Some CM issues
ars better handled through other aochanipma than the initial
application process. A review of these issu4s follows:

Oimptifled liaadknalvgLA

While it is difficult to argue against simplifying the
application process for low income students, the current system has
not been successful. In many camas theme filers have been barged
by misplified formutau. by not completing the full application.
simplified filers are eliminated from consideration for some state
and institutional aid proorams. Othere actually have higher
expected family contributions calculated using ths Simplified Needs
Teat data than they would through the full data calculations under
CM. Additionally, the Li-sato/Int of many independent students
without dependents is too generous in its treatment of student
&smote.

Thr application process, already complicated fur all Were,
has been compounded by the attempt to accommodate the simplified

3
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formulan into the current aid applioution. That im not. to may that
a new approach cannot be taken for families that have already
demonstrated extreme rinancial hardship for other federal
assistance programs. The cerrent system already relies on another
federal system (Internal ..00'enue &antics) as a basis for aid
eligibility. Why not apply the same principle using other federal
myetono as a gauge to determine need?

Our roccemondation im to explore altvinative ways to nandie
students whose families qualify for programs such as WC, tc.
pillioul complicating tne application for the majority of other
filers.

Profeellenel_SuAameent

It is impossible to write into law a0Mething that Will cwar
all situations. No sits:e financial i application or analysis
can accommodate or recognize the divProsIty of family finances and
situations. For this reason it is imperative thit Professional
Judgement be continued for Congressional Methodology and restored
to the 'ell Crant program. Frofrm,;sml audgement provides for
fair treatment or individuals in special cases. Financial aid
administrators see these cases every day: the student with an
alcoholic father, physically and sexually abused ohildren,
refugeen, families living on tho edge who do not fit Us current
Poll Grant Opecial Condition options.

financial aid administrator* need a tool to help those
students and their families who don't fit the mold. Professional
Xidgamant allow, the flexibility to assist these etudema.

Troatsent_a_YetormiLaJlonotila

The treatment of veteran'm hpnofita namda te be elarified so
that information on all types of veteran's benefits are collected
on the financial aid application and that all of these benefits bo
treated uniformly in determining ligibility for the Pell Grant,
Campus Second Programs and Guaranteed Student Loan Programs.

TKO. MAIM_ Atihnigealjamdept Draws

Tho current expectation from student earnings on base year
IMAM° la excessive, especially for new students or students
returning to school after a long absence. A sore equitable method
would be to sillier use a minimum expectation for these students,
or base their income contribution on estimated year income. For
continuing dependent applivants the assesement rate should be
lowered from VO tO 50%.

With the current method, industrious students often feel that
they have boon liminated from the etude:it aid programs because of
their initiative. Rad they not worked, their financial aid

4
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eligibility would have been eceeter. In many low income families,
the students's incoe. helps to support the household and is not
available tor education spending.

Tatatamaksi_laaniatuLlikutaL tagEkut biota
if is our opinion that serried indepeeden.l. students witnout

ethos dependents Ave ttoslw.1 Lvy Metall), in tn. em tutees sneleeis
system. PASFAA recommends that these students slould be treated
elellarly to independonte students without dapanctrnte.

DialileatatiOrker_SedDlaplaaal_Seeettate

As with the Simplified Needs Analysis, including the
Dislocated Worker and Displaced Homemaker intn the aid application
has complicated the process for all to the benefit of a few. These
stAdonts can be better accommodated through the appliemtion of
Professional Judgement.

gibile_WAIES1144_11..Eletteeeagire_agesetiee

It is recommended tnat only family uembers enrolled at least
half time in a degree or certificate program be considered in the
multiple family member adjusteent ot tne Pell Grant Index and the
Expected Family Contribution celculations. Further. parents of
dependent tueents should not be included in Vie number in college.
Instead, unreimbursed direct educational costs for parents hould
be used se a seauotion aeatnet income when deternining the perent
euntribution.

petimiiiMILSIIA412Sieleet_lalideet States

The nigher Education Act of 1906 redefined the definition of
the independent student by incorprating both ',automatics" and
"conditional" criteria. The number of application questions for
the conditional criteria is increasing annually and is contributing
to the complexity of the application. it is the position of PASFAA
that the independent student definition needs to be simplified.
we would like tg Preserve the rutrent four nutomstio criteria and
add a fifth tO Permit married students to automatigallY esteblinh
snelr inospeneence. Professional Judgezent on the part of the
finaneial aid administrator would be used in all other cases. A
proliferation or students nave "set themselves up" to meet the
conditional criteria for independence and thus enjoy financial aid
benefits thet should be directed to truly needy individuals. These
chinges would prevent this situation from occurring.

Matti

The assessment of student and parent assets £0 one of the most

5
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delicate, aed perhaps tho most difficult calculetions in both Pell
crant an4 ecegreeellulei lieLimodulugy needs enelyeis. It ic sloe ene
of the most complicated to justify and explain to those families
vto have been frugal enough to et asid a portion of their Prior
year. income for future expenses. It is certainly a topic that
sh, / he studied in depth through Reauthorization. A more

approach may kle 49 Laplace the current asset contributinn
w th a combination of income suppleaent derived from an expectation
of prior yeere savings based on aw.J1 factors as family income,
family else, Aga of parents, AnA other family attributes with a
so:sours et family$e mijiity iv finelce caucational coats over an
extended period of time.

In parti7u1ar, the current treatment of primary residence le
inequitable. In many cases, -nntributions are being normalised more
by volatile home market conditions in certain sections of the
country. Many students attending Pennsylvania instAutions arc
adversely affected. Perhaps a sore innovative approach of
measuring this giset would be to investigate an alternative
treatment suggeeted by the Co;lele Board's Committee on Standards
of Ability to Pay. This method would cap home value at the
family's 7urrent ability to buy a home today at the family's
maximum financial capacity. This is . :nrel idea thit shauld
receive additional attention.

Reepensiveassa

with ends creation of Congressional Methodology, the education
community has Leen restricted in cttering the enhancements and
adjustments that wore available uncle& the Uniform Methodology Needs
Analysis system. Because of the legiclated methodology, the system
iS not responsive to inequities and improvements. Assuming that
this system will continue, we recoleend that congress require the
Department of Education, in coniunction with mar preceswere and the
education coamunity, to iecommend annual updatee to CM as part of
the budget or appropriation process.

ViihnlalliMaa...QUENSIVXMAMCS CPX/NRIA
TO DETSRMINIS DBYNALOURIQUIATI2R1-nalalnial

There is a strong sentiment in the education community,
especially among financial aid administrators, that etudent aid
programs have become overly burdened by excessive regulatory
compliance requirements. Year after year, additional regulatory
requirements Are placed on the financial aid system, as wall as on
the student applyiny for the funding required to continue his/her
education at the postsecondary level.

These requirements place a greater amount of program
management on the inntitution which not only delays the delivery
of aid to students, but alao increases the edministrativs coots of

6
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managing the programs efficiently. Many of tbese regulatory
restrictions are unnecessarily imposed on all institutions and
agencies. These regmirements should be directed only to those
parties that truly need them. For xample, recently published
regulation& require extensive consumer information disclosure for
vocational programs. While this regulation is intended to curb
default coats, e large number uu eunools with low default rates are
seqmired to make major modifications which are unnecessary.
Therfore, sasonable performance etandards should be developed in
order to evaluate and distinguish between those programs which
perform well and thome ttst do net.

By developing an effective performanoe criteria, certain
sectc,re of inst!.utions, perifinally proprietary inatitu.iens, or
non-devcejoertificate proems would not be disc riminatod
and woula me measured against these standards to determine if
additional regulatory restrictions must by followed.

Examples of performance standards that might he conu,,ered
include the following:

A review Of an institution's student retention rate of
TiLle IV recipients.

A loolt at an instituiob's Cohort Default Rate giving
consideration foi substantial improvements.

Recor-mendotions from cutaid auaieors and/or program
review specialists.

An institution's overall placement rate of its graduates.

The needs and abilities of institutions and agencies vary
widely. Therefore, in order not tn ovirolatir Eggyintnry
awoLL 1.14.0110 to certain schools and agencies, utilizing the
effective performance criteria rentioned nbeve to evaluate program
performance weld be an acceptatle as well as fair measure on who
must adhere to stricter guidelines.

TBIAMARAMIRMOTYPIL4T_URAPJEWRAMM

VW Guaranteed Student Loan Frog) ons offer the maximum
1..A-racie of federal funds toward mectieg .....t1141 expenses.
Lq t LW. cvncerne over increasing administrative costo have often
flitted the focus away rrom the tremendous berofits that these loan
piograeo provide. Newspeper headlines highlignt the telatively few
bytLowors who default on student loans as opposed to announcing the
number who do repay their ylen ob1i9atiumo. Necessary adjustmenta
to the loan prngramm ran help to improve their affectiveserse while
saving on adeiniatrative overhead.

7
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The initiation of graduated repayment options could provide
many borrowers with a mechanism to avoid early defaults. Thia
option Weld permit smaller monthly payments for recent eraduatee
who ars filling entry level positions. As !neves rises over the
years, tha borrower would Wien be in a better positive to sake
larger monthly payments.

many recent graduates are confused about the actual dollar
ailments ea Uvulc eunthly repayment obligations and to wnom they must
make these payments. This is due to the proliferation of sales of
student loan portfolios by the original lender to uther lendere and
secondary markets. Borrowers ars often faced with two or three
lelders each it/mending at least a S50 minimum monthly repayment.
Students need o be pvivided with better information regarding the
holders of tteir loans and how repayeent arrangements oan be
coordinated among the various promissory note holders. This would
provide an excellent delt prevention reogeoroment.

Participation of middle income families in tto qtafford Loan
Program is being severely curtailed dmv 0 recant uhringee in needc
analysis. ftudenta from middle familloc often have litt1A
or no eligibility under current guidelines an4 are thus unable to
barrow furds necessary for educational expenses. Therefore, we
eJggeet that vhat middle income students eligibility for the
Stafford Loan program be re-examined. As an example, Pennsylvania
bat' a very effeotivw non-subsiditee stafford Laan program that
deserves national attention.

The annual amounts that student and their parents may borrow
under the Cuaranteed Student Loan progress need to be increased in
order to keep abreast of current educational c t
fuL urees level atueents, restrictive Otmff::isiZrrgrroliiii
limits can force families into multiple loan programa that make
repayment sore difficult. Newly prnpnowd loan limit. outlined in
the adainiatratinws most recent budget preposal &veil, like an
appropriate adjustment to the current borrowing levels.

In order to unify repayment schedule^ for all Stafford
borrowers, the initiation of a variable rata Stafford Loan, similar
in design to the PLUS and SLS programs, would provide a lees
containing repayment array for students, schools, and lenders.
Currently, there are outstanding Stifford Loans with 7%, at, 9* and
ll/lOt interest rates. A variable interest rate tied to the
Treasury sill rate with a 101 cap would be much leas cumbersose for
all parties involved.

Another rec.:ommendation is to limit the nurher of deferments
that are currently available to borc(dere. Deferments should be
available for continued full time stuly and for unemployment. All
other deferment options could be eliminated and difficulties with
repayment could be handled through foilrearanue arrangements with
the lender. This forbearance could in effect serve as a
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"professionai judgement" arrangement for lenders to use in
appropriate circumstances whre rspaysent busmen 4ifficult nr
impomaloie for the borrower.

WAILVAILINGBAND

The support for education cannot stop at the undergraduate
level. Thera is a critical need for increased grant funding for
graduate study. This is specially true for programs designed to
enoouraga A gtaatwi yarticipation or minority groups.

Within the Title IV programs the following rocommendatic..se are

Allow entering graduate studonte to uae eatimated year
income, when lower than base ,:ear, in the calculation of
expected family income.

As mentioned in the Needs Analysis sat-tion, married
independents without children should be treated the same as
single independent students wit-flout children.

Finally, additional loan support is required to help mset
the rising costa or graduate programs. Increases in Perkins
Loan funds would enable schools to help the moat needy
graduate stu4ent, al their campuses.

1.171GUlta

Paantheriration must consider the continuation of each of the
existing financial aid programs. We recommend that the Pell Grant
Program should he continued in its present configuration. This
program has been established as the bane of federal grant aid and
is serving the neediest students wit', the tunds made available.
Unfortunately, the real value of this program has declined over the
past decade as funding failed to Wpop pace with inflation and
rising costs.

The campus-based aid programs (Supplesental Education
Opportunity Grant, Perkins Loan and Federal college Work-Study)
have existed in much their present form since the earliest daye of
TItle rV Financial Aid. They provide the aid a4MilifitgltOr with

Lawem kunuw, at trip institutional lave , students
with demonstrated need. These programs also allow an immediate
response to student circumstances. rt iS PASFAA's belief that
these programs have shown their value by their longevity and that
they should, with minor modifications, be continued.

Two Immo provide the bacio for these suggested
modifications. The first concerns the grant/loan imbalance. The
past five years have shown a deoreaae in the proportion of student
need met by grant assistance, with a consequent rise in etudent

9
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reliance on borrowing. The result has been the alarming growth
in student indebtedness and related problems with defaults. ample
evidence supports the reality of increasing reliance on loan funds.

The second lstAle concerns nertain provisionc in the currant
law which limit the institution's ability to address etudent needby directing fuside in an eguitabie manner for ell students.
xestrietions on the flexibility of aid administrator* to use the
programa in the most ffi...xent wars ere creating these problems.

In the sac program, current law acquires that the funds be
given first Cc tte students with the lowest expected family
ccltribution and u.th priorit to those receiving Pell Grant. DUO
to limited fumds and rho components of the Psi; Grant formula, ihle
pruvision results in students already receiving the moot grant aidbeing targeted for 11100 funds, while other students with
exceptional reed are excludd from the sIod program. it is
FASFAA's suggestion that these provisions be modified to allow
institutions to award SECO funds to student with the hihoet
ressining financial need after any entitlement grants, (e.g. Pellend Stat.), have boon deducted. This will permit greater
flexibility and allow a more eguitale mix of grant and self-help
for students currently being under-served.

Further, c,crent law allows a transfer by institutions of up
to TO, cot allwatIonn borwepn 4E0G and CUSP. lie believe that. this
should be modified to allow a transfer of up to 20S of allneated
tunao. Again, this wuuld give the aid achainistrator greater
flexibility in the Une nf funds provided. The locus of want/self-
help ratio could bo addrcased at the swhool level in a manner not
currently available, and with attention to specific needs. Webelieve this to ba particularly important av funding remains
limited and unchanged in these FAvyleme.

Finally, the issue of funding for Pell Grant and the Campus-
Based Aid Progress is itself an issue directly related to
flexibility and the Crant/Self-Relp ratio. It is PASFAA's view
that reauthoritation should address this concave. The funding
target/ in grant program *.lOuld be so established as to adjust the
ratiO of Oift to Self-Rel i. aid to a sore balanced level. while the
reauthoaleation process cannut demure appropriation, it can provide
leadership in the way program) should be funded to meet the mood*
of students.

0411.1INLIVIRKEI

%shops Lhet these coquentS have helped to enlighten and guide
you through some of the major issues of Reauthorization. For theUnited States to remain un the forefront of technology, continued
financial support for higher education is essential. /hank you for
your continued interest in this impuLlent area.

20
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Mr. Goodling.
Mr. GOODLING. Thank you, Mr. Chairma.., a couple of observa-

tions I suppose and a question or two.
Dr. Fritsc aler, you indicated that Federal aid has not kept pace

with the cost of higher education. I have an awful lot of colleav. es
that you will have to explain to them why the cost of higher educa-
tion has outstripped the rate of inflation dramatically. We will
have tt, have those answers before we can sell a lot of our col-
leagues in the Congress.

Choiceyou mentioned choice. I had a couple of concerns; one, I
get so many pai.ints who do not send their children on to some
form of higher educating, who will tell me that they are willing
tothey feel they have a responsibility to pay taxes to help others
go on to forms of higher education, but they do not feel that they
have a responsibility to send them wherever they want to go. Then
when you mentioned choice, I was thinking of the present suit I
believe that the Justice Department has with some of our, quote,
"prestigious" institutions of higher learning in relationship to price
fixing, which sort of gave me the idea that they will charge as
much as we are willing to put up.

I will give you an opportunity to respond. I should not be doing
this to our panel.

Dr. FarrscHiza. Where is your district, Congressman?
[Lauwhter.]
Mr. GooDLING. Let us seeoh, I was going to ask you about the

California Lotto, I was going to ask whether that is much more dif-
ficult to hit than the one in Pennsylvania since you used California
rather than Pennsylvania.

You did talk about the proprietary schools, where of course we
have the dilemma that 51 percent of our students do not go on to a
4 yeat institution and yet those who go on to the proprietary
schools probably are going to have to be trained and retrained by
those institutions over and over again if we are going to exist. So it
is a complicated problem that we are dealing with. They also do
not have the luxury of dealing with students, in many instances,
who would be accepted at any of your three institutions. So it
makes it a difficult problem for us.

I rAess one question that I would have before you respond to any
of the other comments, to is what do you attribute your low default
rate?

Dr. FarrscHLEa. We attribute it to the fact that the students who
come here aredo graduate in 4 years and they do generally go on
to some kind of employment relatively soon so that they can in fact
begin the repayment plan, if not immediately, after they finish
graduate school. And that we administer the aid very carefully and
do follow up with them,

Mr. GOODLING. Have you had any courses or programs where of
course you emphtlsize and re-emphasize the need to pay back and
the purpose for paying back and their responsibility to pay back?

Dr. FRITSCHLER. Yes, we try to make that very clear to them.
Mr. GOODLING. Did you want to say anything about the other

comments--
Dr. FarrscHtEa. Well you raised many issues on costs of educa-

tion in this particular sector and I think its value. In tenas of its

3
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value, I believe that that is relatively clear and it does society good
to support this kind of alternative in higher education. There are
not many countries in the world that have private education as a
counterweight to public education at the higher education level,
and I think that the whole country and the whole system benefits
by having this kind of institutional choice available.

On the question of inflation and costs, we could spend a lot of
time arguing about that, but I think am right to say that if you
look back 25 or 30 years, ye 3. will see a fairly good tracking with
inflationary costs, to our chtirges at institutions like Dickinson. I
like to point out a year at Dickinson back just after world War II
cost about as much as a good new Ford or Chevrolet, if you are
more comfortable with that. And that is about what it costs today.
Now the car that you buy today is going to have a lot more on it
and it is going to be a much better machine and you are paying for
that increase too. And that is what you are doing essentially in
higher education.

VVe are quite different from the way we were right after World
War II. I mentioned that Dickinson has overseas centers, for exam-
ple. Half of our students study abroad before they graduate and we
send those students abroad on our bill. I mean their tuition covers
their transportation to one of our centers overseas. So if you are
going to have education like this, it is going to cost. I think it is
remarkable, frankly, that we are able to offer this high quality
education at the low cost that we are offering it.

Mr. GOODLING. Dr. Ceddia, I with many of your recommen-
dations. Number one, the Preslret has asked 2 years in a row I
believe for a program such as you mention. We have not gotten
around to it yet.

The Ways and Means Committee is looking for increased revenue
to the Treasury of the United States, they are not looking for any
suggestions from us that might decrease that revenue.

Amd number three, several of our colleagues have been pushing
this for several years to eliminate the family home equity as

3arof the needs analysis I think these are excellent suggestions. Alte rt-
nate certification is something that this administration is also
pushing. I am happy to say that AFf is also on board in relation-
ship to alternate certification, that ah, aye helps

I am not quite sure that I am ready to jump on your diversity of
standards bandwagon. I have to look into that a little more careful-
ly because certainly this Secretary could not be included with the
right-wingers, nor could this President So I will have to look to see
why Middle States was suggested for I believe 2 years rather than
5.

Dr. CEDDIA. I have written you on that, I think your office has a
letter explaining it. I appreciate your consideration of it. I too am a
little perplexed about the situation, I do not completely understand
the Secretary's motivation. It did predate him and he did continue
it. I know that there is considerable review of the matter now and
there appears to be some negotiat.sms going on. But I think quite
honestly, Congressman, the administration's stance on it has really
sent some very ambiguous signals across Middle States Region in
terms of where it stands regarding diversity. I think we can have a
very substantive debate on the issue of quotas and the problem

J.t
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that presents, but I think in no way do the Middle States' stand-
ards speak to that or require quotas. It is very much self-generated
from the institutional level and has in many respects had a very
pmitive impact on the changing color and gender on the campus in
Middle States Region in the last 5 or 6 years. And when it is insti-
tutionally based, it seems to me that that is the appropriate kind of
value clarification and value sharing that we want in higher educa-
tion, as opposed to any direct intervention from the Federal level.
And where it is contained within the accreditation process where
institutions themselves are involved in predetermining what the
standards ought to be, I think that it does reflect very positively on
what ought to be part of our mission in higher education. So I
think there is same cloudiness here that needs to be cleared up.

Mr. GOODLING. Pe-haps Jo-Marie will remind me to check with
the Secretary as to what his thinking is or Oat issue.

Dr. Romano, you have missed a golden opportunity, although Dr.
Fritsch ler was talking about soccer, when t..i mentioned that it is
the school that is going into the big 10 in toutball, you should have
also said it is also the football coach who insists that his students
graduate or they do not get financial aid, et cetera.

Dr. ROMANO. Mr. Goodling, I assumed everyone knew that.
[Laughter.]
Mr. G003UNG. Again, I thank you all for testifying, we appreci-

etc that.
Mr. GAYDOS. Before I call on Mr. PetriI must have missed

something, anybody can responddid you say there was a decided
increase in the number of middle income students applying for ad-
missiondecrease, increase, what is the situation as you have ex-
perienced it say over the last 3 or 4 years.

Dr. FR1TSCHLER. It has been relatively flat because of the demo-
g-aphic picture, for us over the last couple of years. I imagine it
will start to increase now as more students graduate from high
school.

Mr. GAYDOS. Mr. Petri.
Mr. PETRI. Thank you very much. I guess I just have a comment

and a question and I will try to be very brief. I realize it is not the
subject of this hearing, but we probably should have a hearing on
the accreiitation process and whether it was intended, and wheth-
er in fact the law provides for certification of basic academic com-
petenc- oi whether, like Mid States, franchises have been expand-
ed and policies set that were not intended to be implemented in
this particular way, and whether the Secretary is merely enforcing
the law. Perhaps we should give the Secretary a greater franchise,
or you folks a greater franchise, to decide what is correct on cer-
tain campuses.

The second issue is whether, as a matter of national policyas
Dr. Fritschler mentioned in his remarkswe have a difficult job
tr,oviding for a great deal of diversity in trying to give Federal help
to a vast array of different types cf institutions, and whether we
as part of the accreditation process, should require homogeneity or
diversity at each particular campus as a qualification of its being
accredited, or whether in fact we want to alLw different edilcation-
al institutions to provide different experiences. For inst,Lnce, a
Jewish institution which may not believe a womar. can be a rabbi
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should perhaps not be compelled to permit women to attend. It
happened to be that this one particular institution was Jewish, it
was not a right-wing institution or a fundamentalist institution or
anything of the sort. So to cast us in a right-wing, left-wing politi-
cal perspective is, I think, quite a misteke and a red herring.

But my real question was of Dr. Fritschier and his suggestion of
a bonus for unwersities that operate on a need blind analysis. I
really think this is a good idea. It is one thing to give kids a pat on
the back and say you have won a national scholarship to attend
our university and if your family's financial situation changes, we
will fund that scholarship, so that these students get the recogni-
tion but not money. It is another thing to give funds to people be-
cause they happen to be a particular group, a sports person or a
minority or one thing or another, even though their families may
be very wealthy, in order to accomplish some goal other than
really providing financial access to that campus.

So if you have any ideas as to how we could go about doing
thiswe got into this a little bit witi the African-American schol-
arship imbroglio in Washingtonand how we can actually accom-
plish the goal of doing this on the basis of need, without being ac-
cused of discriminating against various other objectives which
people are trying to accomplish, I would appreciate hearing them.

Dr. FarrscHiza. I will send you something.
Mr. GAYDOS. Mr. Gunderson.
Mr. GUNDERSON. I am going to follow Mr. Petri's precedent here

and ask each of you to submit something at lease for the record,
and if not for the record, I would appreciate it if you would send it
t.. me, either care of the committee or my offiee personally.

Dr. Fritschler, I would like you to submit to us some more
thoughts on the issue that Mr. Petri just brought forth, in the
sense that at a time when we are trying to promote academic ex-
cellence, how do we only look toward the financial need, especially
in the area of math and science, and what would the impact of that
be. And I am not saying I disagree with you, frankly it is an issue I
would like to think about a little bit more.

Dr. Ceddia, if I pronounced that correctly----
Dr. CEDDIA. That is fine.
Mr. GUNDERSON. Well for a Scandinavian, I am doing pretty

good. I would appreciate it if you would--I do not know what you
are sending or have sent to Congressman Goodling, but if you
would either duplicate that oi expand on that issue and send it to
the rest of us, especially frankly the points that you are trying to
bring up regarding the diversity issue. We need to struggle with
that and we need to hear your side.

And Dr. Romano, you touched on what everybody on this com-
mittee knows is my cause in the reauthorization, which is non-tra-
ditional schools. And I wanted to share with all of you that Title I,
which I along with Congressman Williams, pursued in the last re-
authorization, with the exception of the urban universities, not one
higher education association ever testified in front of the Appro-
priations Committee requesting a dime from Title I. Now that tells
me a great deal about the fact that the associations are out of
touch with the reality of change and when you look at a nation of
students as a part of education reform, we had better figure out
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how we are going to finance this nation of students returning to
work.

I would in particular like you all, each of you, to frankly go down
each titleas I look at institutional aid, obviously Title IV; as I
look at international, as I look at the construction, as I look at co-
operative and frankly as I look at graduate programs, each of these
areas I think frankly ought to take into consideration the changing
demographics of the non-traditional student in the training and re-
training. And I would appreciate it if you would submit to us over
the next few weeks, your recommendation specifically as to how we
might better serve that emerging constituency.

So if it is possible for us to give you all homework and assign-
ments, I have tried to do just that. But thank you all for very chal-
lenging testimony.

Mr. GAYDOS. Gentlemen, thank you all very much, and in par-
ticular, Dean Fritsch ler, thank you for your accommodations here
today. I wanted to state that publicly.

The Chair calls panel number three; Director Kroh, Bradley
Academy for Visual Arts; Director Maley, York Technical Institute
and Director Murphy, Yorktowne Business Institute.

These are old friends here and on behalf of the full committee. I
would like to welcome you and you can fight among yourselves as
to who is going to start off. Without objection, all the prepared
statements will be made part of the record.

STATEMENTS OF LOREN KROH, DIRECTOR, BRADLEY ACADEMY
FOR THE VISUAL ARTS, YORK, PENNSYLVANIA; HAROLD
MALEY, DIRECTOR. YORK TECHNICAL INSTITUTE, YORK, PENN-
SYLVANIA AND DR. JIM MURPHY, DIRECTOR. YORKTOWNE
BUSINESS INSTITUTE, YORK, PENNSYLVANIA

Mr. Kaoa. Good morning. Chairman Gaydos, Representative
Good ling and other members of the subcommittee. My name is
Loren Kroh, and I am President of Bradley Academy for the Visual
Arts in York, Pennsylvania. I am also a member of the Pennsylva-
nia Skills 2000 coalition, a group of school officials, employers,
public officials, students, graduates and other citizens. I am speak-
ing today on behalf of my school and this coalition and I appreciate
the opportunity to testify before you as you consider the reauthor-
Lation of the Higher Education Act.

Bradley Academy for the Visual Arts is very typical of private
career schools. We are relatively small institutions that each focus
on just a few career opportunities. We provide our students with a
mix of classroom work and hands-on training. The entire experi-
ence gives them a better understanding ot the world of work.

Our institution offers specialized associate degrees in Graphic
Design, Interior Design and Fashion Merchandising to approxi-
mately 225 students throughout central Pennsylvania and northern
Mary 'and. Our students represent a wide range of ages, but they
all realize the need for job skills and are more comfortable in an
environment like York than in a majoi metropolitan area.

Our students know the careers they want to pursue. Some have
known all their lives, but for many the opportunity comes later in
lifethe non-traditionals that Congressman Gunderson had men-
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tioned. These are the students who are changing careers, re-enter-
ing the job arket after the kids are in school, or who have found
a traditional 4 year college environment was not best suited for
them. Each year 15 to 20 percent of our entering class will have
attended some other postsecondary institution first.

Many of these students are frustrated because their course re-
quirements are not focused enough on the skills they want to de-
velop. Others need a more intimate environment, 225 is our school
enrollment, not the size of a lecture class. This size allows us to
work closely with students, culminating in the job search process,
including videotaped mock interviews, resume critiques and job-
lead development techniques. For those who wish to further their
education, we have transfer of credit arrangements with colleges
and universities throughout the region.

Bradley Academy, like most career schools, also has the ability
to react quickly to changing technological needs of the market-
place. For example, graphic artists today still ,ieed to be well
versed in traditional design skills, but the demand for knowledge
and expertise in computer-based desktop publishing skills is grow-
ing rapidly. We were able to make the decision to modify our cur-
riculum and purchase new computers and software within just a
few inonths to teach our students the latest techniques in graphic
arts. In response to business training needs, software-specific
courses were prepared and offered.

We have established program advisory committees as have most
NATTS degree-granting schools. The committees, comprised of
practicing professionals from the field, aid in the school's regular
review of curriculum to assure our coursework reflects real busi-
ness needs, not perceived needs.

The result is a very favorable return on taxpayers' investment.
Consistently more than 85 percent of our graduates get jobs. Our
default rate the past 2 years has been 1.2 percent.

In his long-term education strategy, America 2000, President
Bush calls for all Americans to pursue every educational opportu-
nity available to them. As your subcommittee and the whole Edu-
cation and Labor Committee consider the reauthorization of the
Higher &location Act, we hope you will think of the varied oppor-
tunities Bradley Academy offers, the others schools you will hear
from this morning, and all private career schools provide, and
assure continued access across the spectrum of education.

I would like to offer two specific changes in financial aid pro-
grams I hope you will consider as you discuss reauthorization.

First, the method used in determining aid eligibility. To illus-
trate this point, I offer two cases where real estate assets reduced
or eliminated access to aid.

In the first case, the parents were retired with only interest, IRA
and Social Security income, but because they owned a family farm,
the student was ineligible fbr most forms of aid This student,
through due diligence, held several part-time jobs to support her-
self through school and I am proud to say graduated just last week.

In the second case, the applicant's mother is divorced and re-
ceived possession of the family home. She has an annual income of
about $12,500 to support two people. Again, the value of the house
prohibits her daughter from receiving Pell or Stafford aid.
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The second area is uses of college work-study funds. Actual work
experience is certainly one of the most effective tools to reinforce
classroom training. Many of our students look for free lance work
to enhance their employability. Presently, Bradley Academy stu-
dents provide their services to non-profit organizations in our com-
munity. For example, one of our students designed the logo used by
the City of York for its 250th anniversary celebration; they design
the graphics for the annual hospital fete; they work with a local
advertising agency on pro bono accounts. Changing the college
work-study provisions to include the private sector could serve to
greatly increase the opportunities to prepare for gainful employ-
ment. Such experience can validate or redirect the student's ulti-
mate job objective.

Education's broad purpose is to provide the knowledge, experi-
ence and skills for students to participate in society as active, pro-
ductive citizens. Part of that participation in society is the ability
to support yourself and your family. Private career schools are part
of the vast network of postsecondary institutions that provide for
young adults and returning adults with the means to pursue such
work.

I consider it an honor to be able to appear before this group
today and thank you for allowing me to share my opinion.

[The prepared statement of Loren Kroh follows:I
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Good morning Representative Goodling and members of the

Subcommittee. my name is Loren Kroh, and I am president of

Bradley Academy for the Visual Arts in York, Pennsylvania. I am

also a member of 7ennsylvania Skills 2000, a statewide coalition

of private career school officials, employers, public officials,

students, graduates, and other citizens. I am speaking on behalf

of my school and this coalition, and I appreciate the opportunity

to testify before you as you consider the Reauthorization of the

Higher Education Act.

Bradley Academy for the Visual Arts is very typical of

private career schools. We are relatively small institutions

that each focus on just a few career specialties. We provide

unique educational opporAinities which are demanded by students

and employers alike. We provide our students with a mix of

classroom work and hands-on training. The entire experience

gives them a better understanding of the world of work.

Our institution offers specialized associate degrees in

Graphic Design, Interior Design, and Fashion Merchandising to

approximately 225 students throughout central Pennsylvania and

northern Maryland. Our students represent a wide rang4 of ages,

but they all realize the need fc.r job skills and are more

comfortable in York than in major metropolitan areas.

With the rapidly changing technologies in the workplace and
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the increasingly challenging competition American companies face

on local and global levels, it is in the best interest of many

employees and employers for more Americans to pursue some form of

education or training throughout their entire working careers.

This applies to manufacturing assembly-line workers, service

employees, and managers and executives alike.

Our students know the careers they want to pursue. Some have

known all their lives, but for many this knowledge comes later in

life . These are the otudent who are changing careers, re-

entering the job market after the kids are in school, or who found

that a traditional four-year college environment wasn't best for

them. Each year 15-20% of our entering class will have attended

some other postsecondary institution also.

Many of these students are frustrated because their course

requirements are not focused enough on the skills they want to

develop. Others need a more i timate environment. 225 is our

school enrollment, not the size of a lecture class. This size

allows us to work closely with students, culminating in the job

search process, including videc.aped mock interviews, critiques

and job-lead development techniques. For those who wish further

education we have transfer of credit arrangements with colleges

and universities throughout the region.

Bradley Academy, like most career schools, also has the

2
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ability to react quickly to changing technological needs of the

marketplace. Graphic artists today still need to be well versed

in traditional design, but the demand for knowledge and expertise

in computer-basad desktop publishing skills is growing rapidly.

N. developed courses in computer graphics using the latest

Macintosh technology. Ws were able to make the decision to modify

our curriculum and purchase new computers and software within

just a few months and teach our students the latest techniques in

graphic arts. In response to business training needs, software

specific courses were prepared and offered.

We have established Program Advisory Committees, as have most

National Aasociation of Trade and Technical Schools (WATTS) degree

granting schools. The committees, comprised o" practicing

professionals from the field, aid in the school's regular review

of curriculum to assure our coursework reflects "real" business

needs, not perceived needs.

The result is a very favorable return or, taxpayers'

investment. Consistently more than 85% of our graduates get jobs.

Our default rate the past two years has been 1.2%.

In his long-term education strategy, America 200Q, President

Bush calls for all Americans to pursue every educational

opportunity available to them. As your subcommittee and the whole

Education and Labor Committee consider the reauthorization of the

3
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Higher Education Act, we hope you will think of the varied

opportunities Bradley Academy, the other schools you rill hear

about this morning, and all private career schools provide.

There are a two specific changes in financial aid programs I

hope you will consider as you discuss reauthorization:

The method used in determining aid eligAl7ility: I offer two

cases where real estate assets reduced or eliminated access to

aid.

In the first case, the parents were retired with only

interest, IRA, and Social Security income, but because they owned

a family farm the student was ineligible for most forms of aid.

This student held several part-time jobs to support herself

through school and graduated last week.

The second case involves an applicant whose mother is

divorced and received possession of the family home. She has an

annual income of $12,500 to support 2 people. Again the value of

the house prohibits her from receiving Pell or Stafford aid.

Uses of College Work-Study funds: Actual work experience is

certainly one of the most effective tools to reinforce classroom

training. Many of our students look for freelance work to enhance

their employability. Presently Bradley Academy students provide

4
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their services to non-profit organizations in our community. For

example, one of our students designed the logo used by the City of

York for its 250th anniversary; they design the graphics for the

annual Hospital Fete; and they work with a local advertising

agency on their pro bono accounts. Changing the College Work-

Study provisions could serve to greatly increase their

opportunities by including the private sector.

Education's broad purpose is to provide the knowledge,

experience and skills for students to participate in society as

active, productive citizens. Part of that participation in

society is the ability to support yourself and your family.

Private career schools are part of the vast network of

postsecondary institutions that provide our young adults with the

means to pursue such work.

Thank you for allowing me to share my opinions with you this

morning.

1 5
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Mr. GAIMOS. Director Maley.
Mr. MAIXY. Representative Good ling, members of the subcommit-

tee, good morning. My name is Harold Maley, I am President of
York Technical Institute, a private career school that has served
residents of south central Pennsylvania and northern Maryland
since 1967. In addition to representing my institution, I am also
speaking on behalf of the Pennsylvania Skills 2000 this morning. I
appreciate the invitation to describe York Technical Institute as
your subcommittee considers reauthorization of the Higher Educa-
tion Act, a piece of legislation I believe to be one of the most impor-
tant Congress will vote on this session.

York Technical Institute is one of very few private career schools
offering technical career prcgrams in this region. We draw stu-
dents primarily from the York, Lancaster, Gettysburg and north-
ern Maryland areas. We began offering programs in Design Draft-
ing Technology in 1967. We expanded our curriculum to include
programs in Electronics Technology in 1983 and Travel & Tourism
and Computerized Accounting in 1986. We serve 450 students an-
nually, with more than 195 students graduating last year. Of those
students, we placed 82 percent in jobs related to their major within
90 days of graduation, 95 percent of all graduates in jobs. Since
opening the doors in 1967, we have provided quality, career-specific
education to nearly 3,000 Pennsylvanians.

We serve a younger student body than most private career
schools and they tend to draw more on student loans than grants.
Our students, average age is 22 years, but they range in age from
17 to 61. Nearly 60 percent of our students are dependent and 40
percent are independent. Approximately 13 percent of our students
have some form of education beyond high school prior to entering
York Tech.

By and large our students have graduated high school, possibly
attended some college or community college, worked in one or two
jobs and are turning to York Technical Institute to provide them
with technical, career-specific education to help them gain better-
paying jobs. To assist students in finding those jobs, we take a
unique approach to providing placement assistance. Rather than
having a placement staff separate from our faculty, our faculty
members are directly involved in counseling, job search training
and helping students iind their first jobs after graduation.

Central Pennsylvania has a diverse base of small manufacturing
employers. York Technical Institute seeks to meet the needs of the
area's employers through seeking their direct advice and input and
quickly translating that advice into curriculum for our students.

In order to ensure our curriculum is responsive to area business
needs, we have an Industry Advisory Board of more than 40 local
employers that meets regularly to discuss the kinds of skills they
need and how we might provide an education that instills those
skills in our graduates. Our Advisory Board consists of employers
representing all of our programs of study.

All of these efforts translate into good jobs for our graduates.
Employers have good things to say about our graduates of all of
our programs and our graduates often comment on how completing
their diploma and degree helped them turn their lives around.
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I would like to tell you about a couple of our graduates' experi-
ences.

James Slee is a 1989 graduate of York Technical Institute's Elec-
tronics Technology Associate degree program. James graduated
from high school in the early 1970s and attended Brevard College
in North Carolina and Lenders College in South Carolina. He re-
ceived a bachelors of science in psychology. Prior to enrolling at
York Tech, James worked in a local factory for SKF Industries. He
was trying to support a family of five, including a handicapped
child, while subject to periodic layoffs due to the economy. He de-
cided the instability and unpredictability of his job was unaccept-
able and enrolled at York Tech.

With his degree from our school, Jim is now a Technical Oper-
ations Manager/Master Technician with the East Coast Division of
Mc Biz Corporation.

Where Jim used to be a factory line worker without much job
security, he has had several promotions with McBiz. Today he
manages and provides training to McBiz technicians all over the
east coast region.

James was able to attend York Tech by securing a combination
of grants and loans under the Title IV program.

A second graduate of York Technical Institute doing well here in
central Pennsylvania is Lynn Myers. Lynn came to York Tech
under similar circumstances to James Slee's; he was a factory
worker who had weathered a succession of layoffs, and was tired of
the uncertainty and economic hardship. Lynn enrolled in our pro-
gram of Design Drafting Technology Associate Degree program and
graduated in 1989.

After graduating, Lynn was hired by Moore Engineering. Since
that time he has moved on to a job with P.H. Glatfelter Company
where he is one of five York Tech graduates working as design
drafters.

Lynn was able to attend York Tech by securing a mix of grants
and loans also.

As you consider the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act,
I urge you to pay close attention to the Title IV programs. As Title
IV financial aid programs are currently administered, they are
overly complex and confusing for students and financial aid officers
alike. This complexity actually serves as a barrier to students con-
sidering postsecondary education.

Additionally, I would like to ask that you carefully review the
mix of loans and grants available to prospective students. Assets
tests currently in place do not realistically reflect some students'
families' ability to support them and pay for tuition. The trend to-
wards loans to the exclusion of grants has served to leave low-
income students with large debts as they are just beginning their
working careers. As Stephen Blair, President of the National Asso-
ciation of T .de and Technical Schools told your subcommittee last
month, p lie career schools would like to see a better mix of
grants ar loan&

However, this is not a call to rob Paul to pay back Peter. If you
add funds to grants programs by removing them from loan pro-
grams, you will make it more difficult for middle class students
who cannot afford school without loans but do not qualify for

1 r? 7
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grants. James Slee and Lynn Myers are examples of these students
who would not have been able to pay for school with their own re-
sources. They were able to mix grants and loans to pay for their
tuition, complete their associate degrees and move immediately
into well-paying join that improved their lives.

One group of students has already been harmed by being effec-
tively excluded from financial aid. Further compounding that prob-
lem by excluding another group is not a solution. All students, re-
gardless of their socio-economic circumstances, should have access
to financial aid to pursue the postsecondary education of their
choice.

Thank you for inviting me to testify this morning.
[The prepared statement of Harold Maley follows:}

1
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Representative Goodling and members of the Subcommittee, good

morning. Ny name is Harold Maley, and I an president of the York

Technical Institute, a private career school that has served

residents of Central Pennsylvania and Northern Maryland since

1967. In addition to representing my institution, I am also

speaking on behalf of Pennsylvania Skills 2000 this morning. I

appreciate the invitation to describe york Technical Institute as

your subcommittee considers the reauthorization of the Higher

Education Act, a piece of legislation I believe to be one of the

most important Congress will vote on this session.

York Technical Institute is one of very few private career

schools offering technical career programs in this region. We

draw students primarily from the York, Lancaster, Gettysburg, and

Northern Maryland areas. We began offering programs in Design

Drafting Technology in 1967. We expanded our curriculum to

include programs in Electronics Technology in 1983 and Travel &

Tourism and Computerized Accounting in 1986. We serve 450

students annually, with more than 195 graduating last year. Of

these students, we placed 82% in jobs related to their major and

9514 of all graduates in jobs. Since opening our doors in 1967, we

have provided quality, career-specific education to nearly 3,000

Pennsylvanians.

we serve a younger student body than most private career

schools, and they tend to draw more on student loans than grants.

Our students' average age ls 22 years old, hut they range in age
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from 17 to 61. Nearly 60% of otr students are dependent students
1

and 40% are independent. Approximately 13% of our students have

some form of education beyond high school when they enter York

Tech.

By and large our students have graduated high school,

possibly attended some college or community college, worked in one

or two jobs, and are turning to York Technical Institute to

provide them with technical, career-specific education to help

them gain better-paying jobs. To assist students in finding those

jobs, we takg a unique approach in providing placement assistance.

Rather than having a placement staff separate from our faculty,

our faculty members are directly involved in counseling and

helping our students find their first jobs after graduation.

Central Pennsylvania has a diversified base of small

manufacturing employers. York Technical Institute seeks to meet

the needs of our area's employers through seeking their direct

advice and input, and quickly translating that advice into

curriculum for our students. Our job is to provide the school-to-

work trancition that is so sorely lacking in our public secondary

and postseconde,r, education system.

In order to ensure our curriculum is responsive to area

business needs, we have an Industry Advisory Eloatd of more than 40

local employers that meets regularly to discuss the kinds of

skills they need and how we might provide an education that

2
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instills those skills in our graduates. Our advisory board

consists of employers representing all of our programs. Local

employers who advise us on our Travel and Tourism program include

Rosanbluth Travel, Budget Rent-a-Car, Sheraton Lancaster Report,

and American Airlines. Block Business Systems, Burls Industries

and York Hospital advise us on our Electronics Technology program;

Red Lion Controls, Burchart-Rorn, and Basco Associates advise us

on our Design Drafting Technology program; and Dauphin Deposit

Bank and YE? Industries advise us on our Computerized Accounting

program.

All of these efforts translate into good jobs for our

graduates. Employers have good things to say about graduates of

all of our programs, and our graduates often comment on how

completing their diploma and Associate Degree programs at York

Tech helped them turn around their lives. I would like to enter

into the record a list of quotes from local employers about some

of the graduates they have hired. I would also like to tell you

about a couple of our graduates experiences having graduated from

York Technical Institute.

James Slee is a 1989 graduate of York Technical Institute's

Electronics Technology Associate degree program. James graduated

from high school in the early 1970s and attended Brevard College

in North Carolina and Landers College in South Carolina, where he

received a Bachelors of Science in Psychology. Prior to enrolling

at York Tech, James worked in a local factory for SKF Industries.
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Jim was trying to support a family of five, including one

handicapped child, while subject to periodic layoffs due to the

economy. He decided the instability and unpredictability of his

job was unacceptable and enrolled at York Tech.

With his degree from our school, Jim is now a Technical

Operations Manager/Master Technician for the East Coast Division

McBiz Corporation. Based in Topeka, Kansas, McBiz is the parent

company of Chuck E Cheese's Restaurants and Show Biz. If you are

not familiar with Chuck E Cheese's or Show Biz, their trademark is

animated robotic animals who perform and entertain young diners

(and try the patience of their parents).

Where James used to be a factory line worker without much job

security, he has had several promotions with McBiz. Today he

manages and provides training to McBiz technicians all over the

East Coast region.

James was able to attend York Tech by securing a combination

of Pell Grants, Guaranteed Student Loans, Supplemental Educational

Opportunity Grants and funds for the Pennsylvania Higher Education

Assistance Agency,

A second graduate of York Technical Institute doing well here

in Central Pennsylvania is Lynn Myers. Lynn came to York Tech

under circumstances similar to James Slee's; he was a factory

worker who had weathered a succession of layoffs, and he was tired

4
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of the uncertainty and economic hardship. Lynn enrolled in our

Design Drafting Technology Associate Degree program, and graduated

in 1989.

After graduation, Lynn was hired by Moore Engineering. Since

that time, he has moved on to a job with P.H. Glatfelter Co.,

where ha is one of five York Tech graduates working as Design

Drafters.

Lynn was also able to attend York Tech by securing a mix of

grants and loans.

As you consider the reauthorization of the Higher Education

Act, I urge you to pay close attention to the Title IV programs.

As Title IV financial aid programs are currently administered,

they are overly complex and confusing for students and financial

aid officers alike. This complexity actually serves as a barrier

to students considering postsecondary education as they do not

understand how to properly apply for loans.

Additionally, I would ask that you carefully review the mix

of loans and grants available to prospective students. Assets

tests currently in place do not realistically reflect some

students' families' ability to support them and pay for tuition.

The trend towards loans to the exclusion of grants has served to

leave low-income students with large debts as they are just

beginning their working careen;. As Stephen Blair, president of
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the National Association of Trade and Technical Schools (NATTS)

told your subcommittee last month, private career schools would

like to see A better mix of grants and loans.

However, this is not a call to rob Paul to pay back Peter.

If you add funds to grants programs by removing them from loan

programs, you will make it more difficult for middle class

students who cannot afford school without loans but do not qualify

for grants. James Sloe and Lynn Myers are examples of students

who would not have been able to pay for school with their own

resources. They were able to mix grants and loans to pay for

their tuition, complete Associate Degrees, and move immediately

into well-paying jobs that improved their lives.

One group of students has already been harmed by being

effectively excluded from financial aid. Further compounding that

problem by excluding another group is not a solution. All

students, regardless of their socio-economic circumstances, should

have access to financial aid to pursue the postsecondary education

of their choice.

Thank you for inviting me to testify before you this morning.

1 15
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Mr. GAYIN0S. Dr. Murphy.
Dr. MURPHY. Members of the panel, good morning. My name isJames Murphy and I am President of Yorktowne Business Institute

in York, Pennsylvania. I too appreciate the opportunity to appear
before you to discuss the importance of the reauthorization of the
Higher Education Act.

This morning, I would like to describe for you two areas in which
my institution has been particularly successful, and of which I am
quite proud: placement of graduates and management of the stu-dent loan payments.

First, Yorktowne Business Institute offers associate degree pro-
grams in Computer Information systems, Accounting, Manage-
ment, Secretarial Studies (including Executive, General, Legal and
Medical), General Business Clerical studies and programs for recep-tionists and data entry clerks as well as travel agents. We have
had great success in placing graduates from all these programswith employers iti south central Pennsylvania. Over the last year,
we have successfully placed 95 percent of all graduates and since
1976 approximately 1500 area residents have graduated from YBIand now constitute fi significant representation in our local work
force.

An aspect of our programs which makes our students particular-
ly attractive to employers is our externship program, which offers
240 hours of on-site work experience in conjunction with classroom
work. Only students who maintain a 2.5 grade-point average are el-igible for this program. Although they do not nveive pay for thework they do in this program, they do receive 4.5 hours of credit
towards their degree. About 85 percent of our students choose toparticipate in the externship.

I would like to describe for you the experience of one of our
extern graduates and I would also like to enter this as a profile of
this graduate from the York Sunday News.

Until 2 years ago, Carol Kertzel had held few jobs throughout
her marriage other than driving a bus and a short stint as a court
clerk more than 12 years ago. Her divorce forced her to assume therole of family breadwinner, an intimidating prospect for a 41-year-
old mother of four who had not been to school in 24 years. Sheknew she had to earn m.,re than a minimum wage, but she did not
have the education or work experience she needed to get a well-paying job.

Having heard about Yorktowne Business Institute and havingtaken an interest in computers through playing with her kids'
home computer, Carol called YBI and enrolled in our computer in-formation systems program. Carol took classes through the
summer, worked several part time jobs and completed a 240 hourexternship at Rutter's Dairy. She completed her degree in 18months and now has a full time job working with computers at Ett-line Foods which is a wholesale food distribution firm in York, andshe was also able to give up her part time job that she once held tosupport her family.

Carol's story is fairly typical of her classmates at Yorktowne
Business Institute. She chose YBI because it was small at thattime, 200 students, friendly and supportive, which is what she
needed. Non-traditional student covers a wide range of circurn-

mip
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stances; single parent, displaced homemaker, unemployed head of
household. The Federal financial aid program was designed to help
this group. Thanks to Title IV programs, Carol is now taxpayer,
not a tax user. I have included other cases of successful attendees
and graduates with this testimony.

YBI serves a wide range of students of all ages and circum-
stances here in south central Pennsylvania. We place a strong em-
phasis on helping our students look for potential jobs before they
graduate. Nearly 40 percent of our externs are hired by the compa-
ny where they worked during their externship; but even if they are
not, that 6 weeks of work experience is a plus on their transcripts
and resumes.

Some of our graduates have not graduated from high school. To
serve these students, we offer GED programs in conjunction with a
local intermediate unit.

In addition, and perhaps because of our high placement rate, we
have been able to hold our default rate at 3.4 percent. That low
rate is partially a result of our graduates' ability to secure jobs
with an average starting salary of $14,000. The population we
serve, while hardly wealthy, comes from a working class back-
ground and frankly, they do not contend with the difficulties expe-
rienced by graduates from our colleigue's schools in predominantly
urban and low income commun .ies. Most of our students come
from supportive families and communities and many have worked
some time and are seeking to improve their career prospects rather
than start a new one and many students work part time as they
pursue their degrees at Yorktowne Business Institute.

Our administrators have attended NATTS- and AICS-sponsored
default management workshops and we have adopted many of the
default manage.nent initiatives. Whether our students are fresh
out of high school or older students who have been working for sev-
eral years, their student loans are often the first loans that they
have taken out in their own name. All of the forms and regulations
and payment schedules can certainly be bewildering, so our finan-
cial aid officer makes sure that our students understand heir
rights and responsibilities as loan recipients.

As you consider the reauthorfration of the Higher Education Act,
please think of all the students who depend on your actions. The
decisions you make could mean the difference between pursuing an
education or not, for many students. I also urge you to restore
better balance between grants and loans so students are not dis-
couraged from even beginning their postsecondary education. I
hope you will review the student loan process and simplify proce-
dures that are overly complicated and sometimes intimidating, to
improve the effectiveness of the financial aid programs.

YB1 serves students who are not in the market for a traditional
degree. They come to our institute with a practical, career-specific
education in mind and they often cannot afford to set aside the 4
years of their lives to pursue a broad liberal arts education. They
are people who want to start their working careers earning a
decent wage. They are people who have been in the work force for
some time or people who have been out of the work force and want
to re-enter in a better position than the one they left. They leave
Yorktowne Business Institute and move immediately into the

I 1
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workplace where they receive strong praise and support from their
employers. The basis for that praise is the postsecondary education
that they have received at Yorktowne Business Iristitute.

Thank you for this opportunity to share with you our views
[The prepared statement of Dr. Jim Murphy follows:]
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Representative Goodling and members of the Subcommittee, good

morrIne!. My name is JAMOS Murphy, and I am president of the

Yorktowne Weiness Institute in York, Pennsylvania. Today I am

heee representin4 ey 03cLeoi am: Pennsylvania Skills 2000, a

statewide coalition of private carear school and college

officials, employers, public officiate, students, graduates, and

other citizens. We joined together because we a'v concerned

about the future of our nation's postsecondary educational

system's ability to prapare today's st,.dents for tomorrow's

workforce. I appreciate ts.q opr'...rtunity to appear before you

today to discuss the importance of the reauthorization of the

Higher Education Act.

This morning, I would like to descr-be two areas in which my

school has been particularly successful and of which I am quite

proud: placement of graduates and management of student loan

payments.

Yorktowne Business Institute (YBI) offers programs in

Computer Information systems, Accounting, Management, Secretarial

Studies, (including Executive, General Business, Legal, and

Medical Secretaries), General Business Clerical Studies, and

programs for Receptionists Data Entry Clerks and Travel Agents.

We have had great success in placing graduates from all of these

programs with employers in South Central Pennsylvania, Over the

last year, we have successfully placed 89* of our graduates in

jobs related to their majors and 95% of all graduates in jobs.

Since 1976, approximately 1,500 area residents have graduated from

YBI and now constitute a significant representation in our local

wrkforce.

An aspect of our program which makes our students

particularly attractive to employers is our Externship program,

which offers 240 hours of on-site work experience in conjunction

with classroom work. Only students who maintain a 2.5 grade-point

1
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average are eligible for the program. Although they do not

receive pay for the work they do under this pro7ram, they do

receive 4.5 hours of credit towards their degree. About 85% of

our atudents choose to participate in an Externship.

I vould like to describe the experience of one of our Extern

graduates, and I would also like to enter a profile of this

graduate from the Xgrk SunclaY News into the record.

Until two years ago, Carol Kertzel had held few jobs

throughout her marriage other than driving a bus and a short stint

as a court clerk more than 12 years ago. Her divorce forced her

to 388=8 the role of family breadwinner, an intimidating

prospect for a 4I-year-old mother of four who hadn't been

school in 24 years. She knew she had to earn more than a minimum

wage, but she didn't have the education or work experience she

needed to get a well-paying job.

Having heard of Yorktowne Business Institute on the radio and

having taken an interest in computers through playing with her

kids' home computer, Carol called YDI ind enrolled in our Computer

Information Systems program. Carol took classes through the

summer, worked several part-time jobs and completed a 240-hour

externship az Rutter's Dairy. She completed her degree in IS

months. She now has a full-time job working with computers at

Ettline Foods, and she was able to give up the part-time jobs she

once held to support her family.

Carol is a typical example of our students. When people

think of postsecondary education, chances are they think of high

school graduates going directly into a traditional four-year

college. This ia an incomplete picture of the postsecondary

student population.

Just as Carol's life changed dramatically, :;o too has the
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postaecondary education student population.

to b0 older, many are seeking postsecondary

having been in a cl_asroom in a long time.
students is 25. Mdny of our students, like

high rchool some time ago and are returning

skills to enable them to secure well-paying

themselves and their families.

Today's students tend

education after not

The average age of our

Carol, graduated from

to school to gain new

jobs to support

Another case is Ann Marie Mattern, a graduate of Yorktawne
Business Institute. In 1985, Ann's life was at a stand-still.
Her medical technician skills were out of date because of her
absence from the field while her children ware young. She was
laid off from her seasonal job as a flower arranger, and her next
seasonal period was some months away. In February 1985, Ann
Maria realized that unless she got some additional and

contemporary training, her life would be this endless cycle of
hires and layoffs.

She then decided to enroll at Yorktowne Business Institute.
Money was in short supply and her own resources were limited
because of family responsibilities. She obtained a federal
guaranteed loan to cover her education costs and, because of this
loan, she was able to afford dependable transportation, books,
lunch money, and other expenses she incurred during her training
period at Yorktowne Business Institute,

In May 19S6, Ann Marie graduated from Yorxtowne Business
Institute as a legal secretary with an Associate Degree. In
contrast to her circumstances a short 15 months ago, Ann now had
three job offers from local law firms. Because she now saw a new
career path set before her, she took a position that as a
paralegal. Ann is now about to complete her paralegal training
and, plans to apply to Weidner University law, intending to begin
classes there in the Fall ot 1991.
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Ann's story is fairly typical of her classmates at Yorktowne

Business Institute. She chose YBI, because it was small (200

students), friendly, and supportive -- which is what she needed at

the time. Non-traditional students come from a wide range of

personal circumstances; single-parent, displaced homemaker,

zr.t=71ved head of household. The federal financial aid program

ahould also help this group. Thanks to Title IV programs, Ann is

now a taxpayer, no.; a tax user. I have included other cases of

successful attendees and graduates with this testimony.

YBI serves a wide range of students of all ages and

circumstances here in South Central Pennsylvania. We place a

strong emphasis on helping our students look for potential jobs

before they graduate. Nearly 40$ of our externs are hired by the

company where they worked during their externship; but even if

they are not, that six weeks of work experience is a plus on

their transcripts and resumes.

In addition to, or perhaps because of our high placement

rate, we have been able to hold our default rate to 3.4*. That

low rate is a result of our graduates' ability to secure jobs with

an average starting annual salary of $14,000. The population we

serve, while hardly wealthy, comes from a working class

background, and, frankly, they do not contend with some of the

difficulties graduates from our colleagues' schools in

predominantly uruan low-income communities. Most of our students

come from supportive families and communities, many have worked

for some time and are seeking to improve their career prospects
rather than start a new one, and many students work part-time as

they pursue their degrees.

We have also adopted many of the default management

initiatives whicti you heard about when National Association of

Trade and Technical School (NATTS) President Stephen Blair

testified before your subcommittee last month. As you know, he

4
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spoke on behalf of NATTS and the Association of Independent
Colleges and Schools (AICS), the nationIs two largest
organizations representing private career colleges and schools.
NATTS and AICS together represent more than 2,200 institutions
that are educating nearly 1.5 million students in 130 different
career-specific fields.

Our administrators have attended NATTS- and AICS-sponsored
default management workshops, and we use the NATTS and AICS
manuals and videos in our student counseling. Whether our
students are fresh out of high school or older students who have
been working for several years, their student loans are often the
first loans they have taken out in their own name. All the forms,
regulations, and the payment schedules can be bewildering, so our
financial aid officer tries to help our students understand what
their rights and responsibilities are as loan recipients.

As you consider the reauthorization of the Higher Education
Act, please think of all the students who depend on your actions.
The decisions you make could mean the difference between pursuing
an education or not for many students. I urge you to restore a
better balance between grants and loans so students aren't
discouraged from even beginning their postsecondary education. I

hope you will review the student loan process and simplify
procedures that are overly complicated, and sometimes
intimidating, to improve the effectiveness of financial aid
programs.

YBI serves students who are not in the market for a
traditional four-year baccalaureate degree. They come to our
school wIth a practical, career-specific education in mind, and
they often cannot afford to set aside four years of their lives to
pursue a broad liberal arts education. They are people who want
to start their working careers earning a decent wage. They are
people who have been in the workforce for some time or people who

5
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have been out of the workforce and want to re-enter in a better

position than the one they left. They leave Yorktowne Business

Institute and move immediately into the workplace where they

receive strong praise- and support from their employers. The basis

of that praise ia the postsecondary education they have received

at Yorktowne Business Institute.

Thank you for the opportunity to share my views with ymr

subcommittee this morning.

1 ,? 5
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Mr. GAYDOS. I want to thank the panel, and before I forget, the
prepared statements are made a part of the record, and that is
without objection.

Mr. GAY1X)S. Anybody can respond to this, either one of you
how about the lines of communication regarding changes in stu-
dent assistance programs and the government agencies such as
maybe the Department of Education, the Pennsylvania Depart-
ment of Education, maybe your accrediting agency, all thosewhat
kinds of lines of communication do you have and should it be im-
proved and who gives you the best service? Is that a fair question?

Dr. MURPHY. Congressman, I worked for the Federal Government
for 24 years and during that time it was a standard joke when
someone says I am from the government, I am here to help you, a
play on words. Oftentimes, theDepartment of Education in Wash-
ington I believe is well-meaning, I believe they have the interests
of the students at heart. I also believe that we have the interests of
students at heart also, the private career sector. In many cases, the
information that they set out to send out to the institution is often
so complex, as you know it must go through a review process
through the attorneys office of the department before it is sent out
to the institutions. We are not lawyers, our financial aid staff does
not possess legal degrees, but unfortunately, we must quickly adapt
to a particular jargon which emerges from these regulations. The
department I think is probably not just the only one guilty of that,
but it is primarilythe process itself was established, patterned
after the G.I. Bill which we repaid billions of times back into the
tax coffers. Now it is so complex that many people are just intimi-
dated from applying for it because it is so complex. The communi-
cation is as best it can be, considering the amount of information
that they have to send out to us. The drug thing that we have to
comply with is a terrible burden. Nonetheless we do it. Communi-
cation I would say is best, but like most things it could probably be
improved.

Mr. GAYDOS. One question. Is the joke still valid?
Dr. MURPHY. Not reallynot really.
Mr. GAYDOS. Changed a little bit?
Dr. MURPHY. It has changed.
Mr. GAVDOS. If you had some recommendations, what recommen-

dations would you give the committee as far as changes are con-
cernedanydy?

Mr. KROH. I would offer the suggestion to echo the presentations
made by some of the panels earlier today. Number one, we do not
want an attorney in the financial aid office to have to be able to
understand what is going on. And the student who applies--

Mr. GOODLINS. Not me.
Mr. GAYDOS. These fellows are all attorneys here, you had better

watch yourself. Here is a real authentic educatorI am sorry.
Go ahead, I am sorry.
Mr. KROH. But the point being that when the students' families

come in to apply for aid, they just have this total look of helpless-
ness. You know, "I received the application, what do I do now."
And by simplifying in any way the process of application for loan
or grants and consolidating programs would be a dramatic im-
provement in the process.
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Mr. GAYDOS. I will tell you where they come now, they come to
Congressional offices and I think all these gentlemen here will
veri y that. I get hundreds of them.

Mr. KROH. With a shoebox and their receipts.
Mr. GAVDOS. I tell them not to cheat too.
All right, I just wanted to know from a practical aspect just how

the thing was working out there.
You knowMr. Murphy, you in particular, that I have an ex-

treme sensitivity to the career schools. I toured one down in Pitts-
burgh and I did not have a concept. It was not the culinary school,
which is a good school, it was the Pittsburgh Institute of Arts and I
thought it was one of those places where you had questionable
models being painted and things like that. But that is not the case
at all. They have very close cooperation with local television sta-
tions. They fabricate right on site all of the different caricatures
and things like that that they have in advertising. They go through
an excruciating program, you know, of knowing the background
and color desig.ns and things of that nature. The whole course is
constituted of like 21/2 years, over 2 years, depending on what por-
tion of the course they endeavor to follow and where their interests
lay.

I had one member of my family, I haveone of my daughters
went to that Bradford School up there. She did not want to go to
college, did not want a formal education. She works for a judge
today, but all of the career training aspects she acquired from the
career school. And she kids her attorney brothers and sisters that
she got the better deal. Whether she did or not is questionable but
the fact remains that there are individuals in this country that are
sincerely desirous of going to a career school, and I thinkat least
my feeling and I am sure Mr. Goodling shares my feelingthat I
think it is desirous upon this committee, to hopefully foster good
relationships and to support career schools. Hopefully will not have
that stigmatization that it is a cheat, that they are after your
money, they flunk you, they misinform you and all those things. I
have been to schools down in Florida and out in Arizona, Phoenix,
Arizona, the air conditioning schools. I have always asked a very
practical question, if these schools do not exist, who is going to
train a person for instance to repair and maintain air conditioning.
Yes, some of the unions do it, but not every place is unionized.
Unions are slipping per se as such and they do not have these
training programs. Somebody has to provide that very, very sensi-
tive training.

I have made my speech already and I call up on Mr. Goodling.
Mr, GOODLING. I notice that all three of you have low default

rates. I noticed in your testimony it pretty much coincided with Dr.
Fritschler's in that students graduate, and tney get a decent job. Is
that the major reason that you believe you have the low default
rates or do you work at it pretty hard in other ways or to what do
you attribute it?

Mr. KROH. Well it is certainly not a mistake. As we discussed at
the roundtable that yJu hosted some months ago, I think it was Dr.
Ceddia from Shippensburg said that the default rates that our
schools have really represent the constituency we serve. Our stu-
dents are responsible and I think it just tends to highlight the
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socio-economic aspects and complexity of the whole default issue.
Our rates are low, we have implementedI think I can speak for
all three schools, but I know certainly at my school, we have taken
the default management initiatives very seriously. The students in
the first course and the last course they have during their two year
training program are taught responsibility in terms of personal
budgeting, personal planning, being responsible for the choices that
they make, and that includes the responsibility to repay their
loans, whether they go to work the next day or the next month or
elect to continue educationthey are responsible. And it is a mes

sa

-
tthat is received by our constituency.

. CODDLING, Mr. Murphyor Mr, Maley, you mentioned that
40 percent of your students are independent. Do theydo you get
many r,omplaints about the complexityor do you have a problem
with determining whether they truly are independent or are not
independent with the way in which we have the situation ar-
ranged?

Mr. MALEY. Yes, that is one of the problems that we deal with in
our financial aid office. I am not a financial aid person and I do not
understand it even though I deal with it, but that seriously is a
problem, I think probably more so in the past than it is now. I do
not know if it has become easier or we have just learned to deal
with it, but determining independent/dependent status has been a
very complex issue for us.

Mr, GAYDOS. Mr. Petri.
Mr. PETRI. Thank you. I would like to echo the comments of our

Chairman, Mr. Gaydos, there are a lot of very well run proprietary
vocational schools that rill a real niche and are very im. ortant,
and do a good job. There are also some that are not so g.... There
are some public institutions that also take advantage of the system.
THis problem is not restricted to the proprietary schools and I do
hope that those of you that are doing a very good job and have a
high level of professionalism will work with us in trying to set
standards that will maintain access, and maintain good proprietary
as well as governmental institutions, but will get rid of the people,
both public and private, who are trying to game the system and
milk the system, because this sort of thing gives us all a bad name
when it happens.

I just have one question, maybe the next panel will touch on it,
but a number of students have come to me and talked about the
timing of Federal loan ard grant payments. Evidently they often
have to buy books and training materials at the time they enroll,
and yet they do not get reimbursement for some weeks after they
have been in school. And evidently while the sums are not large, it
is a consideration and a barrier for some people who are really
trying to scratch out every last dollar and move ahead. Do schools
basically take that into account normally and advance this money
to students, or is there a need for us to be more conscious of that?

I guess the reason for this is that we want to make sure these
students are really enrolled and that they do not just take the
money and run.

Dr. MURPHY, It is very difficult to deny a student materials such
as books and textbooks when classes are beginning the next day
and their financial aid has not cleared. So often we do, we simply

13
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address that issue, the student has applied for financial aid so we
give them those books. Again, we are a small institution, we
number a little over 390 students, so we know everybody fairly
well. We do that and we have had some problems with a local
training agency which has had some of its own problems internally
about payments and we have not been reimbursed for that. But
timately we are looking at a group of students who have not reject-
ed the idea of a 4 year college or university but they have never
considered themselvesand I do not want to use the word unfairly
to themthey do not consider themselves worthy of it.

We have some extremely bright young men and women who
graduate from our institution, who go on to 4 year institutions, but
they come to us because (1) they are concerned about the size of the
institution; (2) they are concerned about the type of cai t.. that they
will receive while they are there; and (3) the concern of help along
the way, a tremendous fear of failure that they have.

We instituted a policy this past year in which the student, if they
attend 90 percent of the claases their first termif they fail those
classes the first term, they can take those classes over again at no
charge. Now we do not anticipate that it will be huge numbers, but
it was to remove that question of fear that comes into their minds.

We all sit around here, you know, oftentimes in a beautiful
campus like Dickinson, and we really do not identify with those
kids. It is very difficult. They live in a world that oftentimes is dif-
ficult to imagine. As you know, Congressman, I spent 5 years in
Washington, I am also a product of immigrant parents. I am the
first member of my family, as you know, Joe, that got a baccalaure-
ate degree, that got a doctorate. So I can identify with these people.

But they come to you, as one of the other panelists said, fearful
and full of trepidation. Now what we can do to eliminate that, I do
not know. I think if we make the rules a little bit tighter possibly,
we may eliminate some people from it.

I also have done a tremendous amount of reading and research
in the field of defaults. Ant'. defaults, unfortunately, to my own es-
timation, is not a condition found in institutions. We have some
fine institutions in this State which have high default rates. It is
generally associated with the population that attends that institu-
tion. That population does not grow up with a certain type ofor
come from a value structure which says you get a loan, you pay it
back. We give our kids a test, they get a financial aid test, and they
are very simple questions. "Do you understand the difference be-
tween a loan and a grant?" Yff or no. If you do not, then you have
got to take the test again. So there is a kind of aspect which relates
to the issue of defaults, it is an issue that is related to our society
and our culture.

Our same institution with its extremely low default rateand it
gets lower each yearI am sure these gentlemen can verify that. If
we were to place this in New York or Miami or Los Angeles or San
Antonio or some other city, it would increase because the condi-
tionswe would not do anything different but it would just be the
conditions of the community.

To blame institutions for default rates. I think is certainly cor-
rect, but it is not hosted in that vision alone. It is a whole set of
circumstances which surround you.

13i
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Mr. GAYDOS. Those are all the things that attract student to
your universities. Bigger universities attract them by popular foot-
ball teams, baseball, basketball. The proprietary schools do it
through advertisingjobs hopefully.

I was down at Clearwater, Florida, at that time reviewing a
truck driving school. And I remember I was addressing the class
in fact they named the class after me, I do not know if that is good
or bad, but they named one after me, and there I am talking to one
of the students and this happened to be a female and I asked her
"Are you sufficiently trained, can you go out on that highway and
rattle those trucks along 70-80 miles an hour sometimes?" And she
said "Well, I am a little scared, I do not know if I can." And the
chief instructor was standing next to me and he said let me tell
you, you go right back there and as long as you want to, you go to
school and there is no increase in tuition, You go through the prac-
tical training end of itif you go through three times, you can go
through.

If I come here to this great institution or the college that I grad-
uated from, if I flunked a course and I want to take it over again, I
have got to pay for it. So there are some differences and compari-
sons and I do have a personal animosity against those that take the
unadulterated position that because it is a proprietary or a career
school, it is a piece of junk and just second class teaching, because I
have seen too much evidence to the contrary. Of course they have
their deficiencies too, just like everybody else, just like the big uni-
versities today, in misusing and misappropriating funds and re-
search funds, right in my home area down there, Carnegie-Mellon
and the University of Pittsburgh, Stanford and all over the coun-
try. So things happen and I just hope they do not become stigma-
tized because of a few bad apples in the barrel. We have been fight-
ing that in the committee and I know that Bill Goodling agrees
with me fundamentally, but there are some members of the corn-
mitte:: that just are adamant, absolutely adamant against that type
of a school.

Mr. Gunderson.
Mr. GUNDERSON. One quick question, gentlemen. The administra-

tion has proposed a minimum 600 hours in order to be eligible for
student financial aid. Would that affect any of your school pro-
grams?

Dr. MURPHY. Not us.
Mr. GUNDERSON. Okay.
Mr. GAYDOS. No further questions, I want to thank the panel. I

am going to be looking at your statement very thoroughly ,bause
I think that you have to be heard. I am very happy that you ap-
peared here today.

The Chair now calls the last panel, panel four consisting of Ms.
Griswold, Assistant Vice President for Student Financial Aid at
Penn State; Mr. John Rebert, Director of Student Financial Aid,
Yorktowne Business Institute; Mr. Ronald Shunk, Director of Fi-
nancial Aid, Gettysburg College; Mr. Evans, Deputy for Loan Divi-
sion, Pennsylvania Higher Education Assistance A.gency and Mr.
John Koopman, Vice President, PNC Financial Corporation.

Welcome to the panel and without objection, your prepared state-
ments are made part of the record. You may summarize your testi-
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many if you wish, get into a colloquy with the members, shorten it,
or any way you want to do it. And the privilege should I think
begin from the left here with Ms. Griswold.

STATEMENTS OF ANNA GRISWOLD, ASSISTANT VICE PRESIDENT
FOR STUDENT FINANCIAL AID. PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVER-
SITY, UNIVERSITY PARK, PENNSYLVANIA; JOHN REBERT, DI-
RECTOR OF STUDENT FINANCIAL AID. YORKTOWNE BUSINESS
INSTITUTE, YORK, PENNSYLVANIA; RONALD SHUNK, DIRECTOR
OF FINANCIAL AID, GETTYSBURG COLLEGE. GETTYSBURG,
PENNSYLVANIA; JAY W. EVANS. DEPUTY FOR LOAN DIVISION.
PENNSYLVANIA HIGHER EDUCATION ASSISTANCE AGENCY.
HARRISBURG, PENNSYLVANIA AND JOHN KOOPMAN, VICE
PRESIDENT. PNC FINANCIAL CORPORATION, PITTSBURGH,
PENNSYLVANIA

Ms. GRISWOLD. Thank you, Mr. Gaydos--
Mr. GAYDOS. Get close to that mike there so we can hear you.
Ms. GRISWOLD. Okay.
Mr. GAYDOS. Thank you.
Ms. GRISWOLD. Chairman Gaydos, Mr. Good ling, my name is

Anna Griswold, I am the Assistant Vice President for Student Fi-
nancial Aid at Pennsylvania State University. Thank you for the
opportunity to present my views on the reauthorization of the Title
IV student aid programs today, and I also wish to thank all of you
for your interest and your strong commitment in the participation
of this reauthorization process and especially with regard to your
support for the student aid program.

Penn State is a large land grant institution. We serve over 70,000
students distributed across Pennsylvania at some 21 campuses. We
enroll students from all economic levels, students who we believe
represent a microcosm of many of the students across this nation
who seek postsecondary educational opportunities and those stu-
dents that are being served by the program, so we think our views
are fairly representative of many of the students out there seeking
opportunities. To bring about a renewed national commitment to
postsecondary education, we believe that several important issues
must be addressed and I would like to present several of those to
you today.

First, we believe that there must be strong accountability to
ensure greater program integrity in the student aid programs.
Management of the programs is complex and expensive at all
levels of administration. Funding should be earmarked perhaps for
the Department of Education to work in increased partnership
with us to provide greater oversight and more program reviews if
necessary. At the same time, we must increase the efficiency in the
way we manage the programs at various levels and we believe that
there are ways that we can reduce waste. Many times, regulations
which are developed are developed for the purpose of correcting de-
ficiencies. We believe that it is important that such regulations
when applied to institutions should be focused at thmie in which
those deficiencies are prevalent. We spend much of our time imple-
menting regulations which seem to serve no real purpose in the ac-
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complishment of a corrective action because a deficiency in a par-
ticular area does not exist.

We would urge that perhaps you take a look at the Department
of Education's Institutional Quality Control Project as one model
for achieving greater accountability in program management.

A second issue that we would like to see for consideration in this
reauthorization simply has to do v. ith increased funding in the stu-
dent aid program to enable more dollars to reach middle income
families. We believe that not enough of these families c-e being
served and that the loan burden for middle income students is too
great.

In 1978-1979, a middle income family probably considered to be
at an income level of about $25,000, was able to receive a Pell
grant. That same middle income family today, given today's dollars
would have an income that looks more like $43,000 and not too
many students at that income level are being served by the Pell
grant program.

Over half of the some 38,000 students, dependent students, who
apply for financial aid at Penn State come from family incomes
over half of that 38,000 come from family incomes between $25,000
and $55,000. We believe that these families consider themselves to
be middle income. If we took the lowest band in that income range,
the $25,000 to $35,000 income group, at Penn State we would find
around 7,000 families. Only one-third of this population is receiving
a Pell grant and the value, the average value of that Pell grant is
only paying about nine percent of the total cost of educ: at
Penn State.

Let me deviate for a moment to the issue of loan grant imbal-
ance and suggest that families in that income band, $25,000 to
$35,000, a student's average loan indebtedness for one year would
be right around $2,800. If costs for a 4 year period did not increase
and if student aid dollars remained stagnant, a student in that
income, that lower level of the middle income range, would have
received for 4 years of study at Penn State, Pell grant dollars that
would cumulatively have totaled $3,656, yet would graduate with a
loan indebtedness of $11,256.

We believe that restoring greater participation of more middle
income students will help restore taxpayer confidence in the
system.

A third area that we would like to talk about is the application
process and the ?xistence of a dual need analysis system. Both of
these are too complex. We must create a system that makes great-
er sense to the public and eliminate the barriers that in fact exist
in such a system. We endorse the NASFAA document entitled
"Plan for Reform" which seeks to achieve much greater simplifica-
tion throughout the delivery of student aid and at the same time
seeks to retain equity in distributing funds to both low and middle
income students, lf time permits, I would be happy to answer any
questions about that model and to review with you what it can
achieve in the area of simplification.

A fourth area that we believe requires strong attention during
this reauthorization is strengthening of the Pell grant program. Of
all the student aid programs, this one heralds the Nation's commit-
ment to postsecondary educational opportunity, perhaps more than
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any other program it sends a message. Funding has indeed eroded
over the 13ast decade in this program.

We believe that the only way to correct the loan/grant imbal-
ance is to increase funding. Individual grant awards must be in-
creased and more middle income families must be included in the
Pell grant program.

In 1978-1979, an $1,800 maximum Pell grant award would have
covered 38 percent of the cost of education for a student at Penn
State. In 1991-1992, we anticipate that a maximum $2,400 Pell
grant award will only cover 22 percent of the cost. Institutions
have worked, and we can document at Penn State, efforts to devel-
op institutional need-based grant programs to try to make up for
some of this loss, but we cannot do it alone.

We do not believe that the answer to this has to be the serving of
one group, any one group of those students who seek postsecondary
educational opportunities, at the expense of another group. Sus-
tained Pell grant fundin.g for the entire undergraduate period or
period of study for an individual student's program is necessary to
ensure retention, especially for our high need and at risk students
who we support sustained funding over 4 years as opposed to trying
to correct loan/grant imbalance with shifting funding among dif-
ferent populations of students or among different years of study in
a given program.

The final point that we would like to bring out centers with a
close look that we believe needs to be taken with respect to the
Stafford loan program. As more and more of our students are seek-
ing this important program as their means of support to pay for
college costs, I am getting concerned as we are directing more and
more loans to high need students as well as middle income stu-
dents, that we are charging students in the form of origination and
insurance fees, the costs to run this program. There are so many
players involved in the Stafford loan program and in the delivery
process, it does not at all contribute to goals of simplification and
does add a complexity to the process.

Again, the reliance of high need students from low incomes on
significant borrowing, we also believe contributes to the default sit-
uation. We believe that increased Pell funding on the one hand can
alleviate the default situation for some students in those low
income categories, but at the same time providing a more meaning-
ful and easy to understand and direct delivery of aid for students
in the form of a more efficient national student loan program. Re-
cently the idea of a direct loan program has been introduced. 1
think there is merit to be considered as we look for the achieve-
ment of efficiencies and greater accountability in the operation of
large student loan programs.

We believe that with regard to these issues, that there are viable
solutions and that we have to be creative and very bold in finding
ways to fully fund student aid programs to meet the objectives and
to solve some of the issues that we are bringing up.

Every day as we talk with families who want the best for their
student, how can we not help them try to find realistic ways to re-
alize their dreams? I think it is important that we keep the pro-

roams
viable. Over the years they have proven to be very effective.

'r every dollar spent in student aid, there has been a return of
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four dollars to the tax base and I think that that is an investment
well worth continuing, one that we cannot turn our back on.I urge your continued close look at these issues. We will be
happy to provide further information or answer any questions as
time permits regarding my remarks.

Thank you for the opportunity to be here.
[The prepared statement of Anna Griswold follows:I
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Chairman Ford, I am Anna Griswold, Assistant Vice President for Student Financial Aid at
The Pennsylvania State Univeraity. It is my pleasure and privilege to speak to you this
morning, The opportunity to express my views and Penn State's interest ia this upcoming
Reauthorization cd" the Higher education Act is indeed a most important opportunity.

As a practicing student aid professional with 20 years of experience and service at three
different types of colleges and universities. I see serious concerns emerging about our
country's commitment to funding postsecondary education. Major attention and changes in
higher education funding and structure are needed I am here today to speak to this
prohlem.

We have a significant ehauce to turn the tide, alter the course of potential disparity for our
children, for adult learners and their futures in this country. We must be bold as we begin
thi last decade of the twentieth century and vow to ensure educational oppurtunities for our
citizens so that they can lead meaningful and productive lives. We urge a renewed national
corruniunent to postsecondary education.

Perm State, is a large land-grant institution. We enroll close to 70,000 students at 21 campus
kications across Pennsylvania. Our students represent all economic levels; we have many
faces and varied backgrounds. We are a microcosm of many segments of the population
who seek postsecondary educational opportunities. Thus our interests cover a broad
spectrum of issues related to Title CV student ad programs.

OW goal is to help families secure funding to educate their children. Federal government
funding has not kept pace over the last decade in supporting this goal as a result of the
deficit that we all cany on our shoulders. But, taking away the tools for educational access
from our citkrana will not colleet the budget deficit problem.

I would like to present several important issues for you to consider as you proceed with your
role in this most important process.

Accountability and Program Integrity

Manager:nem of student aid programs has become Increasingly complex and expensive
for institutions. Institutional accountability for regulatosy compliance b difficult
Specific standards for the achievement of quality program administration at all levels
should be astablished.

1 3
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It is time to eermark ftmding for the Department of Education to provide meaningful
oversight and program reviews. Mc goal of oversight and review should be to assist
institutions to meet the standards of quality program administration.

The Department of Education's Institutional Quality Control Pilot Project is one
effective mechanism currertly th operation that achiem high quality management
find thus increased accountability. Clearly, at a minimum, institutions that reach a
level of administrative standards deemed adequate to insure accountability should be
excluded from the burden of wags-the-board regulations intended to mutt
deficiencies. Too often we are implementing regulations which serve to correct
deficiencies that do not exist at our Institution.

Let me provide at least one example. Wc arc required to delay Stafford Loan
dii,buriements to RD new students who are first time borrowers. This is intended to
reduce default rate in the Stafford Loan Program. Penn State't default rate is less
than 3%. To moplemein this regulation, we encountered 'cost? all along the way.
Evensive system programming was needed to identify the affeeted population and
introdoce new system edits to delay the disbursements. Significant staff time was
devoted to explain this regulation and delay to confused students in need of their
loan proceeds. And a demand, beyond capacity was placed upon our institutional
short term loan fund. Penn State data does not show that we have a significant drop-
out rate by new students in the first 30 days of enrollment. Staff time and resources
could more effectively bc redirected to inevased counseling efforts and participation
in early awareness acthities.

Availability of Student Aid to Middle Income Families

A key issue creating public tension in the student aid system today is the lack of
financial aid to adequately serve middle income students. All facts and data clearly
show that assistance to these students has declined markedly over the past ten years.
This decline has resulted in serving low income students at the expense of middle
income students. This should not be the case. Both must be served.

In 1978-79 the Pell Grant Program included families with ilicomes of 825,000, which
was considered to be middle income. Adjusted for inflation, that income level today
would be $43,500. Very few familiea at that income level arc being served with Pell
Grants at Penn State.

2
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We urge Congreu to restore public mist and belief in the istudent aid system. All
nectssaty steps should be taken to eliminate the inequities which lead many middle
income citizens to feel that they are excluded from meaningful sources of financial
aid.

Assistance necessary to insure aceeu has been made available for most lower income
students; and those within Ifgh income ranges can meet their expenses through
savings or borrowing It is the dependent, middle-income students and families who
arc experiencing ftnancial hurt/es that are becoming insurmountable. These families
&re the backbone of the taxpayer population Yet, many cannot access fednral grant
assistance at all. The primary assistance snallable to these families Is through the
Guaranteed Student Loan Programs. They are frustrated by and disillusioned with
the federal student Aid programs.

Financial aid applicant data at Penn State sbows that over half of our 38,000
&pendent applicants have family incomes ranging from $25,000 to $55,000. We
believe these families consider themselves to be middle income. Only 28% of the
7,248 families in the $25,000 to 835,000 income level receive Pell Grants. The value
of the average Pell Grant for their income band covers only 9% of the cost of
education at Penn State. Othez need based financial aid is minimally availabk to
serve thus "'ewer middle income" populatioe. The average loan indebtedness in this
population is $2,8l4 a year. lf costs did not increase in s four-year period, and if
oinancial aid dollar: remained stagnant, a student in this income population would,
a ler four years of study, have received total Pell Grant dollars of $3,636 and would
ha t a loan ind:citedrteu of $11,256,

We need more grant funding to help this largest segment of ow college-bound
population. To exclude them from our thoughtful consideration and help would be
to deny them access since significant loan indebtedness to cover the total cost is a
deterrent to many students.

Simplilleationof the Application Process and
Single Need Anabsts System

I believe that everyone intcrested in higher education funding is firmly behind this
initiative. We must create an application that i simple to complete and free to the
student. This form should ask a question only once for consideratizn of Pell Grant

3
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and other federal aid programs. Out federal student aid application should be
efficient in collecting necessary information without burdenins students with a
complex fond.

We believe mitior reform is needed in the application and need analysis processes.
Indeed, the current system has become a banier and has eroded public confidence.
We need a system that can be undentood by the public. We need a model that
equitably targets fUnds to needy students in knv and middle income families. Such
a system has been developed by the NASFAA Need Analysis Standards Committee
and is described in a document entitled Plan For Reftsrm. We support the model
presented by NASFAA for consideration daring this Reauthorization. The model
addresses many issues inherent ht this topic inclurring:

the reduction of data collection and elimination of asset consideration for very low
income applicants

the assumption that students/families who have no taxable income or very low
insome with no tax liability, have no parental contribution available to pay for
college (minimal data is needed to established this]

the issue of independent student definition by elimination of the conditional
aiteria which adds to the complexity of the application form [A conditional basis
for independent classification should be left to the professional judgment of the
financial aid administrator.]

the support of the goal of a free application form and encourage the use of
database matches so collect certain information

la the support of the goal of a single system of need analysis for determination of
all Title IV financial aid eligibility

Another issue in the need analysis system that warrants reform is the use of home
equity (a non-liquid asset) in the calculation of the expected perents' contribution (an
expected liquid asset). This does not make sense to the public and 4 particularly
troublesome to middle income families. Models have been proposed for a more
equitable method to consider home equity in assessing family ability to pay for
education. It is clearly time for Reauthorization to put this issue to rest and adopt
a more reasonable model for considering borne equity in the formula. We support

4
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a model devekped by the College Scholarship Service and endorsed by NASFAA
which caps home value at three dines the family income.

I have attached a copy of a proposed federal application developed as a part of the
NASFAA Plea For Walton document

Pell Grants

Perhaps no other single program more clearly heralds the message of a national
commitment to postsecondary educational opportunity than does the Pell Grant
Program. This program, more than are, other, can help send the message to todays
very young prmpectin college students (nuny who are at-risk) that college can be
a reality. As a part of early awareness proarams developed by many of our higher
education institutions, the availability ei a strong and sure national grant program is
necessary to offering Terteinty of Opportunhy to the citizens of our nation. Several
issues are important in annideration of strengthening the Pa Grant Program.

We believe that the only way to correct the loan/grant imbalance. is to expand
funding in the Pell Grant Program. We recommend increasiag the nine of each
Fell Orant and extending the grant program further into the middle income bands
to be served. At the Rune time, make kan programs simpler and leas costly.
Loans should have greater flexibility for repayment and more liberal forgiveness
provisions should bc included. We accept the role of student loess in helping
students pay for college but at the same time we must advance a more positive
public perception of loarttgrant packages. In addition, we recognize the
amtribution of the SEGO and SSIG Programs in alleviating the imbalance.
However, funding in SE00 and SIG has also not kept pace with Inflation and
we are not able to serve all the low in.tonse and lower middle WOE= etudents
who seek our assistance.

w We believe that front loading Pell Grants is a well iotended idea. HOWeVert at
an institution Jae Penn State, this concept may not be best. We eunently have
packaging strategies in place to serve high need, at-risk students who desire a
baccalaureate degree program. The Pell Grant I. central to our offering such
students a viable financial aid package. We work hard to retain these students
through to degree completion. Eliminating cu greatly reducing the Pell Grant
after two years will clearly interfere with retention efforts. We believe that Mb,

5



furefing the program should be achieved; Several funding models have been
poposed. The grant values need to be updated In terms of today's dollar and
must be annually adjusted for inflation. In addition, family mem= levels to bc
served must be expanded.

The value of the Pa Grant has declined nationally over the last decade. This has
contrrhuted to the knbalance toward loans as well as the decline In public
confidence. At Penn State, apprmumately 14,000 students la benefit from the
Pell Grant Propam this academic year. This represeats only one-thLtd of mu
financial aid applicants. To correct the imbalance and to mum; the meaning of
the PoU Grant Program, we must reverse this trend. Schools hire Penn State can
document efforts that demonstr te cut own development of institutional gram
prostAms to help mitigate the growing loan/grant imbalance fru- our students.
However, schools cannot correct the imbalance alone.

By way of example:

?'
-S.!1

EMISNIUMEME12111

DIONIASISEROMEENEWBESOBIMMENIZEMM
litilMEMENNES

EIMEREVINNZWANNIS

The trend is dear.

in tesponse to the growing number of non-traditional adult learners comine
back to college, we recommend that Pell Grants be reinstated so less thee half-
time students who need help paying for tuition, fees, books and other apenses
related to their enrollment I have attached some compelling data which shows
why we must amend the scope of who w01 he

The issue of making Pell Grant an entitlement to needy students should be
addressed. We urge that this program become s true entitlement program.
Eliminate the yearly appropriations for this program so that students can rely
on this grant to assist them. Base the decision on Ow financial needs of our

6
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students, not on budget-balandng efforts that occur in Washington each year.
Tbe entitlement bash enables us to attend a commitment to the at-risk students
whom we encourage to complete high school and prepare for college. Restore
the original concept of this important program and send a de& message to
students and their fanf.",s.

Direct Loan Program Concept

Since the Administration introduced the direct loan idea earlier this year, it has
been developed and examined carefully by our higher education associations in
Washington. The National Association of State Universities and Land Grant
Colleges, in particular, has endorsed the creation of a direct loan program to
address the problems that are inherent in the current Stafford Loan Program, The
American Council on Education and twelve other educational assodations have also
endorsed the concept

Peon State endorses the new direct loan concept for the benefit of our students.
A single application servicing all aid programs and the reduction of complexity in
awarding and disbursing the loan sounds like a noble idea whose time has come.
Several considerations stand behind our desire to see a direct loan program.

As of May 13, 1991, Penn State processed m 377 Stafford Loan applications
fur a total of $ 31.1 million Ice the 199041 academic year. We antkipate that
our volume will cap at approximately $60 million by the end of the 199041
fiscal year. Our s1af4 in processing this volume of applications, deal with
apprmbnately 390 leaders in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania alone. If we
inchele atn-od-state lenders, the mumber swells to over 500.

Although tbe Pennsylvania Wisher Education Assistance Agency (PHEAA) is
our primary guarantor, we work with every guaranty Agency in the couotry at
one point or another-, that is about 50 agencies. In add.' ion, interpretation ct
regulations is varied and can be multiplied by the numben that I have just
given.

It is clear that the program administnition is btudensome when your objective
is to get the loan to students in a tint* and efficient manner. When there ere
so mrty participants in the picture, what is beat for the student gets muddled
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Penn State and other Pennsylvania schools have been luckier than most, having
the PHEAA Agency as our working partner in Pennsylvania. However, the
majority of schools including Penn State still suffer with the program
requirements and the maze of lendem, seeondary markets, and fluarantom as
third parties that are present in the Stafford Loan Program today.

s The cunem Stafford loan process is confusing to students and, In part, leads
to default outcomes down the road. In today's climate, wherein even necely
students are relying on loans to mcm growing educational costs, ft does not
seem debt to charge them with orisinatkm and insurance fees in order to
borruw much-needed assistance. in addition, we urge that any viabk student
loan program today must address both simplification and a broadening of
deferment, repayment and forgiveness options. We should save precious
federal dollars and reinvest the savings in grants fix our students. We can
better serve students by removing the many obstacles embedded in the current
program. We must simplify this important and necessary aid program.

We would like to see private kndem and guaraotee ageocies continue to assist
upper-middle income families with meaningful imaneing such as the PLUS and
SLS prognuns. To insure that adequate funding is available, current borrowing
limits in these programs should be examined. A more appropeiste focus, with
non-subsidized loans processed by private knders and need-based loans coming
under the Direct Loan model, can be achieved. Through its non-subsidized
loan program, PREAA has been pregressive in serving families who do not
demonstrate need but who experience financing coneerns. The PHEAA model
should be examined for possible national adaptation.

Summary

In tummary, Penn State reemumends that the following goals be achieved in this
Reauthorization:

Broaden the Pell Grant Program to include more needy middle Income
students

8
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Continue the funding in Campus-Based and SSIG Programs

Restructure the Staffotd Loan Progran3 with strong consideration for a
Direct Loan Program

Simplify the application and need analysis processes

Increase funding levels in the Peu Giant Program to restore vabe hut tu
inflation

Over the yeart student aid has proven effective. Far every dollar spent, four have been
returned to the tag base. We need to buili on that. We must respond to the trustri.tion
and very real needs of students and families who svsnt the best We must restore public
confidence and trust in the system by including both low income and needy middle trick,me
students alike. Education cannot be for a few; it must be for all. We cannot turn our backs
cr. the responsibility of insuring a strongly educated citizenry.

Thank you for this opportunity to speak to you this morning. We 14 al follow wit' interest,
your efforts and the efforts of Calgreffe, in making this Reauthorization the rebirth of the
nation's attention on postsecondary educational fune.ing. We will be pleased to answer any
questions and assist in this process as you continue your work.

9
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DRAFT FEDERAL FINANCIAL AID PROGRAM APPLICATION
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Data pertinent to discussion of the toad for financial aid to some the
pezz-time, returning adult etudents

Nationelly 4I percent ef tudents working toward undergraduate
s'egtees in 1990 wore parr.time students. During the lsst 20
poor., pert.time enrollments increased by over 100 percent.
compered to 32 percent for full.time caollments.

Over 29 percent of students enrolled In credit courses et
Penn SLIMS campusolt, end 11 percent of those at University
Pork, are 25 year. of age or older. At individuel campuses,
adulte constitute es much as 65 percent of the tudent
population.

O The hither education community has responded to the needs of
the elder, part-time arudent population by xtending hour. of
eupport services (e g , libraries, couneeling), adapting
admistions and registration procedures, and preparing faculty to
sccommodsts adult learning pules. V. hove mot been as
progressive in adapting student aid procedures.

I Of new jobs created between 1985 end the year 2000, 52 percent
will require education beyond high choed diploma; SO percent
will require a college degree, Higher education must prepare the
work force for this shift.

Some corpotstions now allow workers to *vend as ouch as 25 percent
of their timer pursuing learning opportunities. Thum employed
sdults are able to become part-time students while supporting
themselves and their fsmtliee.

S Technology I. enabling higher education to ccommodate the
location and time constraints faced by adult learners Courea
content, not delivery method, mist be the determinant in course
evalustion.
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Mr. SHUNK. Chairman Gaydos, Mr. Good ling and other subcom-
mittee members, my name is Ron Shunk and I am Director of Fi-
nancial Aid at Gettysburg College in Gettysburg, Pennsylvania,
just about 30 miles down the road. I first wish to say that I am
pleased to have the opportunity to offer testimony before the Sub-
committee on Postsecondary Education with regard to the reau-
thorization of the Title IV aid programs, which are so vital to stu-
dents pursuit of higher &lucation.

I will throw in a little additional commentary perhaps to locate
my institution, that we are an institution that is private and inde-
pendent, similar to Dickinson but not identical. And we have about
a 2100 student enrollment currently.

I perhaps will begin my testimony by offering an opinion that for
the most part I believe that the Title IV aid programs function rea-
sonably well. Although they represent a smaller portion of the
total FederaltI,Luelet for Federal financial assistance, I believe that
the campus programs function particularly well. Financial
aid professionals at institutions throughout the country are able to
utilize those campus-based programs on the basis of financial need
analysis and professional judgment decisions to meet the needs of
students and their particular institutions. And although there are
refinements that might enhance the programs, the Stafford student
loans and Pell grant programs seem to meet student needs in a
reasonably efficient manner. I say that especially because I find it
somewhat troubling that recent publicity in the form of quotes
would tend to indicate that virtually none of the major components
of the Stafford program are working efficiently and effectively. I do
not believe that to be the case for the large maprity and it is cer-
tainly not the case in Pennsylvania and I think that is largely
through the efforts of the Pennsylvania Higher Education Assist-
ance Agency and the program that it operates in the student loan
area to help ensure a low default rate in this State.

I do not know if I said it, but I should also indicate that Gettys-
burg College has a very low default rate, so we are pleased with
that as well.

Since I have already mentioned Stafford loans, I want to make
some additional comments about the program. While I re(7ognize
that the program has some major problems; namely, high default
rates among some institutions, there is evidence that there are
many States, banks, institutions of postsecondary education, Igir-
ents and students who take those loan obligations seriously and
meet the commitment which each has undertaker. in the program.
I think especially here in central Pennsylvanit awl other parts of
this State, the work ethic is very prevalent awl a part of that ethic
is honoring the commitments, such as loan obligations, that people
undertake. And I think that helps contribute to the low default
rate at institutions like mine, Dickinson, others that ',lave testified
and the State of Pennsylvania in general.

The Stafford loan program should continue, in my view, and
while I recognize the need for students to carefully weigh loan obli-
gations that are undertaken, I believe that for the program to be of
maximum service in relation to the continued escalation of educa-
tion costs, the maximum amounts of borrowing per year are in
need of being raised to new levels. I have seen proposals of loans of

1 5 )
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$3,500 to freshman and sophomore students and up to maybe$5,000 in the final years of undergraduate education, and those
amounts seem to be about appropriate to me. And I place that in
perspective of the fact that I personally helped secure an education
through that program, and 25 years ago when I had my last loan,
the amounts were only ab .it $125 to $1,500 different from what
they are now.

To conclude on the topic of Stafford loans, I can indicate that the
idea of restructuring the program by capital contributions from the
Federal Government to educational institutions is not one that I
am convinced is an effective solution. Additionally I would not
favor the replacement of Stafford loans with sizable grants during
the first 2 years of a student's postsecondary education enrollment,
then reverting to loans for the final 2 years. I think that a program
such as that seems to present a negative reinforcement to students,
those who are doing well and persist, and in a sense it smacks of
the kind of bait and switch financial aid packaging that some insti-
tutions already receive accusations about.

Students and families seem to need a steady state of planning
over the length of the educational program, so I think that to start
with a grant and replace it with a loan would cause some uneasi-
ness on student and family parts.

My absolute final comment on student Stafford loans relates to
the administrative burden. The exit/entrance interview require-
ments and the 30-day delayed disbursement requirement seem toplace perhaps an undue burden on those institutions without a de-
fault problem. As an incentive for institutions to maintain an al-ready good record or to improve where warranted, the administra-
tive requirements should be abated on the basis of good or im-
proved performance.

Over th," years, I have witnessed several changes in the structure
of Federal student assistance programs. At many institutions that
has not included the alleged inflation of fees to capitalize on Feder-al aid dollars. Gettysburg College, for example, has experienced
both a net decline in Federal aid dollars and a decline in the per-
centage of Federal monies in relation to total aid to students. The
maximum amount of Pell grants to Gettysburg students occurred
in 1979-1980 and the maximum level for all Federal aid to students
was 1981-1982. Since those years, Federal funds have declined dra-
matically and college funded financial aid has constituted a largerportion of the total aid dollars.

In the decade of the 1980s, financial assistance to Gettysburg Col-
lege students has shifted from about 25 percent college-funded aid
versus 67 percent Federal aid in 1981-1982, to about 60 percent col-
lege funded aid versus 29 percent Federal aid by 1990. National
statistics would indicate a similar pattern for other like institu-
tions.

A large part of the reason for that decline in Federal funding is
decreased financial aid eligibility for the middle income or middle
class families. It is my belief that some relief is warranted for those
families. It could come in several different forms perhaps, amongthose would be the protection of home equity in the need analysis
formula that has been mentionPd previously by a few other people
giving testim,,ny, a loosening of need restrictions for Stafford loan
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eligibility, the creation of a national non-subsidized stafford loan
program patterned after the very successful PAGA prcgram in
Pennsylvania, which would make loan funds available to students
if the interest were paid by the family instead of with Federal sub-
sidies for families who are unable to meet the need requirement of
the Stafford loan, and perhaps an increase in loan amounts for
PLUS loans from the current and long-standing $4,000 per year
level.

Although it is possibly outside the province of this committee,
the re-enactment of Federal tax deductibility for education loan in-
terest would also help to provide some benefit to families.

It is also appropriate to offer some commentary about the finan-
cial aid delivery system. Despite repeated announced attempts over
the years about simplification of the delivery system, that has not
really occurred. Many parts of the system are either complex or
appear to students and parents to be complex. One example is the
continued use of a central processor for Pell grants despite the
technical capability of the multiple data entry processors to handle
that system. Removal of the central processor would make Pell
grant processing more effective and efficient. It would surely elimi-
nate some administrative costs and make the system less compli-
cated for the families involved. I also feel that a return to the need
analysis system which would allow financial aid professionals to
update the formula and eliminate the Congressional Methodology
system would strike a blow for a more simplisLie delivery. In the
short years since CM has been in effect, there has been repeated
instances of confusion both among students, families and aid offi-
cers, primarily in terms of getting the system mc,,lified on time for
use.

We need to work towards simplification of the application and
the application process in whatever way is possible. It is my belief
that the process, especially lengthy applications and requirements
to supply verification documents, is the most intimidating to those
students whose families need the financial aid the most. The unso-
phisticated parent who is not used to completing paperwork and
providing confidential documents is the most likely to default from
the process. And when I speak of simplification, as one of my col-
leagues and I talked about it just before the session, we really
could not get down to a postcard sized application, for example, but
I think we could take some measures to eliminate some of the
more complicating items on forms and such like kinds of things.

Although there are many other specific aspects of reauthoriza-
tion that could warrant commentary, I have covered what I feel to
be some of the major items. I understand and appreciate the diffi-
cult decisions that your committee or subcommittee must make in
the reauthorization process and I appreciate the opportunity to
provide input.

[The prepared statement of Ronald Shunk follows:]
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My man is Ron Sbunk and I sm Director of Financial iid at Cottyshurg

WIMP in Gettysburg, ftensylvasia. I first with to say that I am pleased to

have tba opportunity to offer testimony before the Counittes on Education and

Labor with regard to the reauthorisation of the federal 7icla IV prograna of

studant fioancial aatistancs +bleb are so vital to studerta' pursuit of higher

education. oor

It may be of Interest for you to know that I have Win working with tbs

administration of financial sid for over twenty years, having basun in 1969 at

a smaIl, private college in Illinois. Over chi" MOL4 0ha :. twientyyear pariod eiO44

that time, I have had first-hand aspariencs with the many changes in ths distribution

of financiel aid te needy college students.

Perhaps I should begin by offering an opinion that for 014 WOOL part

belisve that the Title IV Propane function well. Altho4h they represent a smaller

Postion of tha total federal budget for financial astiataoce. I believe that cht

campus-hated programa function particularly well. Finar:Ial aid profossioosla

at institutions throughout the country are able to wtiliat thosa programs on the

hada of financial seed analysis sod professional .ludgemant decisions to meet the

nesds of students wad their particular institutions. Ax4 although there are

rafinements that might enhance the progrsza, the Stafford Student Loan and Fell

Grant Programs seas to meet student needs in a rsasonab:4 efficient manner. I snY

that especially because I find it troubling that soot re:ont publicity in tha form

of quotas directagi st the Stafford Loan Frogram by prom!-aent individuals would

indicate that "virtually none of the major compooents o the Stafford Program art

working efficiently and effactivaly". I do not believe that to be che case for the

largo 244 icy, and it is certainly not the case in Pec7.aylvanis, whi.a through chi,

leadarship of the Pamosylvadia Higher Education Assista:.:11 Agency the progran operates

with a law tara-vida default rata.

1 ; )
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Since I have already nentioned the Stafford Loan Progr,... I will provide ome

additional comment about thet program. While I reef-oleo that the program haa

som major problem, namely default Was among soma institutions, theta is

evidence that there arc many states, tanks, institutions of post-se..Ondery education,

parents and students whs take loan obligations seriously add meet the commitment

Alcb each has undertaken in the program. Especially in Central Pennsylvania,

and other parts of this Orafd, the work ethic is very prevalent. A past of that

ethic is honoring comaltmerc ouch ea loan obligations, and I believe that helps

to contribute to s low default rate at most Pennsylvania institutions.

The Stafford Loan Program should continue, end while I recognixe the need

for students to carefully weigh loan obligations that ore undertaken, I believe

that for the Program to he of maximum service in relatLA to the continued escalation

of educational costa, the 3111XiMum mounts per year are is need of being raised to

nav levels. Amounts stellar to $3500 at the freshman and sophonore levels and

$5000 in the final two years that have been proposed in some circles seem appropriate

to es. I place that in the perspective chat maximum loas amounts have raised only

$125 to $1100 since I had my last loan nearly 2$ pure ago.

To conclude the topic of Stafford Loam I can lodiceta that the ides of

restructuring the program by capital contributions from the federal government to

educational institutions does not seem AO effective aolutIon to fd. Stet model

resembles ths old National Direct Student Loan and curtest Perkins Program tbat has

been perceived to be ineffective. Additionally, I would rst favor the teplacement

of Stafford Loan %rich tamable grants during che first tw, years of a student's

poet-secondary education wti % would revert to loans for the final rvo years. Suoh

A program would seem to present negative re-inforcement to students who do well

and persist, and it smacks of the bait-and-awitch kind of financial aid packaging

about which som institutions Already receive accusatioss. Students and families

sees ro need a steady-stets of planning over the length of tbe educational program,
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My absolute final zomment on Stafford Loans relates to administrative burden;

The Entrants/gait Interview requIremeats sad the 30-day delayed disburse/mut

requirement seem to place undue burden on those institutions with 00 default

problem. As in incantiaa for inetttutioas to Maintain an already good record mr es

improve where warranted, the administrative requirements shauld S. abated on the

basis of good or improved performance.

Over the yenta I have witnessed several :lunges la the tart tuts of fidesal

tudent asOittanCt programs. At many institutions chat hes not included the

inflation of foss to capitalise on federal aid dollars de alleged by acme. Gettysburg

College has experienced both a net decline in federal aid dollars and a decline in

tha percentage of federal monies in relation to total aid to tudents. The maxtnom

amount of Pell Grants to stutter:am occurred in 1979-80 and the maximum level for ell

federal aid co tudents wee 1981-62. Since those years federal funds have declined

dramatically,and Collge-funded financial aid has constituted a larger percentage

of total sid dollars. In the decade of tha 60's financial assist/lace to Gettyeburg

College Students hes shifted from about 23 percent College-funded aid versus 67 percent

federal aid in 1981-82 to shout 60 perceat College-funded aid versus 29 percent

federal aid by 1990. National statistics would indicate a imilar pattern for other

institutions.

A late part of the reason for that decline is deo sssss d fioancial sid eltgibt:ity

Aromas the "middle-oleos" famlliee. It is my belief that ewes relief is warranted

for those families. Thet relief could take various forms, among them would be some

protection of home equity in the need anslys's formula; a loollening of need

restrictions for Stafford Loan eligibility; the creation of A netional non-subeldired

Stafford Loan Program patterned after the very euc-essful MESA Program in Peonsylvaole,

which would make loan funds available to atudents if the interest were paid by the

family instead of with federal subsidy for fAmilfes unable to meet aged requirements

of the "regular" Stafford Loan; and an increase in the loan amounts for PLUS Loans

from the current and long-standing 14000por year level. Althouatr it is possibly

Ii)
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ontside the province of this committee, the ra-instatemest of federal tax

deductibility for education loan interest would also heIp to provide eome benefit

to families.

It is also appropriate Co offer soma commentary about the finantial sid delivery

e yetem. Despite repeated announced attempts over the pearsabOut simplification of

the delivery system, that has not really occurred. Many parts of the systole either

are cowls's or appear to students and parents to be complex. One exempla is the

cc tinuad use of a central processor foz Pell Grants despite the technical capability

of Multiple Data Entry Processors to handle that system. Removal of the central

processor would make Pell Grant processing more effective and efficient. It would

surely eliminate administrative cost and make the system less complicated for familiet

involved. A return to a need analysis system which would Allow financial aid

professionals to update the formula end eliminate the Congressional Methodology

system would also strike a blow for more simplistic delivery. In the few short years

of CM, mAjor confuston has been created anong aid Administrators and certainly among

families of students because of CM inefficiency. Modifications to the CM formula

often cake coo much

We need to work towerd eimplification of Vie application end application process

in whatever ways possible. It is my belief that the process, especially lengthy

applications and the requirements co supply verification documents, is the soot

intimidating to the students whose familial' need financial sid the most. The

unsophisticated parent who is not used to completing paper work and providing

confidential documents is the most likely to lefault icor the process.

Although there ere other more specific aspects of reauthorization chat could

warrant commentary, I have covered what I feel to be the major item,. I understand

and appreciate the difficult decisions tbst oust be zeds in the reauthoritation

process, and I apprectara the opportunity to provide ioput.

1 5I_ 1
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Mr. EVANS. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee,
my nanif is Jay Evans. I am Deputy for Loans and Legislative Af-
fairs for 6.2 Penn5ylvania Higher Education Assistance Agency,
our State's Feder,i1 'twill guarantor and student grant agency. I am
pleased to offer comments on the agency's position on reauthoriza-
tion of the Title IV student aid programs. This will be a brief
:Pview of my written testimony. We consider this reauthorization
one of the most importaut legislative activiticz the Congress will
confront this year.

While the focus of my remarks is on the guaranteed student loan
programs, I would like to preface those nmarks by noting that
during the past decade, Federal student grant dollars increased by
only 76 percent while grant recipients cost of education more than
doubled and their family incomes grew by only about 62 percent.
These changes tiave led tr, a situation n which it is becoming in-
creasingly difficult for students and their parents to pay for college
costs. The States tried to make up for the relatively low growth
rates in Federal grant aid by increasing their State grant program
dollars by over 120 percent and the student's colleges increased the
dollars they spent on student aid by over 178 percent, but the Fed-
eral Government must increase its role in the Federal/State/insti-
tutional partnership in providing grants to students if they are to
be assured access to postsecondary education.

One of the true success stories in financial aid has been the Fed-
eral/State student incentive grant program where about $60 mil-
lion ;n Federal funds helped to leverage nearly $1.7 billion in State
dollars this past year. Federal funds in the program should be in-
creased, not zeroed out as proposed by the administration. A recent
State survey showed that 25 percent of the States would likely lose
their State grant programs entirely if SSIG is eliminated.

The GSL programs have been very successful in providing stu-
dent aid to needy students, and major legislative changes since
1986 have improved the programs and reduced the Federal Govern-
ment's liability for funding them.

1 would like to mention a few changes we would like enacted.
PHEAA and NCHELP, that is our national student loan organi-

zation, agree that there is a need to increase Stafford loan annual
limits to $4,000 for sophomores and $6,000 for third, fourth and
fifth year undergraduates as well as increased limits for graduate
professional students to $10,000 and $12,000 in 1993. PHEAA also
supports the NCHELP position that emphasis be given to front-
loading Pell grants to first year students. Currently too many low-
income first year students are forced to incur loans and loan debt
burdens to gain access to education. NCHELP's staff is working to
develop a model to demonstrate that more low-income students'
Pell grants can be front-loaded while reducing their needs to have
loans in the early phases of the program, without raising the total
Federal cost of funding the Pell grant and Stafford loan programs.

We believe enough money would be saved through reduced de-
faults for first year students in lowering of loan subsidy costs to
make this possible. Front-loading grants would enhance student
access and reduce future defaults by reducing their financial risk.

PHEAA has long been concerned about applying the needs anal-
ysis systems used to assess eligibility for grant and this results in
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denying students access to loans which cost the government much
less to subsidize than grants. The Congressional methodology ex-
cludes many middle-income students from access to loans needed to
pay rising education costs. While we favor the use of a single needs
analysis system for all Federal student aid programs, ways to assist
more middle-income students should be devised.

PHEAA has found a way to do this through its non-subsidized
Stafford loan program. We sell revenue bonds to generate the cap-
ital. The problem we have is that due to the low eight percent yield
on an unsubsidized student loan asset to be financed, a substantial
issue of contribution is required. To date, PHEAA has met that
commitment. Also there is no secondary market for eight percent
fixed loans. They receive no special allowance payments and no in-
school grace period for deferment or interest subsidies.

We implemented the program when need analysis was applied to
all Stafford loan borrowers in 1986. Since then over $500 million in
unsubsidized loans have been offered to Pennsylvania students.
Over 40 percent of the dollars have gone to dependent students
from families with incomes between $30,000 and $50,000, our
middle income family.

We support the NCHELP proposal to create a Federal unsubsi-
dized Stafford loan program to aid middle-income students. This
program will address the problems that PHEAA is currently expe-
riencing, and the key is no new forms or applications are needed.

In closing, I would like to mention two recommendations regard-
ing program administration. The first, micro-management or over-
regulation of the GSL program, has limited program administra-
tors' ability to introduce innovations and simplify the processing of
making, servicing and collecting loans. Guarantors, lenders and
schools with law default rates should be given some relief from the
many details of the current regulations.

Another program administrative problem is rulemaking. We are
currently operating the GSL programs under regulations designed
to implement the Higher Education amendments of 1980yes,
1980and these regulations did not become final until after enact-
ment of the 1986 amendments. In the interim, policy statements
are issued by the department in the form of "Dear Colleague" let-
ters or ad hoc responses to individual organization questions. These
ad hoc responses are rarely communicated to other program par-
ticipants. To remedy this situation, we recommend that the Higher
Education Act be amended to require the Secretary to convene re-
gional meetings of all participants to provide input to the Depart-
ment on content of proposed regulations prior to a negotiated rule-
making process.

While there are other issues that should be addressed in reau-
thorization, PHEAA believes the ones I have mentioned are the
most important to improving the GSL program for students and or-
ganizations and institutions who administer the program.

Thank you for the opportunity to appear before you and I will be
happy to answer any questions you might have for me.

[The prepared statement of Jay W. Evans follows:]
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Mr. Chwirman and members of the Subcommittee, my lame is Jay Evans. I am

Deputy for Loens and Legislative Affairs for the Pennsrlvania nigher Education

Assistance Agency, our state's federal loan guarantzr and student grant

agency. I am pleased to be with you today to offer caments on the Agency's

position on reauthorization of the Higher Education Act's Title IV programs.

W. coneider this reauthorization one of the most =portant legislative

activities that Congress will confront this year.

While the focus of my remarks is on the guaranteed student loan programa,

I would like to preface those remarka by noting that luring the past decade,

federal student grant dollars increased by only 76 percent while grant recip-

ients' costs of education were more than doubling a::: their family incomes

were growing by only about 62 percent. These changes Uve led to a situation

in which it is increasingly difficult for students azd their parents to pay

for college costs, The statee tried to make up for relatively Low growth

rates in federal grant aid by increasing their state rrant program dollars by

over 12C percent and the students' institutions incremsed the dollars they

spent on student aid by over 170 percent. But the federal government must

increase its role in the federal-state-institutional ;artnership in providing

grants to students if they are to be ssured access t: post-secondary

education.

As grant 4id dimanished relative to costs and s:ident ability to pay for

education, studen'A and their families had to borrow 'Ore. The

BEST COPY AVAILABLE f;
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Guaranteed Student Loan Program has played en increasingly crucial role in

providing more aid to help offset the losses of grants. fon example, in

1980-81, WILY loans represented only 36 percent of a:.1 types of student aid

dollars from all sources. ey 1989-90, GALY loans represented nearly 46

percent of all student aid. In 'Tv 1989 the GSUP progrmis provided 612.5

billion to over 4.5 million students.

The GSLIP programs (Stafford Loans, PLUS Loans and SLS Loans) have been

very successful in providing student sid to needy students. And major

legislative changes since 1906 have improved the Fr:grams and reduced the

federal government's liability for funding them. X. mention few here.

Default reduction measuree were implemented to strike from the program

those schools whose students high default rates indicate they are

inadequately and inappropriately serving borrowers. In Pennsylvania, we

estimate that this measure alone cut our numbers of defaulting borrowers by

over one-fourth between 1986 and 1989. The Department of Education imple-

mented strict due diligence requirements for adminstrat on and servicing

loans, which has resulted in reduced default claims payments by the federal

government and improved collections on defaults. G:ring students their loans

in multiple disberseMente rather then a single lung: sun at the beginning of

their school years has helped control losses in defaults due to students

dropping out immediately after entering school. T:e new provisions for

assessing by standardized tests potential borrowers' *ability to benefit' from

their intended education and training programs have cut large numbers of

borrowers who were unlikely to have been successful students but quite likely

to have become defaulters from the programs. Staff:rd Loan program subsidy

were .urtalled by permitting only stadents wit:. "demonstrated financial

1 6
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mod to receive Subsidised loans. This latter provision hos, however,

roducad tudent access to needed loan funds, a situation 1 will addiese again

below.

In spite of these effective changes in tha guaranteod loan programs,

additional modifications ars needed. first of all, the annual and cumulative

limits on the maximum amounts students can borrow ahould be adjustad upward,

because their costs of educatiot have increased dramatically while their

relative access to other amounts of aid has not. PMEAA agrees with the

national Council of Higher Education Loan Programs' 4MCKELID) recommendation to

increaso Stafford Loan annual limits to $4,000 for sophomoren and $6,000 for

third, fourth and fifth year undergraduates. Annual limits for graduate/

professional school students should be raised to 510,000 in 1991 and to

$12,000 in 1993. Cumulative loan limits for combined borrowing as an

undergraduate and graduate titudent should be raised to $74,625 in 1991 and

1992 and then to $84,625 in 1993.

PLUS loan maxissams should be railmod to 510,000 per year and $50,000

cumulative. SLS loan MAXiMUMs snould be raised to $4,000 for third, fourth

and fifth year undergraduates and to $10,000 for graduate/professional

students with a $50,000 cap on total amounts borrowed.

PMEAA also supports the r,CHT1P position that emphasis be given to "front-

1.,ading' Fell Grants to fi:st-year students. Current:), too many lov-income

first-year students are forced to incur loans and loao debt burdens to gain

access to education. This situation prevents many low-incomo students from

trying to enroll due to fear that thay Will NOT_ succeed in postsecondary

1 t; ;:,11
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education and be left with student loan debt burden that only adds to their

handicapped financial statuses.

We believe with MCVELP that, to the extent it i0 possible under current

budgetary contraints, grant aid exclusively ghould be Jsed to cover the first

halves of financially handicapped students undergraduate programa. 'Front-

loading" grants would enhance 'student access to education by reducirg their

financial risks. Moreover, it would reduce future defaults in the loan

program since the high-risk students would not be borrowing and defaulting on

their loans.

I am working with other MCHSLP member staff tc develop a model to

deeoestrate that more low-income students' Pell Grants can be 'front-loaded"

while reducing their need to have loans in the early phases of their programs

without raising the total federal costs of funding the Pell Grant and Stafford

Loan programs, We believe enough money would be saved through reduced

defaults for first-year studente and lowering of boar subsidy costs to make

this possible. We expect to be able to furnish the Subcompittee with our

modal in the very near future.

PMEAA has long been concerned that applying the neede analysis systems

used to assess eligibility for grant sid results in denying students; access to

104ns which cost the government much less to subsidize than grants. The

Congressional Methodology, which currently is used tc assess eligibility for

grant aid as well as Stafford Loans, denies many middle-income students access

to loans, and to money needed to meet rising educaticn costs. While we favor

the use of a single needs analysis system for all federal student aid

1 f ;
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programs, we believe ways to assist more middle-income students should be

devised.

At PHEAA we have found a way to do this, thrcr.gn our som-Subsidized

Stafford Loan Program. In this prograM. PHEAA selle retenue bonds to generate

capital it uses to make Stafford Loans to students whz are net eligible for

subsidiSed loans. It is isportant to pots here that, e to thy low e percent

yield on the non-subsidised student loan &see- to be !inanced, a sUbstantial

issuer oontribution Is required. To date, PHEAA has teen able to meet thill

requirement, but there is no assurance that we will be able to do this in the

future. Also, it should be noted that there is no secondary market for 8

percent fixed-interest loans, Aran though these loans are guaranteed by the

federal government. Our non-subsidized loans receive no special allowance

poyments nor in-school, grace period or deferment :_rterost subsidies, We

implemented the program when need analysis was appl.e: to all Stafford Loan

borrowers in 1906, :Since then, over 500 million d_Lers in non-subsidized

loaes have been offered to Pennsylvania utudents, 2ver 40 percent of the

dollars have gone to dependent students from famil..s* with incomes between

$30,000 and 550,000, our middle-income families. 1: has allowed these

students access to college that they would not have hat without the loans.

We support the WHELP proposal to create a feetfal non-subsidized, or

'unsubsidized Stafford Loan Program to aid middle-_ncome students. This

program will address the low fixed-interest rate and recondary market problems

PHEAA is facing. The program would be similar to ta existing eabsidized

program in all terms and conditions, with the sing:e major exception that

in-school interest would not be subsidized by the leneral government. This

interest would be paid by borrowers on A quarterly :4131S Or Added to the

V
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principal amount for repayment after completion of e i r programs. No

origination fees would be collected, but borrowers wild pay a S percent

reinsurance premium to cover default costs and specia_ illowance payments, if

any were required.

The unsubsidised program would not require any nes forms or applications.

BorroWers could complete s single document to apply cUbsidized and unsub-

sidised Stafford LOARA, just as they do for PREAA's Son-Subsidized Loan

Program. If they demonstrated need for a portion of -_he amounts requested,

they could receive a subsidized loan for that amount -__as an unsubsidised loan

for the remaining amount needed. This is how PROM i borrowers currently

apply for loans and the system has worked quite effec:_vely.

TO make the ubsidized Stafford Loan proeram :ass costly and the new

unsubsidi-ed Stafford Loan program affordable to the rderal government. MAR

with MCHEL2, is recommending that the interest rate ::r both types of loam;

for new borrowers be set at market rate, As interest _s currently aasessed for

PLUS and $1$ loans, with a ceiling rate to the borrow: set at 10 percent.

You might be asking yourselves why not have the ;arents get PLUS loans

rsther than have students get unsdbeidized loans? ftc:y parents are unable to

qualify for PLUS 11004..A, due to their current mortm;a and consumer debt

burdens. PLUS loans ere immediately due for repayseLt, and must be repaid

from current earnings. On the other hand, unsubsid._:ed Stafford loans would

not be due for repayment until the student borrow:1 had completed their

education and are earning money on their own from )obs.
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Increasing the annual and aggregate loans limits guaranteed loans to

help borrowers meet rising education =Ins, "front-lcrlg" Pell Grants for

low-income students to reduce their loan debt risks am: enhance their access,

and creating an uneubsidised Stafford Loan program dee.:7ed to help middle-

income students wculd strengthen the Title IV programa and enluance their

effects on students. These are major changes remoimm!=led to the programs'

structures.

Let me now turn to recommendations regarding proc_71m administration. As

Congress and the Department of Education sought ways curtail loan program

costs end control program abuse, there were many new 7iles and regulations

applied to lenders, postsecondary institutions, guara.7:ors, servicers and

secondary markets which led to a situation that bee: .7an be described as

"micro-management" of the programs. This administrilive environment of

"micro-management" has limited program administrators ability to introduce

innovations and simplify the processes of making, se,-_cinq and cor--"ting

loans. -Micro-maragement," in which rules are promult:tied in attempt to cover

every circumstance, inevitably leads to higher progran costs, low program

efficiency, admic4strattve performances at the loves': .7osemon denominator of

acceptable standards and to reduced program particistion as lenders,

servicers and others drop out of the program because !_hmy are unable to

operate effectively amidst such complexity.

The '-ue diligence" regulations applied to lende.7s offer a good example

of the effects of 'micro-management" on administrattc- 7f the program. The 34

CFR Section 682.411 regulations prescribe that specif.: typvs and numbers of

collection activities occur within each of stx conse:.:.ve 30-day periods of

loan delinquency. These include sending collection ,ttters, sendirq more

t;
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'forceful collection letters, and making telephone ccczacts with delinquent

borrowers. These prescriptions, in combination with tlet penalties for their

violations, focus collector attention on performing tie specific functions

during each specific tine period, rather thee on good rcllection practices in

general.

Collectors' available resources are finite and lcar collections should be

individualized in that they should be based on anticipated results of given

activity on a given borrower. For eximple, good co:.:.ectors use greater

resources in attempting to collect from borrowers wt.: appear to have the

ability to repay loans than from borrowers who are testitute. But the

regulations force collectors to perform the same sets :f activities during the

same tine periods for all borrowers, regardless of the different probabilities

of results. The focus on tasks, timing and penalties frequently forces

collectors to take wrong actions or, due to finite relourcee, Inhibits their

taking the most appropriate actions with many delirK7..ent borrowers, thereby

creating an otherwise avoidable default, and adding zo the problem tbe

regulations were intended to resolve.

We believe that the objectives of 'micro-manarenent," i.e more

effective and efficient administration of the loan programs, can much Rory

easily be achieved through creating well-structured Lnancial incentives to

program participants. For example, when lenders' lca r. portfolios show low

default rates and volumes, it seems reasonable to offer them relief from all

the many details of the current regulations regardir; due diligence. When

loan servicers' collections on defaulted loans are str..:h higher than average,

it seems reasonable to let servicers employ their owr effective procedures and

practices fox collecting loans rather than requiring adherence to specific

1 1;
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regulatory minutiae. The Congress might even consider. if it iS budgetarily

feasible, making higher special allowance payments tc "-enders and secondary

markets when they have deacnstrated superior program a4Ministration.

Let me turn to another program administration pzet*.sam that is most vexing

to all program participants, rulemakang. The GSLP prceram functions under a

"sunset provision," which means that Congress considezi program changes as

part of reauthorization at least every five years. Ae-iitionally, the program

has been subject to changes in laws during nearly evezy budget cycle since

1981.

During the past decade, the issuance of timely re7;lations has functioned

so poorly that the program is currently operating ands: regulations designed

to implement the Education Amendments of 1980--regulat.ns that did not become

final until after enactment of the 1986 amendments. ..f.gulations for the "96

amendments, the current basic law for the program, art unavailable five years

Later. In the interim, policy statements are issued ay the Depastment of

Education in the form of 'Dear Colleague" letters, c: ad hoc reopen:3es to

individual organization's questions. These ad hoc responses are rarely in

writing or broadly coumunicated to other program part:Ipants.

GSLF Program administrat..,n currently is tsrge :onducted through the

questionable legal mechanism of "Dear Colleague" let,sre and, lite to newly

imposed Departmental clearances, even these letters sit not issued on a timely

basis. Moreover, no regulation or "Dear Colleague' .etter can anticipate

every nuance and situation program participants may tncounter. So part-

cipants have tc ask the Department for policy recrmmendations regarding

specific situations.

1 n
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These Departmental determinations may solve a sTecific inquirer**,

problem, but they should be communicated to other o;propr'.ate program

participants, which is not currently being dote. Nc :. ire the determinations

communicated to the Department's regional offices, results in repetitive

questions on the same issue and frequently different .7esponses to identical

questions.

It is imperative that clear, comprehensive and c:kable regulations be

issued to program participants on a timely teals. lenders, schools,

guarantors, secondary markets, servicers and collect:7, are to be exposed to

large liabilities tor violations of regulatiors, it _2 only just that these

regulations be good ones that are well known to all.

To remedy this situation, PHEAA
with NCHELP rez=ciends that the Higher

Education Act be amended to require the Secretary c: Lducation to convene

regional meetings of guaranty agencies, secondary mie.7.st lenders, servicers,

collectors and schools to provide comment and reco=endations to the

Department on content of proposed regulations irior 71 their issuance. After

such meetings, and before publishing the proposed reations in the Federal

Register, the Secretary should be required to draft :-*gulations on all key

issues and submit them to a negotiated rulemaking ç :see which follows the

guidance provided in the Administrative Conference .: the United States in

Recommendation 85-5, "Procedures for Heootiating Prc;d Regulations.-

This negotiation process sficuld be required by to be conducted in a

timely manner which results in the issuance of fina. regulations within the

240-day period required by sectIon 431 (g7 of the Ge,:al Education Provisions

Act,
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In recognition of the fact that no rtegulatimic will comprehensively

address every possible issue, the Department shots::: s required by law to

develop a system for codifying its interpretive ntsponses to Gni,

participants.

While there are other issues that Should be acitzessed in reauthorization.

PHEAA believes that the ones I have mentloned are z.te most important to

improving the GSLY program for students and the orginL.mations and institutions

who administer the program.

Thank you for the opportunity to appear befort =oil today. I will be

happy to answer any questsons you might have for me.

5P3.48910510/01
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Mr. GAIMOS. Mr. Rebert.
Mr. RESEIrr. I thank the committee members for inviting me. My

name is John Rebert, I am the Financial Aid Officer at Yorktowne
Business Institute, about which you heard from Dr. James Murphy,
the President of the Institute.

I am the single financial aid person working at Yorketowne Busi-
ness Institute and perhaps that is unlike the schools represented
by some of the other persons who testified this morning. But I
think we all have the same !binds of concerns. I know when I was
contacted about accepting an invitation to testify today, it was
mentioned that I might bring a wish list, and as I thought about
the wish list, if I had, a wish for Yorktowne Business Institute and
its students, it would be that I could find a kindly philanthropist to
endow us to the point where we could relinquish all Title IV finan-
cial aid and get on with the job of educating our students.

It is a very complicated process that we are involved with and we
know that you will assemble all of the verbiage that you have
heard today to try to simplify the methods as we go along. But it is
really not too far-fetched to consider backing out of financial aid
programs. I recall one consultant who spoke with a number of us
in the York area, and this person had run a successful chain of pri-
vate career schools in Florida for some years, and he advised that a
school of our type especially, and perhaps of any type of postsec-
ondary institution, which had more than a third of its students on
financial aid, is living very dangerously. They are living based on
the stroke of a pen at your level. And as I read Senator Nunn's
report -ecently, I realized the reverberations of that and how it ap-
plies .specially to the private career schools, which I represent
through Yorktowne Business Institute.

But to step back into reality for a minute, I will accept the three
points made by our accrediting association in testimony which they
presented to your committee previously, and that is the Association
of Independent Colleges and Schools and the National Association
of Trade and Technical Schools. And their three-point agenda start-
ed with ensuring access and choice through equitable treatment of
students desiring various program offerings.

In early May, a local columnist of a York, Pennsylvania newspa-
per, opened his column as follows, and I quote, "If middle income
wage-earners felt their wallets scream for mercy last Wednesday,
blame it on Secretary of Education Lamar Alexander." The writer
went on to say that that in recent testimony before your commit-
tee, Sccretary Alexander suggested that money currently spent for
middle-class students could be better spent on students from poor
families. The Secretary is quoted further as having testified that
while such a plan would cause students from middle-class families
difficulty in qualifying for financial aid, said that they can send
their children to State-supported institutions where tuition is rela-
tively low. And the columnist concluded, and I quote, "I wonder
what colleges Alexander thinks middle-class kids are already at-
tending?" A very valid point, especially in these times when we are
talking about choice as the basic education level and then we turn
around and talk about isolating by socio-economic class at the post-
secondary level. We would ask that reauthorization reaches beyond
that kind of thinking, as we gear up for the coming decades.
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I too believe that there should be a very close look-see at Con-
gressional Methodology because beyond home equity, I think there
are some flaws in the system which are denying access and equity
to many students in our schools. When I think of a 35-year-old
mother of two school age ct ildren who had an adjusted gross
income of $15,000 in 1990 and whose husband is totally disabled
and received $13,000 in Social Security benefits with only one asset
being their $19,000 home equity. If she is expected to contribute
$2,300 to her own education for a 9 month period and be ruled in-
eligible for Pell grants, there has got to be something wrong with
the system. Or to look at an independent student who is trying to
survive on her own with an income of $10,600 with no assets, who
is obliged by the EFC Congressional Methodology system to contrib-
ute $4,700 to her own education for a 9 month period. There has
got to be a flaw in that system. If we are indeed interested in equi-
table access to postsecondary education, we should in fact look at
th ra. system very closely.

The second point of the accreditation association was that we re-
store confidence and integrity in student aid programs through ac-
countability. I would call upon this committee to do what it can to
inject into the phraseology or the requirements of reauthorization
a better system of auditing. Whenever we think of accountability
in the financial aid world, we think about auditing procedures. I
want someone to ask me if I have a student aid procedures manual
and review that manual for accountable procedures, not dwell on
why I forgot to have a female student check off that she is not re-
quire-I to register for the Selective Service. I want someone to ask
to review my student loan log, not give me a demerit because I
failed to copy the endorsement side of a student loan check for the
files.

During an accreditation review, I want someone to ask about the
content of our school's institutional effectiveness document, not
concentrate on doing head counts of students in classrooms. There
is a good deal to be done among agencies and that point came up
this morning in earlier testimony. For instance, your 1986 reau-
thorization opened in one section as follows: "Eligibility for public
assistance or food stamps was not to be reduced when a student re-
ceived Title IV funds according to a provision included in HEA as
amended in 1986." And yet I had a student indicted for food stamp
fraud because she was given refundable money from her Audent
loan across my desk and that was considered income in the State of
Pennsylvania. It turns out that the regulations were never final-
ized and each State has its own will to do what it wants in that
regard. I would suggest that our accountibility procedures do en-
compass the coordin3tion of many acetifies at the Federal level
and not just what education believes should be the case.

The final point that the accreditation association makes in its
outline of its proposals to your committee is that we should "im-
prove the effect.veness of the student aid delivery system through
simplification, clarification and predictability. And I certainly en-
dorse that. And one wayI will not talk about front-loading grants
or having institutions become lenders because I think that has
been picked apart enough, but one way that I do want to endorse
that particular recommendation is to call for a single loan pro-

1. '7 .)
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gram. No matter how good our entry and exit counseling programs
are at this moment, if a student winds up with four or five differ-
ent loans, will he or she truly understand what faces him or her at
the time of repayment? It is doubtful.

Within the context of whatever loan program structure the reau-
thorization provides, I call upon you to consider raising the first
and second grade level students to a higher amount of approvable
student loan money. As has been said before, we have been fixated
at $2,625 for a number of years and prior to that $2,500 for a
number of years, and I would recommend that we consider the first
and second year students at the $4,000 level. The cost of education
is rarely less in the early years than it is at the higher levels and I
believe the philosophy of proving oneself before being subsidized at
higher award levels is archaic and is unworthy of further consider-
ation.

In conclusion, I would recommend that no changes be made
unless it can be assured that the attendant regulations fill follow
in a timely manner. The up to six year delay in receiving regula-
tions pertaining to portions of the last reauthorization is inexcus-
able in that it has caused many of us uncertainty in enforcing the
intent of the law.

And finally, Congress should be advised of the educational qual-
ity of most private career schools, hence offsetting what has
become a generalized witch hunt of all our schools. If we earn a
ftworable reputation based upon the type of program we operate,
then we should be treated with the same professional regard as the
4 year institution receives for its good efforts.

Thank you very much for the opportunity to speak with you.
fThe prepared statement of Jim Rebert follows:1

17;
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TESTINONT TO HE PRESENTED AT A HEARING TO HE HELD AT DICKINSON
COLLEGE ON JUNE 3, 1991 ON NATTERS RELATED TO THE REAUTHORIZATION
OP TUE HIGHER EDUCATION ACT.

PRESENTED BY: John A. Robert
Financial Aid Officer
Yorktowne Business Institute
York, Pennsylvania

INTRODUCTION:

In a booklet titled, QU4LIAI_Askgratiee_ tgr _ftlya.te_c1Kg_el

achgoll, a publication sponsored by the Association of Independent

Colleges and Schools and published by McGraw Mill, the following

introductory statement appears:

In Chinese, when the symbol for danger and the
symbol for opportunity are used together, they compose
the symbol for crisis. There is danger Anst opportunity
for [private career schools]. [Likewise 3, there will be
crises in many of our schools; yet, there is hope for
constant improvement and future prosperity through
quality assurance.

Clearly, there are times of crisis In all types of post-

secondary schools, But, unquestionably, private career scholls

(even those who assure quality) have been the victim of a severe

drubbing sin,7e the day someone twenty years belatedli - thought

that there should be more accountability with regard to the

repayment of student loans. Almost immediately, proprietary

schools drew ttre tn a global sense. Often, the implications gt

the critical reports which emanated from the student loPn default

research, suggested directly or by inference that post-seondary

7 5
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education probably would be better off if all or most private

career schools were eliminated. Of course, one method of

accomplishing that end neatly and polit.rally would be to

disqualify such schools as recipients of TI:le IV financial aid

based on real or contrived cherges.

All of us who profess to be educators, regardless of type or

level of school, subsctibe to the philosophy tzat what we are doing

should result in a "benefit to self and society" of those being

educated. The private career school philosophy does not waver from

that goal. In fact, it must try harder t!..an most educational

Institutions to contribute to that lofty ideal.

Such schools must try harder for severs, reasons, the mayor

one being that it deals primarily with those for whom we have

coined the label, "non-traditional" students But when a private

career school thirAs of that categorization :: students, it is not

considering only, as most four-year institut:rns would, the single

patent or the older student or the prison in7ate who happens to be

a member of the student body. The concept of the "non-traditional"

student in the private career school Is more sll-encompassing and

generalized to a group of individuals who, fri the most part, have

been ieft stranded by our educational systim-, . In many instances,

we are educating persons whose self-esteem has been shattered by
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school systems at both ends of the edacationa: continuum. First.

many were left by the wayside in grades 1(-12 because of less

academic potential, psychological problems. zr even appearance.

Secondly, many were ruled unworthy by what we have come to know an

"real" colleges for some of the same reasons or because of the

application of some other standard of excellence that such

institutions expect of its enrollees.

Even against unbelievable odds, in many cases these students

continue to come to our doors asking to be given a chance to

elevate their educational horizons. They tel: us. too, that their

educational aspirations are such that, instead of having to take

courses on "learning how to appreciate a rose", they would like

short-term skills training that will prepare them to be able to

"buy a rose so that they can take 't home and appreciate it!" The

enrollment and placement statistics you have heard in others'

testimony support the fact that many do come to our doors and,

indeed, most have been prepared to "buy a rose:" and. yes. most of

these who graduate from Quality career schools dg repay their

student loans.

177
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SOME SUGGESTIONS FOR REAUTHORIZATION ACTION:

As part of the invitation to provide testimony at this

session. I was asked to present a "wish list" of items that would

be hoped for through Reauthorization, If I ha:: one wish to give my

school and its students, it would be that we :zuld locate a kindly

philanthropist, or someone of wealth who has profited from our

graduates, who would endow the school to sucn an extent that we

could decline any participation in Title IV student aid program.

Hence, the process of educating our students would become our

paramount concern, rather than having to anticipate whether or not

we can satisfy all of the cumbersome and often ambiguous require-

ments of the various governmental agencies with which we are

obliged to deal if continued student aid is to be available for

those who seek to become further educated IL our private career

school setting,

while obviously far-fetched. such a w:sh Is not too far

removed f:om the advice given by an individual who founded and

operated a chain of successful career schocls in Florida. He

suggests that such a school which has more tt..an one-third of its

students on financial aid is indeed :lying under' the Chinese symbol

for "danger" since a single governmental action of rescinding

student aid to such schools could result in

1 7 :)

their quik demise.
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Those of us in the private career school sec:or have all telt the

reverberations of that sort of thinking over :he past year or two!

But to step back into reality for a mome:t in order to present

issues which should be addressed during a rea:thorization process.

I wtll draw upon the topics for con:ideratic: already presented to

the Congressional committees by the Assoctition of Independent

Colleges and Schools and the Nationel Ass::iation of Trade and

Technical Schools. In their recent paper this subject, they

identified these major issues which warrant :ntensive stud}:

1. Ensure access and choice through eq.-itable treatment of

students desiring various program offerIngs.

In early May, a local columnist of a York, PA, newspape:

opened his column as follows: "If middle-in:ome wage earners felt.

their wallets scream for mercy last WeCzesday, blame it on

Secretary of Education Lamar Alexander." The writer went on to say

that in recent testimony before the ti:..se Subcommittee on

Postsecondary Education, Alexander suggeste,.: that money currently

being lent to the students of middle-class paoents would be better

spent by giving it to students from poor fa:7...11es. The secretary

is quoted further as having testified that, such a plan would

cause students from middle-class families dif:iculty in qualifying

1 7 9
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'or financial aid, he said that tliey can send :heir children to

state-supported institutions where tuition is :elatively low. The

columnist concl'uded rather aptly, "I wonder wha: colleges Alexander

thinks middle-class kids are already attending?"

We would hope that Reauthorization would :each beyond such a

classist approach if it t:uly seeks equitable treatment of those

who seek post-secondary ed..xation in the immeIate future.

There should be student aid programs gea.ed to all forms of

higher education, including the private ca:eer school sector.

inasmuch as it believes that it offers a viat:e alternative among

a host of post-secondary opportunities from whirh an individual may

choose.

From a private career school perspecti.;e, as well as from

other post-secondary education vantage p:Ints I'm sure, it is

apparent that the Congresslonal methodol ,gy process required to

determine expected family .:ontribution to ;:ne's own education

clearly denies many equitable access to programs of choice, To

azsure that the CM formula Is not flawing the ;:71losophy of equity,

it is recommended that th... Cong sr restudy his methodology to

lea::: if in fact it is A valid indicator of titablishing student

need wh,,n :-ompared to t,7day's :st-of living and income indiet.:.
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For example, is it realistic in these ti7t,s that a 35-year-old

mother of two school-aged children who had an aJjusted gross income

of $15,000 in 1990, and whose husband is t:tally disabled and

received $13.000 in social security benefits ::. 1990, with the only

asset being a $19,000 home equity, be expecte:: to contribute $2300

to her own education for a 9-month period an,i be ruled ineligible

for Pell Grants? Or is it realistic for tte single, independent

student with no dependents whose ad3usted gross income for 1990 wa,

$10,610 with no assets. who is trying to si.:71ve on her own, be

expected to conttibute $4700 to het own edu:ation for a 9-month

period?

Those persons who handled student ai-.± work prior to the

Reauthorization of 1986 will recall how muc!.. less complicated it

was to determine a student's family conttih-tion to his/her own

education. Perhaps the prior system was :ess uniform than the

processes that have follor.ei. hut eguitat.e access to post-

secondary educati:mal programs appears to hat, been diminished by

the current ':1.1 system.

2. Restore confidence and integrity ID student azd programs

through accountability.

Anyone who 11; a ptoponebt of the assura;',:e t h. .giality of

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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institutional efforts will concur that this issue demands serious

consideration within the Reauthorization process, It appears that

the default prevention initiatives alone have forced all of us to

become more accountable in all facets of our work. While the

administrative burden to accomplish these ends is enormous, it goes

largely unrewarded. Therefore, I concur with :he American Council

of Educat:on's recommendation to the congress that, at the very

least, there should be some regulatory relief for schools with

proven ad7.,inistrative capabilities.

But, generally, most of us think of the a-diting process when

the discussion of accountabili:4 is mentioned. In my opinion, the

audits and accreditation reviews that have been done in my time

connection with student aid programs have done little to determine

true acco.Intability of past efforts; for examTle:

I want someone to ask me if I have a st_dent aid procedutes

manual and then .:view that manual for acc:7untable procedures,

not dwell on why I didn't have a female s'.udent check the box

on the f,,tm indicating that she wasn't :equited to register

fot Selective Service because she is fema:e.

I want someone to ark to review my stude:.: loan log, n:t ;ive

me a demerit because I failed to '2opy the endorsement side of

a student loan check foi te file.
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During an accreditation review, I want 1: be asked about the

content of the school's "Institutional Effectiveness" docu-

ment, not concentrate on doing headcc-zts students in

classrooms.

Another important consideration here is :zat as the Reauthor-

ization talks progress, consideration st:uld be given to the

coord.nation of policies and procedures :f accountability of

the various governmental agencies tha: provide financial

assistance to those pursuing higher educa:ion. One example of

how little coordination exists in this repird is described in

the following excere,: from a past issue of the publication

Cakitol Comments and an actual student a:: case in which I was

involved!

Coati Sion_ EXigtl_SeSlarding Fo (Ai 4tAUTIPS EV:l_tkliongA41.

Eligibility for public assistance or food stamps was
not to be reduced when a student received Title IV funds,
according to a provision included in the ilgher Education
Act, as amended in 1985. The provision e.:ated that fed-
eral Title IV student aid funds used to ;ay for tuition,
fees, books, supplies, transportation az: miscellaneous
personal expenses could not be considered as income or
resources to determine eligibility for an7 other aid such
as welfare benefits or food stamps. An :aterim rule was
pablished by the Food and Nutrition Sea.....ce of the USDA
on 6/1/S7 retroactive to 10/17/86, manda:ing the imple-
mentation of these provisions. A policy zemorandum from
the Deputy Administrator of the Food Starr; Program, dated
7/88, advised all Food Stamp adminis:rators of the
requirements. Yet a final rule has not :een published.
The unresolved question relates to the c:mmingling of
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federal aid with state or local sources of student aid.
The interim rule does not address the Issue and, until a
final rule is published, states have discretion to
implement their own policies.

Even with all those regulatory cits-.Ions. I had a student

who was indicted for welfare fraud beca.se she received cash

assistance and food stamps simultaneous./ with the receipt of

refundable student loan funds from her school a,count.

:ndeed, there is a clear call for all of us to be mo,:e

accountable in our handling of governmental funding. By the same

token, there is a clear call for the repalatory outcome of

Reauthorization to produce more logical and ::nsistent measures of

what should be expected in enforcing these ;:ractices.

3. Improve the effectiveness of the studet: aid delivery system

through simplification. clarification. and predictability.

Much has been presented to date by va:_us groups on front-

loading student aid programs with grants and the exclusion of banks

as student loan lenders, along with other ideas cf simplifying and

making such programs more predictable. Yet, :ust as much has been

said in opposition to these suggestions, fla;;ing the early years'

grant concentration as discriminatory tc higher-level, post-

secondary students and the exclusion of ban'i.s as lenders as a
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regressive action since the Department of Education Aas not proven

itself to be an adequate collection agency even with the Perkins

program.

Since student loan programs dwarf other Title IV programs in

numbers and amounts of funds awarded, Reauthorization should

clearly address the elements of simplification, clarification, and

predictability in this area of funding. And I agree with those

professional associations who are advocating a single loan program

rather than continuing the splint.ered, complicated maze of varied

types and conditions of the multi-faceted loan programs currently

available. Even the best entry and exit counseling cannot assure

that a student who ha$ four or five different loans will truly

understand what faces him/her at the time of repayment.

within the context of whatever loan program structure the

Reauthorization provides, consideration should bc given to raising

the first- and second-year limits from $2625 to $4000. The cost of

education is rarely less in the early years than it is at the

higher levels; yet the students at the early levels are denied the

additional student loan :unds. The government's philosophy of

proving oneself before being subsidized at higher award levels is

archaic and is unworthy of further consideration.

I 0:-
1 0 1 )
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CONCLUSION:

The verbiage selected for the Reauthorizaton Bill will affect

the lives of many a, they plan their lives and careers. In con-

clusion, I believe I speak for all those assoc ated with student

aid programs when I recommend that no changes be made unless it can

be assured that the attendant regulations will follow in a timely

manner. The up-to-six-year delay in receiving regulations per-

taining to portions of the last Reauthorization is inexcusable in

that it has caused many of us

of the law.

uncertainty in enforcing the intent

Finally, the Congress should be advised of the educational

quality of most private career schools, hence offsetting what has

become a generalized "witch hunt" of all such schools. If we earn

a favorable reputation based upon the type program we operate, then

we should be treated with the same professional regard as the four-

year institution receives for its good effort..7.

Thank you for the opportunity to spend this brief time with

You in the interest of seeking ways to improve student aid

programs.

11.
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Mr. GAirDOS. Mr. Koopman.
Mr. KOOPMAN. Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee, myname is john Koopman, Vice President with PNC Financial Corp.

of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. I am responsible for the operation of
PNC's Education Loan Center. Last year, we originated over 60,000loans to students in Pennsylvania and in other States. We partici-pated in the Guaranteed Student Loan program since 1965 andconsider student loans to be an important consumer lending service
for our custome--, My testimony today reflects not only the viewsof PNC, but als._ the recommendations of the Education Funding
Committee of the Consumer Bankers Association (CBA) on which Iserve.

The legislative recommendations of CBA, developed over a 2 yearperiod, provide, in my view, a blueprint of how Congress shouldmodify the Guaranteed Student Loan Program to better meet theneeds of students. I have attached a copy of the Executive Summa-
ry of the CBA recommendations, to my testimony.

PNC conducts the majority of its student loan business through
the Pennsylvania Higher Education Assistance Authority and eightother guaranty -gencies. We have banks in several States, that iswhy we operate with different agencies. As a result, we must con-form with nine sets of forms, nine sets of rules and proceduresthat, in our view, serve little purpose. In this reauthorization, Con-gress should require a greater standardization of forms and proce-dures among the guaranty agencies so as to reduce confusion onthe part of borrowers, unnecessary paperwork among lenders, and
to ease the administration of the program by financial aid adminis-trators.

PNC endorses simplification of operational requirements in theGuaranteed Student Loan Programs wherever possible. In particu-lar, the current list of 13 .,eparate categories of student loan defer-ments should be reduced tu threeone for in-school, one for unem-ployment and one for other forms of hardship. The current longlist of deferments results in many borrowers being confused andbeing subject to disclosures regarding deferments which are rarelyutilized. Third, attention should be given to the problem of guaran-ty agency solvency. In this regard, I am pleased to note the highlevel of confidence that PNC has in our own State agency in Penn-
sylvania, PHEAA. This high degree of confidence is not present inmany other States, and recently was undermined by the insolvencyof the Higher Education Assistance Foundation (FIEAF) last year.When HEAF experienced its financial problems, the Federal Gov-ernment wisely intervened to assure that all guarantees on HEAF-guaranteed loans were honored. We believe that this was theproper step to take. We believe even more strongly, however, thatit would be prudent for the Congress to take steps now to avoid asimilar experience with another agency. In this regard, the f.7on-
sumer Bankers Association has submitted recommendations to th'lCongress to provide for greater Department of Education oversightof guaranty agency finances and to step in with a solution in theevent that an agency becomes insolvent. I also not9 that the De-partment of FAucation has submitted legislative recommendationson this matter. While we are not prepared to endorse all these rec-ommendations until we complete our review, we note that the I

1 S
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partment's recommendations are similar tc lose submitted by
lending institutions and deserve the attention of the committee.

PNC recommends that the Department of Education be required
to hold regional hearings following the enactment of the reauthor-
ization bill and to negotiate the regulations implementing this re-
authorization. We note, with disappointment, that the implement-
ing regieations for the 1986 reauthorization are still in NPRM
form, and probably will not be finalized until Congress is well into
the process of reauthorizing the Act once again. Five and six year
delays in the impl mentation of regulations is unacceptable and
helix explain why the program is subject to such great confusion
on the part of lenders, gu,:-antors and others. The implementation
of negotiated rulemaking, similar to that utilized in implementing
the Elementary and Secondary Education Act reauthorization and
the Perkins Vocational Act last year, would provide a sound struc-
ture for rulemaking in the program and would lead to the promul-
gation of timely regulations.

Finally, PNC recommends that the committee address the needs
of middle-income borrowers. Our contacts with students across the
United States suggests that many middle-income families experi-
ence great difficulty in financing attendance at the institution of
their choice. To address this problem, Congress needs to adopt a
low or no-cost Federal program to meet the needs of these students.
The National Council of Higher Education Loan Programs
(NCHELP), with the able assistance of PHEAA, has developed such
a program. This program represents a simple, easy-to-use means of
_providing additional credit, at minimum cost to the Federal Gov-
ernment. The basic difference between the NCHELP middle-income
loan proposal and the current Stafford loan program is the absence
of in-school interest subsidy.

I would like now to take a few minutes to express the support of
PNC for H.R. 1524, the Student Counseling and Assistance Net-
work Act of 1991. PNC believes that Congressman Sawyer should
be wrigratulated for introducing legislation to significantly in-
crease the amount of information on financial assistance programs
available to students and their families. PNC knows, from working
with families in our communities, that many students are unin-
formed about the availability of financial assistance. In order to ad-
dress this problem and to encourage all students to achieve the
highest possible level of education, PNC believes that students,
families, schools and public libraries should have access to informa-
tion on all types of financial aid available to students. The Sawyer
legislation would provide grants to local education agencies to
obtain specialized training for guidance counsellors, teachers and
principals to counsel students about college opportunities, pre-col-
lege requirehients, college admissions procedures and financial aid
opportunities. We believe that this legislation would make a differ-
ence and help America compete going into the 21st century.

As Congress begins the process of reauthorizing the Higher Edu-
cation Act, I would like to offer one word of caution. The funda-
mental structure of the Guaranteed Student Loan program is
sound. As partners in this joint venture, lenders and the Federal
Government have succeeded in leveraging over $100 billion ii pri-
vate capital for education purposes. The extraordinary attention
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the Guaranteed Stucient Loan program has received from the Con-
gress and in the press over the past several years has eroded public
confidence. Families and students need a stable, reliable source of
Federal assistance if these programs are to serve to encourage the
pursuit of postsecondary education. Partners to the government in
the operation of student aid programs, including lenders, schools
and guarantors, need similar relief from an environment where the
rules and requirements change in an annual basis. At PNC, we are
committed to the continuation 3f this partnership and hope that
the refinements offered in this reauthorizction will provide this
necessary stability.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes my statement. I would be pleased
to respond to any questions.

[The prepared statement of John Koopman follows..]
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Mr. ChairMan, Members of the Motive Subcommittee on

Postsecondary Education, sy name is John 'Koopman, Vice President

with PNC Financial Corp of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, I am

repponsible for the cperation of PeCfal Education Loan Center.

Last year, we originated over 60,000 loans to students in

Pennsylvania and in other States. We have participated in the

Guaranteed Student Loan Prcgrams since 1965, and consider student

loans to be an important ccnsuser lending service for Our

customers. My testimony today reflects; not only the views of

PNC, but also the reccemendations of the Education Funding

Committee of the Consumer Bankers Association (CM) on which I

serve.

The legislative recommendations of CBA, developed over a

two-year period, provide, in my view, a blueprint of how Congress

should eedify the Guaranteed Student Loan Yrogram to better meet

the nwds of students. I have attached a copy of the Executive

Summary of the CBA recc=endations to my testimony.

In this reauthorization, Congress is faced with the

difficult dilemrs of modifying programs to meet the increasing

needs of students and their families at a time of shrinking

federal resources. In this regard, I consider the Guaranteed

Student Loan Programs to be a bargain. By some estimates, a

single dolls: of Gutranteed student Loan capital made available

to a student costs as little as 25 cents to provide. The cost-

effectiveness of the GSL Programs is likely to increase

a
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significantly as f result of the Default Reduction Initiatives of

both the Department of Education end the Congress. PNC has

Supported both of these initiatives.

PNC conducts the majority of its student loan business

through the Pennsylvania Higher Education Assistance Authority

and eight other guaranty agencies. As a result, Se fillet conform

with nine sets of forms, 1.iles and procedures that, in our view,

f-..erve little purpose. 7n this reauthorization, Congress should

require a greater standardization of forms and procedures among

the guaranty agencies so as to reduce confusion on the part of

borrowers, unnecessary paperwork among lenders, and to ease the

administration of the prograns by financial aid administrators.

PNC endorses simplification of operational requirements in

the Guaranteed Student Loan Programs wherever possible. In

particular, the current list of thirteen separate categories of

student loan deferments should be reduced to three--one for in-

sohoolt one for unemployment/ and one for other forms of

hardship. The current long list of deferments results in many

borrowers being confused and being subject to disclosures

regarding deferments which are rarely utilize!. Third, attention

sh,.-.!la be given to the problem of guaranty agency solvency. In

thi regard, I am pleased to note the high level of confidence

that PNC has in our State agency, the Pennsylvdnia Nigher

Education Assistance Authority (PHFRA). This high degree of

1 93
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confidence is not present in many other States, and recently was

undermined by the insolvenc) of the Higher Education Assistance

Foundation (HEAF) last year. When HEAP experiencid its financial

problems, the federal government wisely intervened to assure that

all guarantees on HEAF-guaranteed loans were honored. We believe

that this was the proper step to take. We believe even more

strongly, however, that it would be prulent for the Congress to

take steps now to avoid a similar experience with another agency.

In this regard, the Consumer Bankers A9sociat:on has submitted

recommendation.; to the Congress to provide for greater Department

of Education oversight of guaranty agency finances, and to step

in with a solution in the event that an alency becomes insolvent.

I also note that the Department of Education has submitted

legislative recommendations on this matter. While we are not

prepared to endorse all of these recommendations until we

complete our review, we note that the Departrent's

recommendations are similar to those submitted by lending

institutions and deserve the attention of the Committee.

PNC recommends that the Department of Education be required

to hold regional hearings following the enactment of the

reauthorization bill and to negotiate the regulations

implementing this reauthorization. We note, with disappointment,

that the implementing regulations for the 1986 reauthorization

are still in NPRM form, and probably will not be finalized until

Congress is well into the prnness of reauthorizing the Act once
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again. Five- and six-year delays in the implementation of

regulations is unacceptable, and helps explain why the program is

subject to such great confusion on the part of lenders,

guarantors and others. The implementation of negotiated

rulemaking, similar to that utilized in impler.enting the

Elementary and Secondary Education Act reauthorization and the

Perkins Vocational Act last year, would provide a sound structure

for rulemaking in the program and woild lead t: the promulgation

of timely regulations,

Finally, PNC recommends that the Committee address the needs

of middle-income borrowers. Our contacts with students across

the United States suggest that many middle-income families

experience great difficulty in financing atteriance at the

institution of their choice. To address this problem, Congiass

needs to adopt a low- or no-cost federal program to meet the

needs of these students. The National Council of Higher

Education Loan Programs (NCHELP), with the ab:e assistance of Jay

Evans of PHEAA, has developed such a program. This program

represents a simple, easy-to-use means of providing additional

credit, at minimum coat to the fedral government. The basic

difference :)etween the NCHELP middle-income loan proposal and the

current Stafford Loan Program is tho absence of an in-school

interest subsidy.

I would now like to take a few minutes to express the

I n 5
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support of PNC for H.R. 1524, the Student Counseling and

Assistance Network Act of 1441. PNC believes that Congressman

Sawyer should be congratulated for introducing legislation to

significantly increase the amount of information on financial

assistance programs available to students and their families.

PNC know, from working with families in our ccsmunities, that

nany students are uninfor-,:d about the availability of financial

assistance. In order to address this problem and to encourage

all students to achieve the highest possible level of education,

PNC believes that students, families, schools, and public

libraries should have access to information on all types of

financial aid available to students. The Sawyer legislation

would provide grants to local education agencies to obtain

specialized training for guidance counsellors, teachers and

principals to counsel students about college opportunities, pre-

college requirements, college admissions procedures and financial

aid opportunities. We be)leve that thia legislation would make a

difference and help Anerica compete going into the Twenty-Flist

Century.

1 am happy to report, Mr. Chairman, that other lenders and

yuaranty agencies 1 have spoken to share our views on H.R. 1524.

We are hopeful that, as the reauthorization centinues, this

legislation will be included in tho Committee bill.
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As Congress begina the process of reauthorizing the Higher

Education Act, I would like to offer one word et caution. The

fundamental struct,le of thy Guaranteed Student Loan program is

sound. As partnere in this joint venture, lenders and the

Federal government have succeeded in leveraging over $100 billion

in private capital for education purposes. The extraordinary

attention the Guaranteed Student Loan progran has received from

the Congress and in the press over the pest several years has

eroded public confidence. Families and stude-ts need a stable,

reliable source of Federal assistance if these programs are to

serve to encourage the pursuit of postsecondary education.

Partnere to the government in the operation of student aid

programs --including lende s, schools and guarantors-- need

similar relief from an environment where the rules and the

requirements change on an annual basis, At PSC we are committed

to the continuation of this partnership and pope that the

refinements offered in this reauthorization trill provide this

necessary stability.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes my statement. I would be

pleased to respond to any questions that you or other Members of

the Subcommittee might have.

(105A695)
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CBA REAUTHORIZATION PROPOSALS

The consumer Bankers Association (CBA) believes that the
reauthorization of the Higher Education Act should focus on the
important social objectives of the program. In the last several
years, rising education costs and inadequate growth in Poll Grant
funding have led to increasing nuabers of low-inCOmo students
relying on student loans rAther than grants to attend school. A
failure to correct thls trend will result in the further erosion
of educational oppor:unity end lead directly to a decrease in
access for students with the greatest economic need. The result
will be a decline in America'e ability to compete with other
nations. Therefore, CBA endorses t'.0 efforto of Senator Pell (D-
RI) and Representative Ford (D-MI) to increase grant assistance
through vital expansion of the Pell Grant program.

The Guaranteed Student Loan programs represent a dramatically
successful public - private partnership designed to achieve a
valued social goal. in order to preserve and enhance that
partnership, CBA has identified eight legislative priorities for
the pending reauthorization of the Higher Education Act nt
as amended:

1. Simplified administration of the nroaram_through the use Of
modernjata processing. cm strongly endorses the elimination of
unnecessary paperwork in the Guaranteed Student Loan programs.
Record-keeping and loan administration practices in the student
loan industry have fallen behind standards generally applicable
tO the consumer loan industry. Methods of record retention
including microfilm, microfiche, laser disc, computer disc, and
image optics should be utilised by the Department of Educat4on to
eliminate the storage of paper record-keeping beyond the loan
appliCation and the promissory note. Regulations issued by the
Department of Education should accomplish the following:

o simplify all aspects of the student loan process
including application, disbureament and origination,

o improve communication between lenders and guarantors by
requiring the use of uniform reporting documents (this
would also enhance borrower understanding of their loan
obligation);

o simplify fulfillment of institutional responsibilities
under this part by institutions of higher education,
and

o improve the administration and oversight of the program
by the U.S. Department of Education.

1 t1
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2. SimplificetiOn o1_1=Amax_delAlagAti. Under current law,
ce.even separate deferment categories allow borrowers to defer
loan repayment. The proliferation of deferments hes increased
the complexity of program administration and has proven to los
confusing to borrowers. Congressional intent in instituting
deferments was to recognize the legitimate need for financial
relief for borrowers in certain circumstances. CBA recommends
the elimination of all deferment categories exceot the time
periods during which a borrower is enrolled as a full-time
mudents and do,7umented instances of economic hardship, uch as
unemployment or total disability. Lender use of forbearance
allaws all other borrower circumstances to be fairly and
appropriately considered.

3. Due CligenCei procedures. Major lenders and servicers are
in agreement that the due diligence regulations are too rigid and
result in a higher priority being placed on maintaining
compliance with the regulations than on loan collection. The
Department of Education acknowledged the problems caused by the
regulated standards currently ,n effect and recommended revisions
to the thirty-day "bucket" system in the RPM for the 1986 Higher
Education Act Reauthorization in November, 1990.

It is CBA'e view that the col,,ction practices of a lender
should be measured and taken into consideration when claims are
approved or denied for payment. By establishing a tolerance rate
for angora, lenders could concentrate on enhanced loan collection
efforts rather than lock-step compliance with required letters
and phone contacts which may or may not contribute to a borrowers
repayment of the debt.

By imposing a percentage guideline for comp'!iance, any
lender who maintains a pro-determined performant, rate standard
(for example, 95 percent) on completion of mandatory due
diligence steps would be assured full payment of insurance,
interest and special allowance on loans made. This compliance
would be monitored on a annual basis during the mandatory audit
of a lender's portfolio. The audit would be paid for by the
lender, monitored by the Department of Education, and performed
by an independent third party auCtor. Parameters of the audit,
as defined by the Department, would follow standard accounting
practices and would include a defined statistical sampling
technique upon which a lender's performance would be measured.
The performance measurement derived from the audit would be used
by all guaranty agencies with whom the lender hail participation
agreements to determine how claims were to be paid. Lenderc
whose samples are found to bo above the standard would be
reviewed for proper monetary and technical data. Failure to
maintain compliance at or above the defined standard would result
in a full review of each file for the given time period and the
assessment of prescribed penalties. without the threat of
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inordinate penalties for inconsequential regulatory violations,
the lending community would attempt collection 'innovations which
emphasize the truss apirit, rather than the exact letter of the
law.

4. pxocieglersa_ter_handlimineolesagyese_guranty_egenex
CBA blieves that the statute should require guaranty agencies to
operate on a sound actuarial bamis. Furthermore, the statute
should define steps to be taken by thz Secretary of Education in
the event of a guaranty agency solvency. In light of the recent
collapse of the Higher Education Assistance Foundation, interest
in these prc:osals has increased among the Coneress and the
Administration. Therefore, CEA recommends that :he Act should
require the Secretary of Education to do the following;

1. Pet:odically re-evaluate the solvency of all guaranty
agencies.

2. Identify agencies which fall below specified federal
standards relating to reserve ratio and/or other indicators of
administrative and financial viability and require such agencies
to: (A) operate under a guarantee management plan approved by
the Secretary, (a) if approTriate, overcome a short-term cash
flow problem through the reels pt of additional repayable
advances, (C) merge their operations with a stronger agency, or
(D) terminate their operations and assign responsibilities for
outstanding guarantees to the Secretary. After consultation with
lenders, it would be the Secretary's prerogative to transfer such
guarantees to a solvnt agency.

3. Require the Department to publish the results of an
annual survey of guaranty agencies to facilitate lender
evaluations of agencies.

5. Val_a_meutifitecl_muleinakleeLemoceil=e_ta_mremlagata Title
ly_regulations. A recent GAO briefing report verified that the
Department of Education rarsly complies with the statutory
requirement that regulations be promulgated within 240 days of
legislative enactment. The regulations necessitated by the
passage of the 1986 reauthorization of the Higher Education Act
are not yet finalized; the NFRM id not appear in the Federalftaifitet until November, 1990 Given the significant liabilities
imposed on lenders, secondary markets and guaranty agencies for
failure to properly administer the GSL prograr, the issuance of
clear and timely guidance about le9islated program changes is
imperative.

The complexity of the GSL program is such that the
Department of Education and tha higher education community stand
to benefit from early and direct communication about these
mandated regulations. Early consultation can serve to educate
the community and sensitize the Department to potential problems
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regarding implementation. For thse reasons, CBA supports the
use of regional meetings and negotiated rulemaking procedures in
the development of regulations to govern the implementation of
the reauthoritaiAon of the Higher Education Act, as was required,
with certain modifications, in recent reauthorizations of the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act and the Vocational and
Adult Education Act. The use of negotiated ru:omaking to
promulgate regulations governing the implementation of Title IV
should in no way be seen as a substitute for the useful and
ongoing communication and issuance of Dear Col:sagues which the
Department presently undertakes with the higher education
community.

6. Insurance to lenders. CBA believes that the requirement
that guarantors offer 100 percent insurance to lenders as a
condition for insurance program agreements with the Secretary is
critical to maintaining open access to loam= fsr all borrowers.
The program elready involves significant loss to lenders. Even
with a 100 percent guarantee, lenders face si;nificant losses
because of strict due diligence penalties; and penalties
resulting from rrtroactive regulatory changes that affect pre-
existing loan agreements. Lender profitability has been reduced
(GAG/HRD 90-130) and lender participation in the program has
diminished as a direct result of this increases financial risk.

In the past, lender risk sharirg has beer put forth as a
means of default reduction. There are preferable means of
achieving this legitimate goal. CBA has prop:sed, for example,
that lenders be given additional flexibility in fashioning
collections procedures. It should also be noted that Congress
has enacted numerous bills and amendments aimed at reducing GSL
defaults. Remaining default reduction options such as stricter
school cutoff rates or co-signer requirements will only serve to
reduce access to loans for those potential borrowers most in need
of financial assistance in order to pursue higher education.

7. special AllgeanCe. The special allowance paid to lender
participants in the GSL programs is calculates by adding J.25
percent to the 91-day treab-ry bill rate. The 1989 CBA Student
Lending Survey found that the return earned by lenders in the GsL
program was typically less than that earned on other consumer
loan products. As the cost of funds and operational costs
associated with tho student lotto business continue to increase,
financial managers at lending institutions will revaluate their
level of participation in the program. In c:ler to maintain open
access to loans for all eligible borrowers, the current special
allowance calculation should be preserved. Aiditionally, if
Congress determines that high-risk borrowers should continue to
have access tO CSIA, enactment of a higher special allowance to
increase the return to lenders on loans made to such student
borrowers should be considered.
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S. LaluilL191_21114111-ipcom. atUADMIn cUrrentlj inoligible_lax
smar-saitesLitsmianListam Students determined to be ineligible
to borrow under congressional methodology rarain eligible for
Unsubsidised Guaranteed Student loans. Because these loans are
unsubsidized and offered at 8 percent, they aro made by very few
lenders. The Supplemental Loans for Students program (SLS) makes
unsubsidited, guaranteed loans available to independent students
and, in epecial circumstances, dependent borrowers, but many
middle income students who need financial ei. remain unserved.

C8A endorses a proposal put forth by NCHELP to expend loan
access to guaranteed but unsubsidised loans to all eligible
students. under the NCHELP plan, only those students showing
financial need would continue to be entitled to in-school
interest benefits through sgbeiftiell Stafford loans.
UnsulosIgised loans would be available to those not qualifying for
full subsidized Stafford loans. Interest on the unsubsidised
loans that accrues during in-school, grace. and defernent periods
would be paid either quarterly or capitalized, as agreed upon by
the lender and the borrowers. Borrowers would pay a 5 percent
reinsurance premium to offset the costs associated with defaulta.
Ihe NCHELP proposal dons not contain a specific propoeal for an
interest rate on unsubeidized loans. rt is assumed that a rata
would be set to eliminate any special allowance in all but
extraordinary circumstances.

105/8/9
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Mr. GA1(DOS. Without objection, all of the prepared statements
will be made part of the record.

At this time, I would like to call on Mr. Good ling.
Mr. GOODLING. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to say to Ms. Griswold, I leaned over to Tom because

I thought I remembered that we had done something about Pell
grants being reinstated for fewer than a certain number of hours.
He reminded me that we did, but the Appropriations Committee
has never funded it.

Today, I was going tofirst of all I would like to see that model,
that front-loaded model. I was going to ask youevery place I go,
everybody speaks highly of PHEAA and I was going to say why is
that true. And Mr. Koopman reminded me of one of the other fail-
ures of last year. I guess I was also going to say "and I will not
hear anything about that, will I?" from the Secretary this year in
relationship to Pennsylvania.

If you had to put your finger on why we have been so successful,
what would it lx?

Mr. EVANS. Mr. Good ling, I think I would preface that by saying
July will be my 25th year with PHEAA, the staff at PHEAA for
many years, the top staff, has been instrumental in making it very,
very clear that we run the program like a business. We provide
service and some of the tools that our General Assembly has given
us in all of our programs, sr4ch as the garnishment laws that we
have in Pennsylvania, have tremendously helped us in putting
PHEAA up front in our guaranteed student loan business.

Mr. GOODLING. I was going to ask Ms. Griswold and John, who
have to deal with it all the time, whether the Secretary of Educa-
tion has called people such as you to Washington to discuss any-
thing new that we put forth or any recommendations that they are
coming up with or any of their regulations. And I know Jay in his
testimony suggested that the Secretary should be forced to do that
kind of thing. Is it not general that when there are new regula-
tions, that you are invited down for an education process on the
new regulations?

MS. GRISWOLD. I am aware of opportunities to certainly respond
to notices of proposed rulemaking and I think the aid community
has come out strong and in concert on a number of issues that we
feel would enhance and streamline and make more meaningful as
we interact with students and all the parties, from our perspective,
in the Stafford loan structure, that we feel would better serve ev-
eryone involved. I do not know that I can cite off the top of my
head specific instances in which we have in fact seen the realiza-
tion of some of those streamlining types of improvements that we
would like to see. One that does come to mind that we have yet to
see is a common application being used throughout the Nation for
students who apply for Stafford loans, which would reduce the
neec: within our shops to have to account for various methods of
completing ar 'ations and training staff on a variety of different
types of form I order to certify student loan applications.

Mr. GOODI .G. Mr. Rebert here, I hired 2ti or 27 years ago as a
guidance counselor and he was very quiet and soft-spoken and then
he went to the Department of Education in Harrisburg and now he
is pretty mean when he testifiesforceful.
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Mr. RERERT. Right now it is easier to go to work than to try to
explain it to someone else.

Mr. GOODLING. Thank you very much.
Mr. GAYDOS. Mr. Petri.
Mr. PETRI. No questions, thank you for your testimony.
Mr. GAYDOS. Mr. Gunderson.
Mr. GUNDERSON. The only comment I have on the testimony is to

give you a dose of the reality that we all face. I think everybody
here is your friends and as I listen to your comments and testimo-
ny requesting more flexibility and requesting more funds, you
should know that we all thought there was going to be a lot more
funds for Function 500 in education this year and the appropri-
ators decided to cut $1.2 billion out of what we thought had been
targeted in that direction for the budget, which means that we now
have to significantly draw back the amount of money, whether it
be in the Elementary-Secondary or in the Higher Education pro-
grams, it limits our resources.

In terms of flexibility, we all understand your desire for flexibil-
ity. We want to introduce you to two people. One is called the In-
spector General and the other is called the General Accounting
Agency, and these two agencies have seen it as their function in
life to frankly question the operation of, legitimately, every Federal
program within their jurisdiction. And as a result, whether it be
this Department or this Congress or this committee, we are forced,
in order to maintain credibility, to have many more rules and regu-
lations and elements of accountability than you would like, than
we would like, but it seems to be the rules under which we live and
exist, so I just wanted to share with you, we are sensitive, we hear
you. If we do not do everything you want, it is not because we did
not hear you.

Thank you.
Mr. GAYDOS. I want to thank the panel and the other panels also

on behalf of the committee. I think all of us conclude as a result of
these hearings that it is a very complex subject. We have tried
many things throughout the years, many things this committee has
no control over, as has been suggested by Mr. Gunderson.

However, this is one of 40 meetings and maybe we will probably
have another 10 if I may surmise correctly because of last minute
requests are always honored. So the committee has its work cut out
and I believe that those that are here today can attest to the fact
that we make every attempt as a very major committee in Wash-
ington, DC on the hill to hopefully encourage participation by the
residents and the citizens of this country. It is imperative that we
do so. There is a lot of misconception floating around the country
that Congress does what they want to do with no inhibitions nor
any control, and that is fundamentally not correct. There is a sen-
sitivity of the committee to what the public thinks, the institutions
that are involved, the higher education institutions, and individ-
uals, the taxpayers.

So I think you have helped the committee tremendously and if
we can again maybe in the future depend upon your expertise and
your knowledge, you may find some interrogatories directed your
way ar.d we would appreciate accurate and hopefully timely re-
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sponses from you because that would be most beneficial to the com-
mittee.

With that, do aiiy other members of the committee have any-
thing to say at this time?

Mr. GOODLING. Just to thank Ron for the positive comments he
made and to John who said that basically the structure is sound
and it needs someif I can paiaphrase what you saidsome fine-
tuning.

Mr. GANT: With those well-chosen remarks, thank you for your
appearance and we hcpe to see you again in the near future. The
meeting stands adjourned.

[Whereupon, at 12:54 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.]
[Additional material submitted for the record fo!lows.]
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The Honorable William D. Ford
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Mr. Ford:

June 27, 1991
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I had the privilege of attending a field hearing on our
campus earlier this month conducted by the Subcommittee on
Postsecondary Education. Bill Goodling, our Congressman, is well
aware of the need for better counseling in Pennsylvania, a state
which has a lower college attendance rate than any of its
neighbors. Although I did not have an opportunity to testify, I

would like to submit the following for the record as you and your
colleagues on the Subcommittee continue the process of gathering
information prior to finalizing language on reauthorization of
the Higher Education Act.

We all wear a variety of hats. As a father, an admission
officer, and a former president of the Pennsylvania and National
Association of College Admission Counselors (NACAC), I have been
a facilitator in the process of transition from high school to
college for 24 years. In many ways, I am convinced that I see
students too late in the process to make a real difference in
their higher education patterns. Students I see in their junior
or senior year are already committed to seeking higher education;
choosing among 3535 colleges and eaiversities is their task. It
is the school counselor who often is in a position to make
students in the middle school years aware of the many
possibilities that lie ahead. It is in these years that students
have to decide the direction their lives will take immediately
after high school -- college, military, job, marriage and child
rearing. Of course, such a statement assumes graduation; the
drop-out problem is yet another we face.

Earlier intervention is key to all of this. Several years
ago NACAC printed and distributed over one copies of its
"Guide for Parents" aimed at parents of middle schoolers who
themselves did not go to college. Then NACAC produced PACT
(Parents and Counselors Together), a program designed to assist
middle school counselors in wcrking with such parents, ultimately
empowering them to motivate their children to seek the highest
level of education of which they are capable.

This year, NACAC is supporting House Bill 1524 which would
further empower guidance counselors and others through early
intervention. As you well know, today's counselor in school is
asked to do many things and consequently is unable to do all of
them well. It has been my experience that school counselors have
the least training in pre-college guidance. SCAN (Student
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Counseling and Assistant Network) would provide counselors with
the training ahout financial aid so crucial to communicating the
possibility of higher education, especially to children whose
families have been traditionally underrepresented. It also would
provide a datahase about financial aid, a public awareness
program regarding the availability of financial aid, and identify
model programs designed especially for at-risk students in urban
and rural areas as well ,l'f4 those from a variety of cultural
backgrounds.

You have a strong history of dedication to issues of
education. All of us who labor in the field recognize that the
decade of the nineties will not likely be a time of more real
dollars. WO need to do well with the resources available to Us.
It is my hope that there is still room for creative new
programming such as SCAN which will yield maximum utility from
the dollars expended in assisting students and their families to
make informed decisions.

Rest of wishes to you in the vital work you do on behalf of
students aeross the nation.

cerViy yours,

c21,441,4k/
R. Russell Shunk
Associate Dean of Admissions

RRS/Ill

cc: William F. GoodIing
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